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BEFORE THE OHIO POWER SITING BOARD

In the Matter of the Ohio
Power Siting Board*s
Consideration of Ohio Adm.
Code Chapter 4906-4.

Case No. 19-778-GE-BRO

WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS
before Mr. Jeff Jones, Administrative Law Judge, at
the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 180 East
Broad Street, Room 11-B, Columbus, Ohio, called at
10:01 a.m. on Tuesday, April 30, 2019.
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TESTIMONY
Julia F. Johnson
Champaign County
IN THE MATTER OF THE OHIO POWER SITING BOARD'S CONSIDERATION OF OHIO ADM.CODE
CHAPTER 4906-4. CASE NO. 19-778-GE-BRO

Regulations promulgated by the Ohio Power Siting Board to ensure the safety of Ohioans have been and
continue to be inadequate concerning wind turbine blade failure, turbine collapse and ice throw.
Incidents have not been uniformly reported or investigated and the public has been denied the
opportunity be informed about the potential for personal or property injury from mechanical failure,
lightning strike or ice accumulation.
Consequences of inadequate or non-existent blade shear/ice throw regulation include: 1) inhibiting the
establishment of protective wind turbine setbacks; 2) preventing potential leaseholders from making
informed decisions about entering into contracts; and 3) denying the opportunity for neighboring
landowners to understand the impact of waiving setbacks pursuant to negotiated easements called "Good
Neighbor Agreements".
There are have been at least three instances of blade failure at economically significant wind farms in
Ohio. Failures have occurred at Blue Creek in Van Wert County, Hog Creek in Hardin County and Timber
Road in Paulding County.
in Case Number 10-369-EL-BGN, the Paulding Wind Farm II {also known as Timber Road II) the developer
was EDP Renewables. In their application dated May 14,2010 EDP addressed blade shear at pages 91-92.
EDP represented that "There is no available calculation to determine where a blade (or a portion thereof)
will land in the event of a blade failure." "Project setbacks between turbine sites and permanent
residences (minimum 914 feet) and property lines (minimum of 505 feet) should protect the public from
the already minimal risk of blade throw."
Two years later on April 24, 2012, a blade which suffered a defect in the manufacturing process failed at
Timber Road il. The blade struck the tower while rotating and the turbine was shut down when a sensor
perceived a problem. A technician in Portland, Oregon then restarted the turbine and a second blade
struck the tower sending debris across the fields.
The turbine manufacturer Vestas filed an incident report (Attachment A) noting that, in response to the
incident, they established an emergency clearance area of 500 meters (1,640 feet). In summarizing the
blade damage, Vestas reported that the largest fragment they "recovered" was more than 3kg (6.6 lbs.)
and was found 233m (764 feet) from the tower base. No report was made of pieces weighing less than
6.6 lbs. Notwithstanding, Van Wert County Hoagiin Township Trustee Milo Schaffner visited the site and
measured the distance of blade fragments he found dose to a home and to a public road. Schaffner
provided evidence of his review to the Ohio Power Siting Board. This evidence showed a 1-foot x 1-foot
fragment had traveled 1,158 feet from the tower. Another documented fragment was found near a road
1,561 feet from the tower. These distances justify the 1,640-foot clearance of the area.
It is evident from the Vestas report that a human, a pet or livestock on neighboring property could easily
have been struck by a 6.6 lb. projectile and a car passing along the road also could have been in jeopardy.

Trustee Schaffner's report indicates Vestas significantly under-reported the extent of the debris field. No
other independent report of investigation was known to have been undertaken.
On March 16, 2018, the OPSB filed revised wind turbine rules with the Joint Committee on Agency Rule
Review. These rules addressed blade shear and actions required to minimize potential impact through
independent braking systems, lightning protection systems, turbine shutoffs to prevent uncontrolled
rotation and so on. Not one of these provisions would have protected anyone from the incidents
described in this testimony.
On April 4, 2018 a blade shear occurred at Hog Creek Wind Farm in Hardin County (Attachment B). The
incident was believed to be caused either by lightning or by high winds. Hog Creek is owned by EDP
Renewables, the same developer of Timber Road. A news report on a local radio station said the company
was assessing damage. No public report assessing the incident has been known to have been made
available by the OPSB. No independent investigation is known to have been undertaken and no reports
from eye-witnesses have been made publicly recorded.
The following month on May 4, 2018, a blade failure was experienced at Huron Wind in Ontario, Canada.
The turbine was a Vestas V80 erected in 2002. On May 5^^ professional engineer William Palmer^ visited
the site and produced a map documenting the extent of the debris field. Mr. Palmer stamped his analysis
with his professional seal. (Attachment C). The map documents a blade fragment measuring Im x 0.2m
traveled 450m (1,476 feet) from the tower base and a fragment measuring 1.2mx 3m traveled a distance
of 240m (787 feet) from the tower.
Among William Palmer's expert opinions is his admonition that : "As a premise of safety analysis, one
must consider the implications of signed "participant agreements" in which a landowner contractually
accepts risk from a wind turbine on his/her property. Society may permit a person to accept a higher
degree of personal risk than is normal to the general public, as for example the risk that is accepted by a
firefighter (within acceptable limits of workplace safety.) However, the government should not allow the
increased level of risk from the contractual agreement to be imposed on vulnerable members of society
such as spouses, children, live in grandparents, visitors, delivery couriers, or workers who may be
employed on the property."
On August 25, 2018, 1 received a report from Van Wert County where a blade failed at the Blue Creek
Wind Farm owned by Iberdrola Renewables (also known as Avangrid). According to photos taken by a
local resident using a drone, there was evidence of char on the broken tip indicating perhaps a lightning
strike. A neighbor reported hearing a loud noise, then seeing the tip separate while the turbine continued
to spin for 10 minutes. The resident called 911. A representative of the developer arrived two hours after
the incident had been reported.
The drone photography documented a 10-foot fragment thrown approximately 825 feet from the tower.
The Blue Creek turbines are 476 feet tall and a l.lx turbine height equals a setback to the property line of
523 feet. Once again, a human, pet or livestock could have hit by a blade shear debris which traveled 300
feet further than the property line setback.
In the Blue Creek incident, no statement was made by the developer/owner. On August 27^^ Rep. Bill Seitz
emailed his colleagues in the legislature as well as a representative of the PUCO to advise that neither
^ The OPSB has an extensive record of documentation provided to it by William Palmer concerning biade failure.

pre-2015 setbacks nor proposed revised setbacks were adequate for public safety in the case of the Blue
Creek blade failure.
On August 30, 2018,1 contacted various legislators and others to complain that no information had been
reported on Blue Creek and, additionally, to advise that another turbine had failed on August 26^^ in
Mitchell County, Texas driving a family of five from their home, in this incident, a turbine was spinning out
of control and the brakes were unable to stop it, sending sparks flying through the air. (Attachment D)
No response from the PUCO was forthcoming concerning Blue Creek and Rep. Seitz's office followed up
again on September 5, 2018. On September
Fletch Zimpher replied to Robert VanKirk that the PUCO
staff had initiated contact with the operator and would follow up with a report of their investigation. To
my knowledge, no incident report has been made available to the public.
These examples illustrate that:
•

There is no apparent obligation for a wind developer/operator to notify the OPSB, local law
enforcement or the public about blade failure incidents.

•

There is no protocol for independent investigation and documentation of the debris field.

•

There is ample evidence that blade failure can occur despite systems and technology designed to
prevent failure. The only guaranteed protection from flying blade shear debris is distance from
the turbine.

•

In Timber Road and Blue Creek, the established Ohio setback distance was insufficient. In Hog
Creek, the debris field is unknown.

•

Because there is no rule for public disclosure of blade shear incidents, the public is vulnerable to
injury.

•

Because there is no rule requiring wind developers to warn potential leaseholders and persons
granting setback waivers of possible danger, individuals cannot make informed decisions on
whether to enter contracts.

•

There is no known and uniform procedure for the public to report blade failures. It is unclear
whether leaseholders and those with easement agreements are bound to only report failure
directly to the operator as opposed to local law enforcement.

•

There appears to be no means by which the OPSB is required to assess the existing evidence and
thereby inform rule-making on setbacks from public roads and non-participating property.

•

There is no publicly available information on how the OPSB models blade throw distances.

•

There is a history of the OPSB disregarding the advice of known experts in the field of wind turbine
safety.

In February, 2015 a research article was published by the Department of Wind Energy at the Technical
University of Denmark entitled Analysis of throw distances of detached objects from horizontal-axis
wind turbines. {Attachment E). The conclusion reached in this paper is “It is found that, while at tip
speeds of about 70 m/s [157 mph] (normal operating conditions), pieces of blade (with weights in the
range of approximately 7-16 ton) would be thrown out less than 700 m [2,296 feet] for the entire range of
wind turbines, and turbines operating at the extreme tip speed of 150 m/s[336 mph] may be subject to
blade throw up to 2 km from the turbine."
I welcome the renewed interest of the Ohio Power Siting Board in considering the adoption of a rule
requiring turbine operators to report incidents to the Board. Attachment F responds specifically to the
questions posed by the OPSB as to the scope of the rulemaking.
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Timber Road II Incident Report

Blade Failures
Timber Road II — Payne, Ohio
April 24, 2012
1417 NW Everett Street Portland, Oregon 97209

Document # 0030-3671

Vestas.
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Summary
Notice of Event
On April 24,2012, at approximately 12:48 p.m. EDT, tvyo 49m blades of the turbme at location 68,
a V100-1.8 RM turbine (“Turbine"), broke at Timber Road If near Payne. Ohio.
Based on eyewitness account and data analysis, the Incident was initiated wh^ a single blade
biT^e and strudc the tower while rotating.
Tbe Turbine ^tted offline on Narm 156 Chock Sensor as a result of this impact but was then
remotely restarted by a Vestas technician.
After It was restarted, the remaining blades rotated a few more revolutions before the second blade
struck the tenner and scattered debris down to the surrounding area (Exhibits 1 - 2).
At approximately 1:20 p.m. EDT, the Paulding II Site Manager arrived atthe Turbine site. He
immediately r^ied Vestas personnel to inform them of the Incident, and Vestas placed the Turbine
into a paused state at approximately 1 -.24 p.m. EDT.
Irranediate Safety Measures
•

Vestas site personnel secured the site, induding establishing a temporary clearance area
of 500 m^rs. No injuries occurred.

•

Follov^g this inddent, Vestas issued Saf^ Bulletin SB065 (Exhibit 3) requiring no
remote resets are permitted for Alarm 156 Chock Sensor until a turbine inspection Is
performed. The Timber Road li site received and acknowledged the new requirement.

•

Work is underway to release a new turbine software to permanently change the system
capability f^ remote reset of Alarm 156 Chock Sensor. The operation and maintenance
documentation wiH be updated aaxtrdingly. Hie timeline for implementation will be vwthin
the next few months. A firm timefine is being developed for the completion of this work.
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Acfivatioii of incident Management Plan
•

Upon notificatkxn from EDPR ste personnel wtio discovered ttie blade damage, die Vestas
Timber Road Site Manager Initiated the Vestas-American Wind Technology (VAWT)
Incident Management Plan (Exhibit 4). The Inddent Response Team was assembled to
re\^W the Incident and discuss immediate actions.

•

Vestas’ SustainabBity/H^ completed a Preliminary incident Report (Exhibit 5; see also
Exh&it 6) notifying Techttology R&D at Vestas’ global headquarters in Denmark of the
inddent

•

The Site Manager, in conjunction with Vestas Sustainabllily/HSE, completed the
Ffreliminary Inddent Report and assembled the Investigation Team. A Sustainability Field
Support Professional was dispatched to assist in the Invest^ation and help manage site
saf^. The Sustalnabllify Field Support Professional is woildng with the investigation team
to determine rocrf cause and corredive actions.

•

On the same day of the Incident, at Vestas’ recommendation. EDPR agreed to temporarily
suspend power generation at the wind power plant.

Technicaf Personnel Dispatched to Site
•

Vestas technical engineers immediately left en route to the site to insped the damped
turbine as well as implement visual blade inspedions for all remaining turbines at the wind
power i^ant.

•

Vestas engines reviewed ail Component Inspedion Reports and assessed whether there
was visual evidence of strudural compromise. They found no visual evidence that any
other blades at the plant were sfructorally compromised with the exception of one blade,
whidi had been identitied to have lightning damage.

•

The gearbox and nacelie inspedion resulted in no indication of failure association.

•

Ail blade debits ewdence
processing and review.

secured arvf shipped to Vestas laboratories for fiirtiier
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Exhibit 1

Blade Damage Summary— Turbine Serial Number 134099
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Note; Debris map not to scale. The general orlentalicn and relationship of debris pieces
greater tlian 3 Kg is shown above. Section "J "(the largest piece of debris more than ~3kg in
weight) was recovered 233in from the tower baso.
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Exhibit 2
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Attachment B

April 2018 Blade Shear Hog Creek Wind Farm located in Hardin County
http://thecourier.eom/trending-now/2018/04/05/winds-damage-wind-turbine/

mm
Mm

One of the blades on a turbine at EDP Renewables' Hog Creek Wind Farm near Hardin County 30 appears to have
been broken by high winds. A good part of Ohio was buffeted by strong winds Wednesday. Ttie National Weather
Service reported a tornado caused damage south of Columbus. (Photo by Randy Roberts)

http://wktn.com/local-news/355934
Posted Yesterday At 4:20pm by WKTN News

Wind and or lightning Tuesday night into Wednesday damaged a wind turbine
on the Hog Creek Wind Farm near Dola.

A

A blade on a turbine was partially broke sometime during the storm. Lightning accompanied a storm
that rolled through the area Tuesday night and was followed by wind gusts close to 50 miles hour
Wednesday morning.
A spokesperson for the company said they are currently assessing the damage to figure out exactly
what happened.
The turbine damaged was located on County Road 125 near County Road 30 near Dola.
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julia f Johnson
julia f Johnson <julieJohnson@ctcn.net>
Thursday, August 30, 2018 10:12 AM
Rep30@ohiohouse.gov; 'McColley@ohiosenate.gov'; 'balderson@ohiosenate.gov'
sam randazzo; Frank.Strigari@ohiosenate.gov; 'Jimmy.Wolf@ohiohouse.gov'; Kevon
Martis
Wind turbine spinning out of control in Mitchell County, family of 5 forced out of home

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

We still have not received any published reports about the blade failure this past weekend at the Blue Creek project in
Van Wert County. Likewise, we were interested to read about this failure which occurred on Sunday where the
developer apparently has also declined to acknowledge the event. Lack of access to timely, actual failure reports is one
more compelling reason for statutory protective setbacks measured from property lines. As seen in the story below, the
mechanical safeguards Intended to prevent the Texas overspeed situation, did not work.

https://ktxs.com/news/big-countrv/wind-turbine-spins-out-of-control-in-mitchell-county

Wind turbine spinning out of control in Mitchell County, family
of 5 forced out of home
by Jamie Burch
Wednesday. August 29th 2018
\
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(Courtesy: Christopher Madrid)
LORAINE, Texas — A Mitchell County family of five is temporarily out of a home because of an out of control wind
turbine.
Christopher Madrid said he woke up about 2 a.m. Sunday to a loud boom.
They live close to I-20, so he first thought a tractor trailer had a blowout.
But the house kept shaking, so Madrid went outside and saw sparks falling from a nearby wind turbine.
He got everyone out of the house in case the sparks started a fire.
Madrid said he was told by Third Planet Windpower that the sparks were from the brakes on the turbine trying to stop it
from spinning so fast.
Crews have still not been able to stop the turbine.
The company put the family up in a hotel, but has not been able to say how soon they can go home.
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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Analysis of throw distances of detached objects from
horizontal-axis wind turbines
Hamid Sarlak and Jens N. Sdrensen
Section of Fluid Mechanics. Department of Wind Energy, TecbnicaJ Jniversity of Denmarlf, DX-2800 Lyngoy, Denmark

ABSTRACT
This paper aims at predicting trajectoric.s of the detached fragments from wind turbines, in order to better quantify conse
quences of wind turbine failures. The trajectories ol' thrown objects are attained using the .solution to equations of motion
and rotation, with the external loads and moments obtained using blailc clement approach, We have extended an earlier
work by taking into account dynamic .stall and wind variations due to shear, and inve.stigated different scenarios of throw
including throw of the entire or a part of blade, as well as throw of accumulated ice on the blade. Trajectories are simu
lated for modern wind turbines ranging in si/c from 2 to 20 MW using upscaling law^s. F.xiensivc parametric analyses arc
performed against initial release angle, tip .speed ratio, detachment geometry, and blade pitch setting. It is found that, while
at lip speeds of about 70 m/s (normal operating conditions), pieces of blade (with weights in the range of approximately
7-16 ton) would be thrown out less than 700 m for the entire range of wind turbine.s, and turbines operating at the extreme
tip ,speed of 150 m/s may be .subject to blade throw of up to 2 km from the turbine. For the ice thrtiw ca.scs. ma.vimum
distances of approximately 100 and 600 m arc obtained for .standstill and nonnal operating conditions ofihc wind turbine,
respectively, with the ice pieces weighting from 0.4 to 6.5 kg. The simulations can be useful for revision of wind turbine
setback standards, especially when combined with risk assessment studies. Copyright O 2015 John Wiley & Sons. Ltd.
KEYWORDS
wind turbine accidents; blade element theory: blade detachment: ice throw: aerodynamic model: HAWT
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H. Sartafc, Sectron of Ffutd Mechanics, Departmen: of Wind Energy, Tecfinicaf L/mver^ity of Denmark, D<-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ever-growing number of wind turbines installed near inhabited areas, buildings and community facilities, such as
bridges, power installations or highways, has resulted in an increasing concern by authorities to determine risk levels
associated with wind turbine blade failure. From a safety point of view, the most serious failure is associated with splintering
of rotor blades and detachment of debris, which could be thrown over long distances and damage people or property.
\ce-throw from wind turbines insiallcd in cold climate is also of high concern, e.specially for wind lurtiines erected near
highways where the ice pieces thrown from a wind turbine may strike a passing car. which in the worst case may cau.se a
fatal accident.
VarioiJ.s typc.s of hazard.s regarding operation I'f wind turbine.s have recently been reported by Dursiwify and the Caiiline.s.s
Windfarm Information Forum." ' .According to a recent survey by the Ciaithness Windfarm Intormution Forum, blade
failures resulting in either w^holc blades or pieces of blades being thrown from the turbine are the most important causes
of turbine accidents.' comparative graph showing the growth of wind turbine accidents over the past four decades is
shown in Figure 1. where the share of blade accidents and accidents due to fire, which may eventually cause throw of lire
patches, are alsti prc.scntod. Due to such accident data, energy authorities all over the world have tried to enlorce safety
distances around wind turbine.s and wind farms. The safety distance is a distance within which it is not allowed to build
human structures such as buildings and roads. Shown in Table I is an example of the safety di.stancc standards detiiiod by
different authorities. It can he seen from the table the valuc.s ol' offset safety distances fall within an extensive range of
CoDyrigtn ® 2C15 John Wley & So's. Ltd

Aerodynamics of runaway detachments from horizontal-axis wind turbines

H. Sarlak and J. N, Sorensen
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Figure 1. Comparison of wind turbine accidents and particularly blade failure data in a period from 1970s until 2014 (data taken from
Caithness Windfarms^).

Table I. Safely distances of wind turbines from human
structures as practiced in different regions of the worldJ’
Authonty/source
France
Germany
Rural Manitoba, Canada 11981)
US National Research Council
(L, USA
Riverside County, CA, USA
Ml, USA

Safety distance lm| (ft)
1609 (5280)
1609 (5280)
(6500)
762 12500)
•457 (T500I
3218 (10560)
304(10001

scales bciwcen 3.2km and 300m. and that the setback standards are not even similar in dilTcrent regions of the same country.
To standardize such safely guidelines, it is uscl'ul to cmpk>y mathematical models of the throw in various conditions and
risk assessment tools to associate the probability of t'ailurc in each particular selling.
Motions of .solid particles in fluids were first addre.ssed analytically by Kirchhoff,'* He showed that the etjuation.s of
motion for a solid body in an ideal Iluid reduce to a set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) based tin Euler's equations.
Fuithcr experimental investigations on falling objects revealed, despite originating from Euler's equations, various siaie.s
of chatiiie motion. It wa.> also mathematically shown that Kirchhoff's equations had been prone to yield chaotic solutions
]51.Tanabc e! nl.^ developed a set of two-dimensional equations of motion (including rotation) based on simple mechanics
in which plates of zero thickness w^tc subject to lift, friction and gravity forces. Based on tho.se assumptions, they f(>und
five different falling patterns, ranging from a periodic movement to chaotic random motions depending on the density ratio
between the solid and the surrounding Muid and <m the length of the object. Pesavento and Wang^ and Andersen ei
performed more detailed studies to determine the motion of a falling two-dimensional elliptic objeei using direct numerical
simulation of the Navicr-Slokcs equations. They look added mass and added moment of inertia into account and analyzed
the transient motion and local jumps of the falling object thoroughly.
Due \o complicaiions in a real-life blade aecidems (erratic mobons. high Reynvdds numbers, complex geometries etc.),
the fundamental studies mentioned above could only partially help understanding the physics of wind turbine blade throw
patterns. To cope with the wind turbine problems, simplified appmaches were used. Macqueen el al.y for instance, studied
the problem of blade-throw from wind turbines, using classical ballistics and also as.sumption of constant lit't and drag.
lift coefficient of Cl = O.X and a drag eocflicienl of Cd = 0.4 were used for the gliding simulations, with Cl = 0.0 and Cd =
1.0 for the tumbling motion. However, the probability that gliding would occur was deemed very small. Their maximum
throw studies using simple ballistic analysis, that is. by neglecting aerodynamic forces, show'cd that in the extreme throw
velocity of approximately 310m/s. the maximum throw length reaches lOkm.
One of the tirst detailed studies on the aerodynamics of a detached wind turbine blade was performed by Sorensen' using
a blade element approach. In this approach, the detached hlade is divided into a number of sections and the aerodynamic
loads arc determined for each section. The total external aerodynamic load on the whole hlade would then be determined
as the summation of the individual forces on each section.
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Aerodynamics of runaway detachments from horizontai-axis wind turbines

Recently, Rogers el al.used a dynamic model employing quaternions instead of Euler angles and rotation vectors to
form the orientation matrix and performed Monte Carlo simulations of a large set of initial conditions in order to obtain a
range of the throw distances.
Tec throw has also been investigated, especially for the turbines erected in the cold climate. Seifert et al. measured
ice-throw accidents together with a simple aertKlynaraic rntniel and perldmted risk analysis of the ice fragments thrown
from the blades." Recently, a model of ice throw for a wind turbine in operation was presented by Biswas ei n/.," in
which calculations were carried out for ice pieces by neglecting lift and using a fixed drag coefficient of Cj = 1.0. It was
also estimated that including the highest possible, lift increases the tlirow distance by approximately a factor of two.
The problem of blade/ice throw has also been investigated through the window of probabilistic methods. Such meth
ods deal with risk levels and probabilities that a certain throw distance will occur. Such studies arc typically performed
together with a dynamic model for calculating the throw distances. Macqueen et al^ Morgan," Morgan and B(>ssanyi"
and Rogers et
caaled out risk analyses of ice throw to detemtine safety guidelines for wind developments in
ice-prone areas. Sdrensen" proposed a statistical model that determines risk levels of debris hitting people. Similarly.
Carbone and Afferrante^^ performed a combined probabilistic and dynamic analyses to quantify hazards due to the
blade throw.
In the present work, detailed aerodynamic analysis are performed for simulating flying debris. The cases include blade
throw in which the blade together with its components is thrown, a case in w'hich only a shell laminate is thrown and a
case involving detachment of ice fragments. The governing equations of motion form a set of 18 ODEs responsible for the
six degree-of-freedom motion. The resulting system of discretized equations are solved using an ordinary time integration
method. Throw distances for four different turbine sizes ranging from 2.3 to 20 MW are compared, by employing simple
upscaling rules. The computations are carried out for different wind and tip speeds.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The equations of motion for a detached blade include equations of translation and equations of rotation. Thc.se are obtained
using Newton’s second law and Euler’s equatir^ns of n\otion, with the aerraiynamic forces obtained from tabulated airfoil
data. To be able to quantify the rotational motion of the detached blade, the moments of inertia around the rotation axes
are calculated. This, however, cannot be calculated in a fixed coordinate system (i.e.. an inertial system) since both the
moments of inertia and the rotational speeds are varying and a solution would become very complicated. Instead, the
equations arc computed around the body-fixed principal axis, and the obtained values are subsequently transformed to
the global (inertial) coordinate system to represent the absolute location and orientations. Two coordinate systems are
defined here; a global coordinate system x = (x. y, z) with the origin on the tower basement and orlhonornial right-handed
uuit vectors
with the y-axis in the wind direction and the j-axis in the upward direction. A body-fixed coordinate
system b = (.v/„>v,,z/,) is defined by an orthonormal right-handed unit vector (ri,?2,r3), w’ith the origin located at the
center of gravity of the detached blade fragment and the third axis parallel to the length axis of the blade (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Sketch of the problem and definition of coordinate systems.
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The orientation of the detached part is determined through a matrix R, which gives the transformalion from global
coordinates to the body-fixed coordinates
7'i

h = [R]
/}_

i
j
k

=

/'ll '■|2 H3
^21 r22 ''23
/'31 '■32 ^33 _

(

1k

and similarly.

= [R->]

(!)

« -

Equation (1) holds for transformation of any variable between the two coordinate systems. This way of defining a
vectorized rotation matrix (as opposed to Euler’s scalar angles) ensures uniqueness of orientation angles and avoids the
problem known as gimbal lock.
The full six degree-of-freedom motion is governed by Newton’s second law of motion and Euler’s equations of motion:
^”4-=

(2)

Im, =
^ (/■‘^) = M
(3)
where m is the mass of die blade,
is the position vector of the center of gravity, F is the aerodynamic force acting on
the center of gravity, g is the gravitational acceJenition, / is the moment of inenin tensor, ^ is the angular vekx-'ity in the
rotating frame of reference, JW is the aerodynamic force acting along the principal axis of the moment of inertia tensor and
(.) denotes differentiation with respect to time. To close the system, the following relationship between the motion of die
unit vectors of the body (the blade fragment) and the angular velocity is used:
(4)

r = ojxr

where w is the angular velocity of the blade fragment in the inertial coordinate system, which by equation (1) is
transformed into the local body-fixed coordinate system. The total set of equations are .solved using a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta-Nystrom or a third-order Adam.s-Bashforth method. For more information about the mathematical and
numerical treatment of the equations, readers are referred to the early work of Sorensen. *

2.1. Aerodynamic modeling

For the solution of the system of DDEs, a blade element approach is employed in which each blade is divided into «sections
along the span. In each section, the external forces and moments are calculated from airfoil data based on the local wind
speed and relative velocities.
The three-dimensional edge effects are to some extent considered through the finite aspect ratio assumption of the blade,
and the aerodynamic coefficients of lift and drag are calculated for all angles of attack based on flat-plate theory. The
induced velocities are, however, neglected, and the Reynolds-number dependence of the airfoil data is disregarded. Once
the aerodynamic coefficients are found, the lift, drag and moments on the blade fragment are computed as
U = -pvfAjCL,.

D, = -pv^AjCoi

(5)

where L,- and D,- are lift and drag forces on the i-ih section, p is the air density, v, is the local relative ainspeed. A, = C; Ar,
is the local planform area where c, and Ar, are the local chord and the section lengths, and C/., and Cm are the sectional
lift and drag coefficients at the desired angle of attack.
The static forces aerodynamic coefficients of the airfoil only depend on the angle of attack. Unsteady effects at high
angles of attack are included by using the dynamic stall model of 0ye.’^ In this model, the dynamic lift coefficient is
obtained by interpolating between the lif t coefficient of an airfoil in a fully attached flow and a lift coefficient of the airfoil
when the flow around the airfoil is fully .separated, i.e.,
ClJyn —/vQ.(>iv(oj) ■F (I ~/v)0./v(0')

(6)

where C(,,„v is the lift coefficient for a fully attached flow (i.e., inviscid flow assumption) and Cijs is the lift coefficient for
fully separated flow. The stall-changing rate is defined as

ff-fs

(7)

d!

where/t is the time-dependent separation function, which can be thought of as the unsteady weighting function between
the fully attached and the fully separated flow,/;)' is a function of airfoil section,

(«) =
154
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and T is an empirically determined time constant giving the time lag between the dynamic value of/v and its static value. It
follows from equation (7) that
fs(i ^ A/)

+ (/,.(/) -4") exp

-At\

(y>

2.2. The atmospheric boundary layer effects

The inlet wind is included as a velocity profile corresponding to the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL). As a result, in
addition to simulating uniform inflow,' it is possible to simulate throw distances for blades thrown in wind fields following
a power or logarithmic law, depending on the specific site information. The ABL wind profile as a function of height and
atmospheric conditions reads
U: =

(10)

Inl - + i/{z,Zo,L)
zo/

where u* is the friction velocity, k is the von Karman constant (~ 0.41), zo is the roughness length, yj/ is a function of
atmospheric stability and L is the Monin-Obukhov stability parameter (see Wyngaard’^ for more details).
If no data are available in a specific site, and neutral ABL is assumed, a power law u(z) = Uhubiz/ziuih)'^^ a ~ 0.14 will
be used for the wind velocity at different heights having (he wind velocity at hub hei*^t as an input. The power-law method
is used for the parametric studies in this paper.
Using the mentioned wind profile and denoting the local position vector of a point p on the wing as
the local relative
wind velocity Upb, as seen by the blade fragment, is given as
iiph ~ [R]-{iiwind - M.v) -

X rpi,

(H)

where the wind vector is assumed to be Uwind = (0, Uy, 0), neglecting the vertical and lateral components.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations of both blade-throw and ice-throw distances are performed by solving the equations derived in the previous
sections u.sing the in-house aerodynamic code Sayba}". The overall procedure for the solution consists of three siage.s,
comprising coordinate transformation, aerodynamics load assessment and time imegraiion. The initial position, orientation
and velocities of the detached part are first evaluated at their local coordinates. Based on the.se values, an iterative procedure
starts where the local velocities are evaluated, according to exerted aerodynamic loads, and integrated to give the location
and orientation of the fragment in global coordinates until Che fragment reaches the ground level.
For the blade-throw analysis, cases with different detached lengths and tip speeds are compared in two sub-cases; (1) the
whole blade together with its sandwich structure is thrown and (2) only the shell layer of the blade is thrown. For ice-throw
analysis, it turns out that the drag to mass ratio plays an important role for the magnitude of the throw distance. As a result, a
few cases with different QA/m ratios (as discussed by Biswas et aO^) with both standstill and running turbine conditions
are simulated. The analyses are performed for different wind turbine sizes.
3.1. Turbine upscaling laws

The throw distance analysis was initially performed for a 2.3 MW turbine using publicly available data, A series of empir
ical relations was then used to upscale the data tor the larger turbines, and the analyses were performed for four dilferciu
wind turbine sizes, i.e., 2.3, 5, 10 and 20 MW. The scale-up factors are first obtained for the blade length, which .scales
as the square root of the power ratio. Therefore, denoting the blade length, mass (applicable to both total sandwich struc
ture and the shell laminate masses) and mass moment of inertia for the reference turbine with index n, i.e., ra.
and la,
respectively, the corresponding values for the upscaled turbine, index h, can be obtained as
Si

>'b = fa

y

= '"a ( — 1

s,„

: I/) = L;

y~) S,„+2

\ ma J \ ''a J

= \u

\raJ

(12)

'*The computing code Savhal will be available upon request for further studies on this field.
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Table II. Charecterist cs o' dif'erent •.u'ome sizes considered m tiie V'rov.' analyses.
Size

L (mi

m (<g|

lx (kg-m^i

ly (kg^m-'i

Iz (kg-m^,

1.0
0.5
0.2

45
22.5
10

73E+3
2.4E+3
4.1E+2

0.1E*7
0.1E‘6
0.4E+04

C.1E+7
C.1E+6
C.4E+04

0.3E+04
0.4CE+03
D.2E+02

5 MW ri = i)6m. i(=- ’-lym

1.0
0.5
0.2

66
33
14

2.6E+04
8.2E+03
1.75+3

0.9E*07
0.lE-r07
0-35-.-05

0.9E+07
0.1E+07
C.35+05

0.2E+05
0.3E+04
0.25+03

10 MW R —

1.0
0.5
0.2

93
46.5
20

8.2E+04
2.7E+04
5.3E+3

0.5E-08
0.6E-07
Q.2ErQ6

0.5E+0e
C.6E+07
0.2E+Q6

0.1E+06
0.2E+05
0.1Ef04

2.6E+05
8.7E+04
1.6E+04

0.3E-09
0.4E+08
0.1E+07

0.3E+09
C.4E+08
0.1E+07

0.9E+06

2.3 MW

20 MW

= It ITI, h = lOQ m

m, » 7TO m

H-7W-

•,o

0.5
0.2

132
66
29

0.1E + 06
0.8E+04

.posig.O.^,
• pcs>g-2t5,^
,pcag = 270^
pcsig = 3iSj^

y|m)

-^V6p.70^,
Vlip . 10O|^
-Vtip-150^:
-V*F«200_

yrm)

Figure 3. Schematic graphs of the throw distances for half-blade detachment dianging (a) the initial release angles (upwardclockwise reference) and (b) the tip speed velocities for the 2.3 MW reference turbine.

where f =

fn the previous rclation.s. 5/ = I '2 and S„, depends on actual scaling laws when increasing the

.size of the rotor. From simple upscaling rules. S„, would be equal to ^ . but because t>f more elaborate roU>r designs, this
parameter is u.suaHy found to be somewhat smaller. In the present work, we employ S,„ = 2.3 (sec UpWind’" and TPI
Compt)siies~* for more informaiiim on turbine scaling),
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3.2. Full-blade throw analysis

In this section, the throw distance analyses are perJormed lor four different turbine sizes based on the upscaling Riles
presented previously. Here, the lerm lull blade refers to the ca.se of blade shell including stiffening members (upper and
lower shells, spar, etc.). The dimensions and other characteristics of each turbine size are reported in Table II. In accordance
with the copyright policies of the turbine maiuifaciurers. the data for the iclorencc turbine (2.3 MW) do not correspond to
an existing turbine but are cho.scn to mimic a real turbine.
The analysis included a parametric study, where the effects of the length of the detached parts, incoming wind speeds,
blade lip speeds and wind turbine size on the blade-throw distances were investigated. The height of the tower is in all
eonsitlercti cases assumed to he equal to the rotor diameter. Figure 3 shows three-dimensional visualizations of (he thnw
dislancc.N ol'a half-blade piece thrown of the 2.3 MW machine lor different initial conditions The small colored patches in
the ligure sh<iws the instantaneous j'rienuition iit the detached part. For the sake of ciariiy. only some selected ciir\ es are
shown in the hgure. Figure 3(a) shows the elfeci of release angle on the throw distance, and Figure 3(bi shows the effect
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Figure 4. Threw distance calculations of full blade with three different detached lengths for 2.3, 5, 10 and 20 MW turbines at the
normal operating condition of VV^ = 70 m/s. The horizontal axis shows the wnd speed at the hub height and the vertical axis
represents the throw distance. O <> <>■ L* = 0.2. □□ □ i" = 0.5. and o o o' /.* = 1.
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Figure 5. Throw distance calculations of full blade with three different detached lengths at a high tip speed of Vt,p = 100 m/s.
Legends are similar to those in Figure 4.
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111' release Up velocity. A.s can he seen, the relea.se tip speed is a very important factor inlluencine tlte maximum throw
distancc.s Nontial operating conditions with V';,,, = 71) m/s result in throw distances of about 500 m long, whereas a tip
speed of Vn,, = 150 m/s may lead it> throw distances up to 2 km.
For the quantitative analysis performed in the next section, the fragments arc thrown at a release angle of 45° from
the horizon (225° mca^urod upward-cltK'kwisc) in all calculations. The full-blade and blade-shell throw ciilciilatitins arc
performed using llat-plate assumption for the aerodynamic ct>efticients.
Figures 4. 5 and 6 show the throw distances for three different fragments of the full blade for a combination of three
blade tip speeds (v,,/, = 70. 100 150 m/s) and four different incoming wind velocities (with power-law profiles) ranging
between 0 and 22 m/s at huh height.
The Hgures are divided into three groups, the first group (Figure 4i shows the throw distances, relative to the U'wer
position, for different incoming wind speeds (shown on the horizontal axis) and different dciachmeni lengths at a tip speed
of V„i. - 70 m/s. The detachment length /,*. shown with markers, is the Icngiii ot the detached piece, measured from the
blade tip and normalized by the blade length. The throw distances are calculated and plotted for the four considered w ind
turbine sizes ranging from 2.3 to 20 MW. As can be seen, except for the 2,3 MW machine, the effect of the incoming wind
on the throw distance is almost negligible. .Similarly, the effect of turbine size on the throw distance is minimal anil the main
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Figure 6. Throw distance calculations of full blade with three different detached lengths at an extreme tip speed of l/f,p = 150 m/s.
Legends are similar to those in Figure 4.
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paramclcr^ovcniini: ilic throw disuittcu is the dctadimcnt length. The luiniinum throw distance is (tbiaincd lor die heaviest
fragment {L* = 0.2) thrown from the 2 3 MW turbine, white the maximum throw distance of all cases at

= 70 m/s is

around 600 m lor the lightest Iragmcni (I* - 0.21Figure 5 shows the same graphs for the higher tip speed of V/,;, = 100 m/s. where the maximum throw distances for the
smallest and largest turbines are about 500 and 1000 m. respectively, while the minimum throw distance is reached for a
full-blade throw (/.* = I) of a 2.3 MW turbine. Also, it is clear that the effect of the hub-height wind vcliK'iiy is still very
small. Figure 6 sh>nvs the same plots for the most extreme case considered, i.e.. using a up speed of V„p ~ 150 m/s. Here,
the thrown pieces reach throw distances ranging from approximately 3.50 m for the full-blade throw for a 2.3 MW turbine
to about 2000 m lor the lightest fragment thrown from the 20 .MW turbine.
As can be seen trom the red curve in Figure 6 for the 10 MW turbine (bottom-left), the throw distance has unexpectedly
dccrea-sed when increasing the wind speed from 10 to 15 in/s. This behavior is somehow repealed U' a smaller extent in other
cases, especially at higher tip velocities. The unexpected results can happen because of (he fact that a small change in the
initial conditions can change tiie forcc/moment distributions on the fragments, itiereby cluinging the trajectory dra.stically.
To investigate the erratic motion further, the cfteci ot initial pitch setting on the trajecior> is analyzed in the next section.
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Figure 8. Sensitivity of throw distances of full blade to the initial pitch setting at V^p = 100 m/s. Legends are simitar to those
in Figure 7.
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3.2.1. Effect of initial pitch settings.
As explained earlier, analy.sc.s of the throw irajcciories show that the throw distance for a particular wind turbine sometimes
exhibits an erratic behavior ^oing from one dominant solution to another with only a slight change in the initial conditions.
Table 111. Aspect ratios, refererce chord length Cref and detached mass m of the blade shells
^Psheii ~ '’^00 kg/m^) used for throw simulation from turbines of different sizes.
2.3 W;
(m/

Ciiso.'i — AR
AR- ■■

AR=5
AR='0

1

5 MW

20 MW

Cre-f (mi

m (kgl

Cre‘ (m)

m (kg/

C;ei {ml

m(kg]

3C
170
340

1.5

83
415
830

2.1

184
920
1840

3

7040
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Figure 10. Throw distance calculations of blade shell with three different aspect ratios (invariant chord length for each turbine) for 2,3,
5, 10 and 20 MW turbnes at a normal operating condition of V{,p = 70 m/s. O O O Aff = 1; □ □ □: Aft — 5; and ooo.AR— 10.
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To understand this behavior, a sensitivity study is performed to investigate the effects of the initial pilch sellings on the
trajectory. Figures 7-9 deinonsiraie the pitch angle dependence t>f the full-blade throw distances fordiff'erem turbine sizes
and tip speeds, where the throw distances are obtained for release pilch angles ranging from 0° to 90°. As can he seen, the
pitch .setting has a substantial impact especially for the lighter parts. In general, higher throw distances are achieved using
fragraenl.s thrown at lower pilch angles, which arc due to the reduced drag. The effect of pilch angle on the heavier pieces
(green and blue curves) is, however, smaller. The reason for this is that the aerodynamics plays a less significant role for the
heavy parts in the throw distance calculation and the distance is mainly governed by the inenial forces. 1-or the extreme tip
velocity, aiul especially for the Z..! MW turbine, increasing the pitch angle produces erratic throw distances for the lightest
fragments. The exact reason for such erratic behavior has not been yet understood, hut it is most likely explained by the
physics of the problem, as explained earlier.
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Figure 12. Throw distance calculations of blade shell at an extreme tip speed of V^p = 150 m/s. Legends are similar to those
in Figure 10.
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3.3. Blade-shell throw analysis

An analyNis of available data from blade I'aiiurc aeeidenis shows that depending on the manufacturing method and the
structural integrity of the blade, it might first shatter into lighter parts, with the conscijucnce that the shell layer is most
likely to he thrown away. Three eases of different aspect ratios are considered for the shell ihnw analyses. For the reference
case of 2..^ MW turbine, an average chord of 1 m am! a shell thickness of 2 cm are chosen, and three aspect ratios (where
AR is dclined as the ratio of span to average chord) id' 1. 5 and 10 are in%-c,stigaicd. Then keeping the same AR. the analysis
is repealed for each of the turbines introduced in the preceding .sections. The density of the shell, consisting of liber and
glass, is assumed to be 1700 kg/m’. Table III shows the lest cases used for blade shell throw simulations.
Throw distances (or the four different turbine sizes with Che same working conditions as those for the full-blade case
arc plotted in Figures iO-12. Here, the non-dimensional length is replaced by the aspect ratio of the blade shell and three
dil'fcrcni aspect ratios are considered. As can be seen, increasing the hub-height wind speed and the turbine size generally
results in larger throw distance. Nevertheless, an erratic behavior, as mentioned in the previous section, appears in the
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Figure 14. Sensitivity of throw distances o^ blade shell to the initial piten sett ng at V(,p = 100 m/s. Legends are the same as
in Figure 10.
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sinuilaiiun results. By eoinparinji the shcll-thn*w "raphs with the corresponding figures Ironi the tull-blade analysis, the
ihnwiiig range of the blade shells and that of the full-blade simciure are seen to be of the same order of magnitude. Thai
is. the range is between .sOO m tor the 2..^ MW turbine operating at
= 70 m/s and a maxiimini *if 2200 m obtained
for the 20 M\S’ turbine in the extreme ca.se of V,,/, = 150 m/s However, unlike the full-blade ihnm eases, the case with
the smallest length (AK ~ I) reaches the least throw distance, whereas lor the lull blade, the smallest IVagmeni reaches the
highest disiaiiec. This is nmst probably due to the fact tJtat (he small shell object is lighter and the corresponding inertial
force is relatively small as compared w ith the drag forces.
As a ettmparison. the throw distances <»btaiiied for the ballistic motion of an equivalent particle in vacuum was al.sti
pertonned (results not showm. in which case there is no acmiiynamie forcing on (he objects. The results revealed that the
ballistic throw distances are the most extreme cases in terms of throw distance.
3.3.1. Effect of initial pitch settings.
Similar to Section 3.2,1. the role of initial pilch .setting on the irajectorx^ of thrown blade-shell debris is assessed,
l-igurcs 13-15 show the pitch angle dependence *if the throw distances Ibr different turbine si/cs and tip speeds Ibr the
blade-shell cases. Similar to the full-blade throw cases, the pitch setting has a substantial impact on the throw distance of
thrown blade-shell stnietutes. One major difference with the full-blade cases is. however, that the effect of the shell aspect
ratios on the ihnm distance is much less signilicant and all of the cases show similar behavior with .AK = I cases (red
diamonds), predicting smaller throw distances in general.

3.4. Ice throw
For the analysis of the ice throw, the same procedure as Ibr the blade throw is applied except that the throw analysis is
not perlbrmcd for the extreme tip speed conditions hut only for the standstill where the tip speed is zero, and the running
conditions, where the turbine is assumed to rotate in its normal operational mode at a lip speed of 711 m/s. For the icing ease.
Table IV. Aspect ratios, reference chore length
a-'d detac'ea mass 'i o< the ce t'^agments
= 0.7 <g/m^l used for tnrow simulation of turbines of diffe'ent S'zes.
2.3 MW
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Figure 16. Tnrow aistance calculations of icefragrrentsfor three different aspect ratios for 2.3. 5.10 and 20 MW turbines in stands: II
operation (V/pp = 0 m/sl. O O O'Aff = t: □□ □ A/f = 2;andooo A.*? = 3.
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Attachment F
Comments of Julia F. Johnson
Champaign County
The OPSB Initiated this ruJemakIng proceeding in order to investigate whether to adopt a rule repairing
turbine operators to report Incidents to the Board. Additionally, the Board is seeking comment on a
proposed revision to its rules to make explicit that economically significant wind farms and major utility
facilities consisting of wind-powered generation adhere to local building codes.
a. Should notice procedures similar to the requirements for gas pipeline safety incidents as found in Ohio
Adm. Code 4901:1-16-05 and 49 C.F.R. 191.5 be adopted? YES
b. What types of incidents should be reported? All Incidents which are caused by a mechanical failure,
lightning strike and ice accumulation including blade shear, turbine collapse and ice throw.
c. At what intervals should the reporting occur and to whom? Reporting should made immediately upon
discovery to local law enforcement officials and to Ohio Power Siting Board. Initial and interim reports
of investigation should be filed within 48 hours, where possible, or within ten days. Turbines should be
turned off until approved for restart by the Ohio Power Siting Board at the conclusion of the
investigation.
d. What content should be required to be reported? For example:
• the cause of the incident,
YES
• the time the incident occurred and when it was discovered, YES
• if the incident involves a turbine, the distance between debris and the wind turbine base,
YES
• if the incident involves a turbine, the distance between debris to the habitable structures and property
lines, YES
• requirements for submission of photographs, YES
• a narrative description of the incident and actions taken by the wind farm operator, including a
timeline of events,
YES
• what, if any, damage occurred to the other wind farm facilities,
YES
• what steps were necessary to repair, rebuild, or replace damage to the wind farm facilities,
YES
• what, if any, property damage or personal harm occurred due to the incident,
YES
• what, if any, steps were, or will be, taken to prevent future incidents. YES
In addition, the size and weight of debris thrown furthest from the turbine should be reported. In the
2010 Paulding Wind Farm II incident, only thrown debris weighing more than 3kg was reported. All
debris possible should be reported including debris which enters a roadway, a neighboring property
whether a participating or a non-participating parcel. Any damage or injury resulting from thrown
blade parts or ice should be reported. Procedures should be available to the public to file eyewitness
reports with local law enforcement officials and/or OPSB. No participating property owner should be
restricted from making a public report.
e. What should trigger notification to local law enforcement, first responders, or local officials? Any
mechanical failure or lightning strike which causes a turbine to be shut down or which causes debris to
be thrown. Reports should be encouraged to be made by the public, leaseholders and the wind farm
operator.

f. To what extent can local officials or citizens be of assistance in identifying Incidents?

Oftentimes, a

noise is associated with a failure or a light. The public is often the first to become aware of a problem or
of a failure occurrence. The public, including leaseholders, should be educated on how they can support
efforts to identify incidents.
g. Should ongoing preventative maintenance of wind farm facilities be reported to the Board? Yes,
including when turbine issues require a temporary shutdown of one or more turbines. The OPSB should
be advised when turbines will be restarted.
h. What measures should be taken before the wind farm operator or owner may restart the turbine or
affected turbines impacted by the incident? A report describing the nature of the problem and its
resolution should be made a part of the record at the OPSB.
i. What types of incidents would more broadly require Investigations by the Board? Any failure in which
debris was thrown from the tower should require an independent assessment of the debris field. Where
debris has been found to have traveled further than the established setback (whether or not the setback
has been waived) should require investigation by the OPSB.

April 30, 2019

My name Is Terry L Rittenhouse, and I am a citizen of Champaign County. We have the distinction of
being the first county in Ohio to be scouted and drafted for wind turbines. We have much experience in
working with the Ohio Power Siting Board. We have much experience in working with wind companies.
We have concerns regarding both. A host of board members have come and gone in an organization
vested with an important and broad public power and very limited oversight. We anticipate that recent
additions to the board will bring added awareness and consistency with Ohio statute. In that vein, I
submit for the public record the Ohio Supreme Court Justice Lundberg Stratton Dissent in the Buckeye
Wind Case, with Justicies Pfeifer and Cupp Concurring, for your review.
Regarding wind turbine companies, we have found them to be quite evasive on specifics as a regular
mode of business. From revenue estimates and turbine locations to models of turbines used , to sound
power levels and shadow flicker level and durations, all are only shadow estimates that remain in a state
of flux. Eleven years into the project our community still lacks even basic information. We believe that
an industry that has had incidents or accidents at 100% of the operating projects in Ohio needs stricter
reporting requirements. I therefore submit for the public record and review the testimony of Milo
Schaffner, In the Matter of the Application of Champaign Wind LLC for a Certificate to Install Electricity
Generating Turbines In Champaign County- Case No. 12-0160-EL-BGN, wherein Mr. Schaffner testifies
that he measured turbine failure debris at 1561 ft. from the base of the turbine at the Blue Creek Wind
Farm.
I also submit for the record an article published in the Urbana Daily Citizen by Managing Editor Brenda
Burns, who documents the 2-blade shatter failure and computer system failure shutdown at the Timber
Road Wind Farm on Aprii 24, 2012. Debris weighing 6.6 pounds was recorded at 764 ft. from the tower
base, with nothing smaller being recorded. A second, unrelated turbine was also found to be damaged
at the same site, leading to an investigation of all blades in the project by the manufacturer.
Also included is a Windpower Monthly article, quoting research by turbine insurer GCube, estimating
blade failures at around 3800 per year worldwide.
You will also find OPSB rul^g^gainst citizens regarding biade shear testimony.

L. Rittenhouse
1906 N. Ludlow Rd.
Champaign County

LUNDBERG Stratton, J., dissenting.
Ohio Supreme Court Stratton Dissent in the Buckeye Wind Case. Pfeifer Concurring
in the Dissent. Champaign County
{f 47} The Power Siting Board is vested with an important public power,
and it is frequently called upon to resolve disputes between major utility companies
and ordinary citizens. Today’s decision allows the board to sidestep public scrutiny
and judicial review whenever it desires. But the public’s business should be done
in public, and that is not only common sense, it is the law. Therefore, I dissent.
I. The board and majority have denied the citizens affected by thisproject
their only opportunity to be heard.
48} In our state, the power to oversee the construction and operation of
major utility facilities has been given to one entity alone: the Power Siting Board.
Local authorities—elected representatives, zoning commissions, county courts—
have no say over whether, where, or how major power projects may be built and
run. R.C. 4906.13. So when the neighboring landowners, appellants in this case,
learned that Buckeye wanted to build wind turbines the height of skyscrapers only
a few hundred feet from their land and homes, they went to the board, the only place
they could go.
{f 49} The neighbors’ investigation of the project turned up some very real
concerns. Take one for example: Wind turbines are very large machines, and
machines can break down. One type of breakdown is known as “blade shear,” that
is, a blade shearing off at the hub. Blade shear would present a serious risk of
danger, to say the least. The blades are mounted over 300 feet from the ground,
reach almost 500 feet into the air, and stretch half the length of a football field.
50} Buckeye assured the board that a shorn blade could fly only 500 feet.
That was only 41 feet less than the minimum setback from neighboring properties,
leaving little margin for error. When the board’s staff asked Buckeye for supporting
data, it turned out that Buckeye’s prediction pertained to a different, smaller
turbine, and the company informed staff that “no such

calculation existed” for the proposed turbines. Nevertheless, despite lacking either
evidence or sufficient competence in physics even to attempt to calculate the
distance a blade could fly, the staff member responsible signed off on Buckeye’s
proposal. His portion of the investigatory report stated, “Staff believes that the
Applicant has adequately evaluated and described the potential impact from blade
shear at the nearest property boundary.”
51} Understandably, the neighbors neither were satisfied with this
investigation nor wanted to be the guinea pigs in a blade-shear experiment, so they
took this issue to the board. But the board, rather than withhold approval of the
project until safe setbacks were determined, approved the project. It simply required
Buckeye to provide staff, and no one else, with the “formula” used to calculate the
distance a blade could be thrown. Since this same staff had lacked the competence
to even attempt such a calculation in the first place, it is open to question what good
providing such a formula would do. And the board did not require Buckeye or staff
to share the formula with other parties, to file it in the public record, or otherwise
to resubmit the issue for review, so no one else would ever be entitled to scrutinize
Buckeye’s calculations.
{f 52} Thus, even though this appeal represents the final review of the final
order of the board, we have no evidence that the project is being built safely away
from yards and homes, and we never will. Yet the majority affirms the order.'^
53} The law requires otherwise. The legislature has required the board to
settle issues like this up front on a public record, and it specifically guarantees
affected citizens the right to participate in the review process and to have their

This is not the only major issue that the board left unresolved. Among other things, the board
approved this project but allowed its staff to approve new locations for several turbines. It also
allowed Buckeye to use new turbines that had not been examined at hearing—even though
Buckeye’s own witness had admitted on the record that if a different turbine were used than the ones
that he had studied, his “whole analysis would have to be rerun.”

voices heard. See R.C. 4906.07 (requiring that the board hold public hearings),
4906.08(A)(3) (neighboring citizens are entitled both to party status and to call and
examine witnesses), 4906.09 (requiring the board to keep a record of its
proceedings), 4906.10(A) (requiring the board to make all substantive
determinations before authorizing construction), and 4906.11 (requiring the board
to issue a written opinion stating the reasons for its decisions). Issues are not to be
settled after construction is approved, much less by unaccountable staff members
without public scrutiny or judicial review. Yet that is precisely what the board, and
now the majority, has allowed.
II. The majority does not offer any workable response
to the denial of the citizens’ right to a public hearing.
{f 54} The majority suggests there are three remedies now available to the
neighbors, but none of them cures the problem. The majority ignores the solution
plainly required by law: give the neighbors their hearing.
A. The order plainly permits nonpublic proceedings.
55} First, the majority slates that “[njothing in the order suggests that
[staffs] actions would occur secretly.” That is simply not true. Each one of the
issues challenged by appellants as improperly delegated allows the staff to resolve
those issues either alone or in consultation with Buckeye alone. In re Application
of Buckeye Wind, Pub. Util. Comm. No. 08-666-EL-BGN (2010) at 83-84
(collection system plan, complaint procedures, and other issues); 90 (Blade throw);
91 (relocation of turbines); and 92 (turbine model). The order does not require that
notice be given of the time and place of any meeting with Buckeye. The order does
not require records to be kept of these meetings. The order does not require that
other parties be allowed to attend. The order does not require that materials shared
at these meetings be shared with other parties. The order does not require that
decisions be put in writing. The order does not require further

review by the board. And the effect of all this is to avoid any further review by
this court.
56} This suggests secrecy in any meaningful sense. The majority points
to no provisions that cut the other way, i.e., that allow third-party participation or
review. Although the board did not affirmatively order that its staff meet with
Buckeye alone at an undisclosed time and place without keeping records or putting
decisions in writing, it has allowed such secret meetings to occur.
B. The statute cited by the majority offers the neighbors no protection.
{f 57} The majority also suggests that the neighbors will have additional
process before the board. But the order and the statutes point the other way.
{5f 58} The majority claims that the board did not foreclose the neighbors
from providing input. This is not true. In fact, the portion of the order quoted by the
majority makes precisely the opposite point, stating that the neighbors have already
had their chance: “Any party to a certificate application has an opportunity, as [the
group of neighbors] has done in this matter, to oppose staffs recommended
conditions or to propose additional conditions.” (Emphasis added.) The board’s
appellate brief confirms this point. Rather than assure us that the neighbors will
have any additional process, the board asserts that they have received “all [the
process] that is required.”
{f 59} The majority also states that there are statutes that give the neighbors
“the right to file before the board if Buckeye violates its certificate.” It cites R.C.
4906.07, but that section does not authorize the neighbors to do anything; it
authorizes Buckeye to file “an application for an amendment of a certificate.”
Buckeye will never need to amend its certificate as far as the issues delegated to the
staff are concerned. The certificate does not create a substantive standard to govern
the project, but simply requires meetings with staff So long as Buckeye meets with
staff, it will not—it cannot—run afoul of the pertinent parts

of its certificate. Where there is no rule, there can be no violation, and there will
be no need for an amendment.
{51 60} Two other statutes, R.C. 4906.97 and 4906.98, do authorize the
neighbors to complain to the board if Buckeye builds or runs its project “other than
in compliance with the certificate [it] has obtained.” R.C. 4906.98(B). But the same
problem presents itself; as to the issues delegated to the staff, the certificate does
not create any standard to govern the project. It simply requires a meeting with
staff. Once Buckeye meets with staff, it has complied with the certificate, the staffs
decisions will be implemented, and any complaint for a violation of the certificate
would fail.
{5161} Finally, even if the neighbors did have some mechanism to challenge
staffs decisions in the future, that remedy would not justify disregarding the
neighbors’ right to a hearing now. Realistically, overturning a decision after it has
been made and implemented presents a higher hurdle than swaying a decision up
front—it is always harder to unring the bell. And if the neighbors were somehow
to prevail on a postconstruction complaint, this could impose significant costs on
Buckeye.
{f 62} Suppose that Buckeye chooses a different turbine than the model
analyzed at hearing; the order allows Buckeye to do so on the simple condition that
it “provide assurances that no additional negative impacts would be introduced.”^
Suppose that despite Buckeye’s assurances, the new turbine turns out to be loud
enough that it violates the noise standards in the certificate. The neighbors would
be legally entitled to have the turbines shut down, replaced, or removed. But surely
the more efficient, cost-effective outcome would have been to analyze and reject
the offending model before it was purchased and installed.

In fairness, Buckeye also had to provide staff with copies of the safety manual and
manufacturer contact information.

C. R.C. 4906.10(A) requires the board to resolve relevant,
material issues before it grants a certificate.
63} Finally, the majority states that R.C. 4906.10(A) does not require
that issues be “finally resolved by the board before a certificate may be issued.”
This simply ignores the language of the statute.
64} R.C. 4906.10(A) states, “The board shall not grant a certificate
* * *, either as proposed or as modified by the board, unless it” makes the required
findings and determinations. The default position is “shall not grant,” and that only
changes when the board makes its findings and determinations. All of the issues
delegated by the board related to one or more of those necessary findings. So
contrary to the majority’s statement, the law required these issues to be resolved
before the certificate is issued.
65} The irony here is that the majority, in making these points, seems to
recognize that allowing unaccountable staff members to resolve issues in private is
a problem. But it offers no workable solution to that problem. The necessary
solution is simply to reverse the order and require that accountable persons resolve
these issues after following the public process required bylaw.
111. Today’s decision renders ineffectual the laws designed to
protect the interests of citizens living near proposed utility projects,
66} The outcome of this decision is unfortunate for anyone living near
the site of a proposed high-voltage transmission line, electric substation, highpressure gas pipeline, or generation plant. If the board runs into an issue that for
whatever reason it does not want to deal with—or if it simply prefers to resolve an
issue without the discomfort of public participation and judicial review—it now has
a broad off-ramp. Approve the project now; work out the details with the company
later. The public retains a formal right to participate, but it is up to the board whether
that right amounts to anything more than a formality.

67} This is not alarmist but precisely what happened in this case. If, as it did in
this case, the power siting board can delegate the very siting of facilities—its core duty,
the duty from which the power siting board derives its name—it can delegate anything
and everything. The majority identifies no enforceable limits on the board’s power to
delegate but apparently trusts that the board will exercise its new discretion wisely. One
can hope that the majority’s trust proves well founded, but in my view, the public’s
business should not be left to the unreviewable discretion of appointed staff members
who are not accountable to the public. The board’s decisions should have to see and bear
the light of day.
68} For these reasons, I dissent, and I would reverse the order and remand this
case for completion of the public proceeding required by law.
Pfeifer and Cupp, JJ., concur in the foregoing opinion.

BEFORE THE OHIO POWER SITING BOARD
In the Matter of the Application
of Champaign Wind LLC for a
CertiBcate to Install Electricity
Generating Wind Turbines in
Champaign County

)
)

) CascNo.l2-0160-EL-BGN
)
)

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF MILO SCHAFFNER ON BEHALF
OF BSTERVENORS UNION NEIGHBORS UNITED, INC^
ROBERT AND DIANE McCONNELL, AND JULIA F. JOHNSON
Q.l.

Please state your name and address.

A.1.

My name is Milo Schaffaer. My address is 16525 Wetzel Road, Van Wert, OH 45891.

Q.2.

What Is your occupation?

A.2.

1 am a grain farmer and the general manager of ScbafiOaer Tool and Die, Inc. I am also a
township trustee for Hoaglin Township in Van Wert Comity. However, I am submitting
this testimony in my personal capacity, not in my edacity as a township trustee.

Q3.

Are you familiar with any wind turbines in your township of residence?

A.3.

Yes, 38 wind hubines in the Blue Creek Wind Farm have been installed and are being
operated in Hoaghn Township. One of these wind turbines is located ^proximately a
mile from my home.

Q.4.

Since yon are a township trustee, have yon received any complaints about the
operation of the Blue Creek Wind Farm?

A.4.

Yes. Members of at least 14 families have conq)lained to me that the noise from the wind
turbines is loud, annoying, and distmbing. Members of two of diese families have
informed me that turbine noise prevents diem from hilling asleep or awakes them at

night. Five families have con^lained to me that &e turbines interfere with hieir
television reception.
Q.S.

Has Blue Creek Wind Farm caused any problems with the township’s roads?

A.5.

Prior to the construction of the wind turbines, the township’s roads were smooth with no
potholes or pothole patches. During construction of the wind ferm, the concrete tracks
and the trucks hauling turbine parts caused damage to the township’s roads. The wind
farm owner paid for patches on the road, but road patches cause mq)leasant, bumpy rides
and are prone to deterioration. The county engineer asked the wind farm’s owner’ to
resurface the roads to restore them to the same condition as prior to wind &rm
construction, but the owner of die wind farm refused to do so.

Q.6.

Do you know whether Blue Creek Wind Farm has a complaint resolution process?

A.6.

Yes, I know that a con^laint resolution process has been established by the Ohio Power
Siting Board.

Q.7.

Are you familiar with any problems with the complaint resolution process set up for
Blue Creek Wind Farm?

A-7.

Yes. I have been receiving about one phone call per week from township residents who
do not know what telephone number to call to submit dieir complaints about problems
caused by die wind frnu. The wind frrm needs to do a better job of informing the
township residents about how to contact the wind frrm with their con^laints.

Q.8.

Are you familiar with the Timber Road H Wind Farm in Paulding County, Ohio?

A.8.

Yes. I traveled to this wind farm in April 2012 to obs^ve some damage tiiat had
occurred to one of the turbines in this wind hum during a storm.

Q.9.

Did yon see any damage to the blades on any of these turbines?

A-9.

Yes. I saw that two blades of one of the turbines in the Timber Road II Wind Fann had
been damaged. Pieces of the blades were lying in tihe field in which the turbine was
located. In addition, blade pieces j&om the turbine were l}dng near a roadside ditch about
30 feet from the center of a public road. These blade pieces were l3ong about 100 feet
from the home of a frunily on the other side of the road. The size of these pieces was
approximately six inches by three inches.

Q.IO. Do you know how for the blade pieces traveled from the turbine tower?
A.10. Yes. I saw blade pieces that were scattered throughout portions of the field. Oneoflhese
blade pieces of about one foot by one foot in size had landed on die western side of the
road about 1158 feet from the turbine tower. I also saw blade pieces along the public
road that were located about 1561 feet fixim the turbine towa:. A relative of the
occiq)ants of the nearby house also informed me during my visit that some people
removed blade pieces from the yard of diat house.
Q.ll. How did you calculate the distance that the blade pieces had traveled from the
turbine tower?
A. 11. As shown on the attachment to this testimony, I calculated the distance between the
turbine tower and the blade piece on the east side of the field by usii^ a simple
mathematical fonnula. My calculations are attached as Exhibit A. I used a measuring
wheel to measure the distances of 868 feet along one pubUc road and 767 feet along
another public road that adjoin the field. This information showed that the blade piece
had traveled about 1158 feet from the turbine tower. I calculated the distance between
the turbine tower and the blade pieces near the public road by using die same method

My caiculatioas are attached as Exhibit B. This ittfonnation showed that the blade pieces
along the public road had traveled about 1561 feet from the turbine tower.
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Ihereby certify that, on November 5, 2012, a copy of the foregoing was served by electronic
mail on M. Howard Petricoff (mhnetricoff@vorvs.comV. Michael J. Settineri
rmisettineri(g)vorvs.comV Miranda Leppla (mrleppla@voiys.com); Chad Endsley
(cendsIey@ofbf.org); Nick Selvaggio (nselvaggio@chau5>aignprosecutor.com); Jane Napier
tinaDier@champaignprosecutor.coml Stephen Reilly (Stephen.Reillv@puc.state.oh.us\ Devin
Paiiam fDevinParram@nuc.state.oh.usl Kurt P. Helfrich ('Kurt.Helfiich@ThompsonHine corn!
Philip B. Sineneng tPhilip.Sineneng@ThompsonHine.coml Ann B. Zallocco
Ann.Zallocco@ThompsonHine.coml G.S. Weithman tdiroflaw@ctcn.netl
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Ohio wind turbine blade found to be defective
Credit: BRENDA BURNS, Managing Editor | The Urbana Daily Citizen j www.urbanacitizen.com 1 June
2012 —

COLUMBUS - A wind turbine blade failure incident on April 24 in Paulding County
threw a piece of debris weighing approximately 6.6 pounds as far as 764 feet from
the turbine's tower base, according to a report filed with the state of Ohio on Friday.
Timber Road II Wind Farm near Pajme had to be shut down in April after two blades
shattered and sent debris raining down on farm fields below. No one was injured.
According to EDP Renewables and the turbine's manufacturer. Vestas, the first of
two blades broke due to a carbon fiber defect and the second blade broke as a result
of a load problem resulting from the first blade's failure. According to the report.
Vestas restarted the turbine via a remote system, causing the turbine further
damage after the first blade failed. It was determined the first blade had "a wrinkle
in the carbon fiber" of its supporting structure. This caused it to fail under "high
loads for a low number of cycles." The failure reportedly was categorized incorrectly
in the computer system, resulting in the turbine being restarted remotely.
The report states that Vestas now requires technicians to sign a document stating
this particular alarm category will not result in a remote restart and that a turbine
involved in such a failure will be inspected before being restarted. Also, Vestas says
software is being changed to block remote starts following this type of alarm.
The wind farm's 55 turbines are now going to be incrementally restarted under a
"load reduced mode" - presumed to be safer - in order to control for any potential
defects that could be present in other blades. Vestas proposes a staggered start-up
as the facility resumes operation, a 30 percent reduction of turbine loads until
normal operation is approved and routine blade inspections.
Vestas continues investigating and is attempting to sort which blades are at-risk and
which are not. The companies also plan to implement new visual procedures to
inspect blades at the farm for damage. A second, unrelated turbine in Timber Road II
was also found during the investigation to be damaged, according to the report Of
the 55 turbines built 53 are set to be phased back into operation under the reduced
mode. The wind farm could be placed back into regular operation without reduced
load once it is deemed safe.

The Ohio Power Siting Board answered findings by Vestas and EDP filed Friday by
approving plans for restarting the turbines at Timber Road II. Vestas stated in its
report this is the first failure of its kind on this specific turbine model in North
America.
What it means locally
Opponents and proponents of two proposed wind farms for Champaign County have
been following the Timber Road II investigation closely. Setbacks from EverPower's
proposed turbines in Champaign County include turbine bases to be sited as close as
541 feet from non-participating property lines and as close as 914 feet from
inhabited residences. The six-pound piece of debris thrown in Paulding County
would have fallen within the allowed setback for adjacent property lines, but not as
far as an inhabited structure setback. Debris smaller than six pounds was not
specifically noted in the report filed with the state.
Opponents of the Champaign County proposed projects have long insisted the state
setback formula does not adequately protect nearby properties, residences,
structures and their inhabitants. The wind farm's applicants. Buckeye Wind and
Champaign Wind formed by EverPower, contend the state's setback formula is
sufficient Buckeye Wind was approved for construction with the power siting
board's decision upheld by the Ohio Supreme Court in March. Subsequently,
EverPower filed its application with the state in May to build Champaign Wind.
EverPower has not ruled out using Vestas turbines in its project, according to
company spokesmen contacted by the Daily Citizen within the past six weeks. It is
considering several turbine manufacturers and has not yet confirmed which
ultimately will be used.
If both farms are constructed as approved and proposed, the eastern side of
Champaign County would host up to 110 utility-scale wind turbines as high as 492
feet from base to blade tip. The projects would also build infrastructure poles and
lines to cany electricity to the grid. Construction could begin in 2013.
Source: BRENDA BURNS, Managing Editor | The Urbana Dally Citizen | www.urbanacitizen.com i June
2012
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Annual blade failures estimated at around
3,800
14 May 2015 by Shaun Campbell
WORLDWIDE: Wind turbine rotor blades are failing at a rate of around 3,800 a year, 0.54% of
the 700,000 or so blades that are in operation worldwide.
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%
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Siemens was forced to

curtail 700 turbines worldwide after a B53 failure

The figures, from research carried out by renewable energy undewriter GCube, were delivered
by Andrew Bellamy, former head of Areva's 8MW blade programme, in his opening address to
Windpower Monthly's blade manufacturing and composites conference in London on 12 May.
Bellamy, co-founder of renewables advisory firm Aarufield, pointed out that blade failures are
the primary cause of insurance claims in the US onshore market. They account for over 40% of
claims, ahead of gearboxes (35%) and generators (10%).
The wind industry also faces a struggle to secure the carbon fibre materials it needs for lighter
and stronger blade designs, warned Bellamy.
"There's growing competition for these materials from the automotive and aerospace industries,"
he said. "And they are willing, and able, to pay more than we are."

Recent examples of blade failures include a blade from a Vestas V90 3MW turbine that snapped
on a wind farm in the north of Denmark last year. At the time. Vestas said the winds were not
particularly high.
In another case last year, GE was forced to replace 33 blade on its turbines at a Michigan wind
farm after a blade broke on the project.
GE put the failure down to a "spar cap anomaly". It was the second such incident involving the
1.6-100 model, and was followed by a third at the 94MW Orangeville wind farm in New York
State, also in November.
Possibly the biggest blade issue was faced by Siemens in 2013 when it was forced to curtail
around 700 turbines worldwide. This was caused by a bonding feilure in its B53 blade.

items contained within its database, and there was no possible way for either UNU witness Palmer or the
AUs to independently verify who the author of the information was and whether the information was
reliable. The website itself serves to function in a similar manner to other online forums, such as
Wikipedia, where anyone can author or edit content without peer review or qualitative analysis.'^ Here,
UNU witness Palmer, in formulating his conclusions, relied on data and information that had not been
shown to be reliable, nor had the voluminous amounts of data contained within the database been subject
to peer reviewer analysis. Accordingly, we affirm the AUs' rulings and find that UNU's request to reopen
the hearing should be denied. {Tr. at 1350-1352,1356.)
D. Request to Strike Blade Shear Testimony of Champaign Witnesses Shears and Poore
UNU argues that the AUs were inconsistent in their rulings and should not have allowed Champaign to
introduce testimony indicating that blade shear is rare. Specifically, UNU notes that Champaign witness
Shears was permitted to testify about wind farm safety incidents and Champaign witness Poore was able
to use statistics from two PowerPoint presentations prepared by consultants In order to formulate his
opinions on the wind industry. {UNU Br. at 44-45.)
Champaign points out that UNU actually elicited the evidence from Champaign witness Poore about the
industry's safety. Champaign notes that both witnesses presented general statements based on personal
knowledge and industry experience and, therefore, their testimony is admissible and properly included in
the record. (Co. Reply Br. at 44.)
The Board finds that the AUs' rulings were not inconsistent by allowing testimony of Champaign witnesses
Poore and Shears into the record. First, the two PowerPoint presentations, while hearsay, are admissible
under the learned treatise exception. Both In the course of the adjudicatory hearing, the AUs affirmed
that references from Wikipedia are inadmissible hearsay and cannot be admitted as a learned treatise (Tr.
at 1021). 12-160-EL-BGN -11- presentations were relied upon by Champaign witness Poore in direct
examination and were established as a reliable authority, as both authors of the presentations were
known and their backgrounds were included. In addition, direct testimony questions about wind turbine
incidents directly pertain to personal knowledge the witnesses had from their own experiences in the
wind industry. Further, while UNU Is critical of the inclusion of parts of Champaign witness Shears'
testimony in the record, the questions and answers directly relate to his experience as the Chairman of
the British Wind Energy Association and his 18 years of experience in the wind industry. However, we
believe the sentence in Champaign witness Shears' testimony, which provides "[b]ut the operation of wind
farms has far fewer safety related incidents even on a proportional basis then other means of obtaining
energy such as the mining of coai or drilling for oil" is inadmissible hearsay, and no exception applies.
Accordingly, this sentence should be stricken from the record. Accordingly, UNU's request to strike certain
testimony of Champaign witnesses Poore and Shears relating to blade shear is granted, in part, and
denied, in part as set forth above. (Co. Reply Br. at 44; Co. Ex. 12 at 3.)

Finally, we affirm the AUs' decision quashing subpoena matters relating to blade shear incidents for
similar reasons. In its subpoenas, UNU sought "all studies, reports. 12-160-EL-BGN -9- and other
documents relating to the distance turbine blades can fly when released from wind turbines." {UNU
Subpoenas filed Sept. 28, 2012.) Again, this request is overly broad and not focused on obtaining
information that could be admissible before the Board. Further, in its memorandum contra the motions
to quash, UNU did not identify any substantial need or undue hardship that would occur absent the
subpoenas being enforced to overcome the burden that would be imposed on entities that were not
parties in this proceeding. We do note that, while UNU's request pertaining to a blade shear incident at a
wind farm certificated by the Board was not overbroad because it identified a specific incident at a specific
time and place, the request related to turbine models that are not under consideration in the proposed
project before us. Accordingly, UNU's request that the Board overturn the AUs' determinations regarding
UNU's subpoenas should be denied.
B. Request to Reopen Proceeding - Blade Shear Incidents
UNU argues that the AUs improperly sustained objections related to blade shear incidents at the Timber
Road II wind farm during the adjudicatory hearing.* UNU requests that the hearing be reopened to admit
the evidence about the Timber Road II wind farm. (UNU Br. at 43.)
Champaign replies that the AUs properly limited the details of Staff's investigation of the Timber Road li
incident, and still permitted UNU to present evidence about the blade shear incident with regard to
appropriate setbacks. (Co. Reply Br. at 42.)
The Board affirms the AUs' rulings and finds that UNU's questions regarding the specific blade shear travel
distances were outside the scope of the application before us. The distance in which turbine blades
traveled at a different wind farm with a turbine model that Is not under consideration in this proceeding
is not a fact of consequence in determining whether the proposed setbacks considered within the
application at hand are reasonable; thus, it is irrelevant. Furthermore, counsel for UNU was permitted to
question Staff's witness on how the Timber Road II blade shear incident affected Staff's determination of
appropriate setbacks in the instant application. Therefore, we find UNU's request to reopen the
proceeding should be denied. (Tr. at 2570-2571.)
C. Request to Reopen Proceeding - Caithness Database
in its initial brief, UNU states that the AUs wrongfully denied admission of the Caithness database into
the record, as well as UNU witness Palmer's testimony regarding the database's accuracy. UNU adds that
UNU witness Palmer not only testified that the Certificated in In the Matterof Paulding Wind Farm II, LLC,
Case No. 10-369-EL-BGN, Opinion and Order (Nov. 18,2010) (Timber Road II). 12-160-EL-BGN -10database IS accurate, but also verified much of the data within the database, indicating It has probative
value. UNU requests that the hearing be reopened to consider the database. Champaign responds that
the AUs properly determined that the evidence was inadmissible hearsay from third parties; therefore, it
was properly stricken. (UNU Br. at 44,48; Co. Reply Br. at 44-45.)
The Board finds that UNU's request to reopen the hearing should be denied. The Caithness database is an
open, online forum, where information is obtained from individuals who can add information, documents,
and data into the database. However, the database consists entirely of third-party information, in which
UNU witness Palmer relied upon in creating his testimony. The website itself disclaims any accuracy of the

Wind Turbine Reliability Chaiienges
Reliability is defined as the probability that a product will perform its intended function under stated
conditions for a specified period of time^. Reliability engineers and researchers use field data,
experiments, and analytical techniques to determine the failure rates of products over time under specific
conditions, and then work with design engineers to make products more robust.
Determining the reliability of currently installed wind turbines is an active and challenging area of research.
There are a number of databases globally that track wind turbine failures and downtimes, but there is no
uniform method for deciding what data to collect, how to collect it, and how to record it. Researchers^,^
have identified other problems as well:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Necessary data may not be available because It is considered proprietary by wind turbine
operators.
It is difficult to compare data from one wind turbine to the next due to differences in component
technologies and construction.
It is difficult to compare data from similar wind turbines operating in different environments (dry vs.
wet, hot vs. cold, etc.).
Wind turbine designs and technologies are evolving rapidly, making it difficult to compare data
from newer wind turbines to data from older, smaller wind turbines.
Wind turbines are typically designed for a 20-year lifetime, but most of the turbines in the field were
installed less than 20 years ago. Complete lifecycle field data does not exist in most cases, and
the oldest wind turbines with the most field data available are not representative of the latest
designs and technologies.
There is also a limited amount of published work regarding failure analyses of wind turbine
components, and much of the data that does exist is from older wind turbines. This makes it
difficult to compare failures of similar components in different turbines. For example, there are
many ways a gear box could fail. Without knowledge of exactly how the gear boxes failed in the
field, it can be challenging to analyze gear box failures on similar wind turbines.

Despite these difficulties, researchers have made estimates of wind turbine reliability
|n general,
about half of wind turbine failures are due to electric components and to the control system, but these
failures have low downtimes^. Generator and gear box failures are less frequent but have longer
downtimes^. One study found that 25% of wind turbine faults caused 95% of the downtime^. Reliability of
wind turbines has improved with time and has achieved an availability of 98%, but wind turbines fail at
least once per year, on average, with larger wind turbines failing relatively more frequently^. A recent study
of US wind turbines found that when all sources of downtime are accounted for, the average wind turbine
actively generates power for 1.5 days between downtime events and that the average downtime is 1.6
hours'®.
Best Practices for Improving Wind Turbine Reliability
Researchers, operators, manufacturers, and others within the wind turbine industry agree that increased
reliabiiity and maintainabiiity is desired, especially given the trend towards offshore wind farms. Offshore
wind turbines operate in a harsh environment and must be accessed by ship or helicopter, increasing the
expected probability of failures, the downtimes associated with them, and the associated costs of repair
and maintenance. This has spurred the wind turbine industry to investigate ways to improve reliability and
maintainability by implementing best practices found in other industries.
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Wind Turbine Operating and Maintenance Costs
There has been an increasing focus on reducing the cost of wind power, particularly operating and
maintenance (O&M) costs, which include day-to-day operations, preventive (scheduled) maintenance, and
unscheduled maintenance due to unexpected failures of wind turbine components.
Cumulative O&M costs of wind turbines are significant and can equal 65%-95% of a turbine’s investment
cost over the assumed 20 year lifetime of the turbine^. The cost of unscheduled maintenance is difficult to
measure industry-wide, but some studies suggest that it accounts for 30%-60% of the total O&M cost, and
that it generally increases over time as a wind turbine ages^. Unscheduled maintenance due to failures is
especially troublesome in the wind power industry. The cost of energy in the wind power industry is
typically expressed in dollars per kilowatt-hour, with the ratio of the annual cost of producing the energy
divided by the annual energy output^. When a wind turbine component fails unexpectedly, the cost of
operating the turbine goes up, and the energy output of the turbine goes down, driving up the S/kilowatthour for operating the turbine.
A number of factors unique to wind turbines tend to increase the downtime and cost of unscheduled
maintenance. Wind turbines are often situated in remote locations, making them difficult to access. Wind
turbine components must often be shipped from overseas and then transported to these remote locations,
a problem depicted in Figure 4^. Moreover, the major turbine systems are often located at heights upwards
of 65-80 m above the ground. In order to make repairs, crews must either climb the tower and work at
those elevations in conditions that are windy or have special cranes transported to the remote location to
enable components to be removed and replaced from the turbine.
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Figure 4. The difficulty of transporting wind turbine blades'
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Wind Turbine Design Trends
A wind turbine is an electromechanical machine that converts the kinetic energy of the wind into electrical
energy. The components of a typical geared wind turbine are illustrated in Figure 2^. The wind spins the
turbine blades, causing the low-speed shaft to turn. A gear box transforms the low-speed rotation into a
high-speed rotation that is suitable for driving the generator. The generator then converts the rotational
energy of the high-speed shaft into electrical energy. The wind turbine components are housed in a
nacelle located at hub height, often 60 meters or higher above the ground.
I

wir'd ene'qy90v

• ’iV ■
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Yaw motor
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Generator Hlgh-^eed shaft

Figure 2. Wind turbine components and subsystems [2]

Wind turbine design is evolving rapidly, with a trend toward increasing tower heights and rotor diameters.
This allows them to capture more wind energy, leading to Increased electrical output (see Figure 3^). The
increase in size also increases the loads on the turbine components, especially the rotors and drivetrain
components. This increased load has led to the use of new rotor materials and innovative rotor designs
and manufacturing techniques. Gear box and generator designs are also evolving to improve reliability and
to reduce downtime. Direct-drive wind turbines are now being built, coupling the low-speed rotor shaft
directly to a specially-designed low-speed generator. This eliminates the gear box, and hence gear box
failures, entirely.
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Wind Turbine Reliability
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science Article - June 2017
Author- Thomas J. Brass. Ph.D., P.E.. CSSBB^RE, COE. CMfaE
Introduction
During the last twenty years, global wind power capacity has grown at a rapid pace, with an estimated
cumulative global capacity of approximately 433 gigawatts in 2015^ (see Figure 1). Wind power supplied
more new power generation globally than any other technology in 2015 and accounted for almost half of
global electricity growth in that year. The United States produced 190 terawatt-hours of wind power In
2015,4.7% of the total amount of electricity generated in the US that year.
The cost of wind power can be reduced by improving wind turbine reliability. This article will review recent
research in this area and will present best practices for improving wind turbine reliability.
Global Cumulative Installed Wind Capacity
(Global Wind Energy Council, 2015)
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Figure 1. Growth of global wind power capacity 2000-2015 [1]
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The best practices discussed Include',4. 8,

11.

Design: Improve the designed-in reliability and robustness of wind turbine components and
subsystems, as well as the wind turbine as a whole.
Testing: Use accelerated life testing and stress testing to determine the failure modes of the wind
turbine components and subsystems.
Failure Analysis: Determine the root causes of each failure mode and eliminate them where
possible by revising and improving the component designs.
Manufacturing Quality: Use best practices such as Six Sigma to produce high quality
components with minimal variation.
Maintenance: Use preventive maintenance techniques to minimize the downtime of wind turbine
components, extend their useful lifetimes, and replace them before they fail.
Condition Monitoring: Instrument wind turbine components with sensors to monitor
temperatures, vibration signatures, structural integrity, and other factors to gauge the health of
components and sub-systems in real time and anticipate impending component failures.
Benchmarking: Collect and analyze industry-wide data on failures, downtimes, and other
operational metrics. Standardize data collection formats and techniques to allow cross-industry
analysis.
Modeling: Develop better statistical reliability models of wind turbine components to manage risk
and Improve maintenance planning.
Standards: Improve industry standards to incorporate best practices and to keep pace with rapidly
evolving wind turbine technologies.
How Exponent Can Help
Exponent is involved in a variety of wind turbine projects, and we are well-suited to assist companies in
performing best practices toward improved reliability. The trend in increasing global wind power capacity is
expected to continue, as well as the trend toward challenging off-shore wind turbine installations. We
foresee an increasing need for wind turbine reliability analysis and improvement using the best practices
outlined above. Given our experience leading investigations of turbine failures, we are uniquely positioned
to make valuable contributions in this area.

' Global Wind Report Annual Market Update 2015. Global Wind Energy Council.
2 (Link) accessed 4/10/2017
^ 2015 Wind Technologies Market Report U.S. Department of Energy. August, 2016.
^ Walford, C. Wind Turbine Reliability; Understanding and Minimizing Wind Turbine Operation and Maintenance Costs. Sandia
Report Sandia, 2006-110 (2006).
® Wnd Vision; A New Era for Wind Power in the United States. U.S. Department of Energy, DOE/GO-102015-4557. March 2015.
° Hill et. al. Wnd Turbine Reliability: A Database and Analysis Approach. Sandia Report SAND2008-0983 (2008).
^ Echivarria, et. al. Reliability of Wnd Turbine Technology Through Time. Journal of Solar Engineering, vol. 130. August, 2008.
® Rederet. al. 2016. Wnd Turbine Failures - Tackling Current Problems in Failure Data Analysis. J. of Physics: Conference Series
753 (2016) 072027.
^ Sheng, S. Report on Wnd Turbine Subsystem Reliability - A Survey of Various Databases. National Renewable Energy
Laboratory. NREL/PR-5000-59111. June, 2013.
Peters, et. al. Wnd Plant Reliability Benchmark September 2012. Sandia Report #2012-7329P (2012).
Wenske, J and Wefer, M. Testing, validation, an opportunity for offshore wind power. PES Wnd Issue 4 (link).
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Abstract
The US wind Industry has experienced remarkable growth since the turn of the century. At the
same time, the physical size and electrical generation capabilities of wind turbines has also
experienced remarkable growth. As the market continues to expand, and as wind generation
continues to gain a significant share of the generation portfolio, the reliability of wind turbine
technology becomes increasingly important.
This report addresses how operations and maintenance costs are related to unreliability—that is
the failures experienced by systems and components. Reliability tools are demonstrated, data
needed to understand and catalog failure events is described, and practical wind turbine
reliability models are illustrated, including preliminary results. This report also presents a
continuing process of how to proceed with controlling industry requirements, needs, and
expectations related to Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety. A simply stated
goal of this process is to better understand and to improve the operable reliability of wind turbine
installations.
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Section 1 - Introduction
There is a recognized need for improved reliability in the design, manufacturing quality,
operation, and maintenance of wind turbines. Industry and others have acknowledged the
importance of reliability in the continued growth and expansion of markets for wind turbine
technology. Reliable operations are critical for the hostile environments where turbines are sited
and the impacts of reliability (or unreliability) are broad, ranging from economics to
advancement of designs.
The purpose of the Department of Energy’s wind turbine reliability effort is to facilitate design
improvements and improve operations and reduce maintenance costs, thus reducing financial and
technical risks. Sandia National Laboratories’ Wind Energy Technology Department has been
designated the lead organization to spearhead this effort. Sandia has historically been engaged in
system reliability research activities in safety, materials, and fatigue; leveraging broad-based
expertise and capabilities evolved from engineering numerous critical systems. The National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has formed a Gearbox Reliability Collaborative, and has
made substantial progress in developing technology and processes to reduce the failure rates of
gearboxes, a large source of operations and maintenance (O&M) problems.
Sandia will actively seek industry involvement to collect, analyze, and disseminate reliability and
performance data essential for determining fleet reliability issues. Critical performance, design,
and evaluation techniques will be shared between stakeholders to facilitate comparative
evaluations, and identify critical failure modes and potential weak links. Continuing activity in
reliability research and targeted R&D aimed at resolving reliability issues will lead back to
improved wind turbine design, as well as operations and maintenance practices.
Detailed objectives of this program are to:
• Establish industry benchmarks for reliability performance
• Identify failure trends
• Document industry reliability improvements over time
• Provide high quality information to support O&M practices
• Improve system performance of wind assets through better asset management
practices
• Target efforts to address important component reliability problems
Since the inception of SNL’s Wind Reliability Program in FY06, a number of actions have been
undertaken to help meet these objectives, including structuring the necessary industry
collaborations and the creation of a system to collect, analyze, disseminate, and identify critical
failure modes and areas for improvements in system reliability. Activities to date include two
Wind Turbine Reliability Workshops in 2006 and 2007 with industry, American Wind Energy
Association (AWEA), and Utility Wind Integration Group (UWIG) involvement, site
background O&M investigations at selected wind plants, various meetings, and publication of
the Wind Turbine Reliability: Understanding and Minimizing Wind Turbine Operation and
Maintenance Costsf Sand2006-1100 report.'

Section 2 - Definitions
Reliability is defined as:

''The probability that a product wilt perform its intendedfunction
under stated conditions for a specified period of time^^
It is seen that reliability is a probabilistic concept involving a product’s planned use, its operating
environment and time. Thus the four elements are:
• Probability
• Intended Functions
• Stated Conditions
• Time
The industry-wide accepted turbine lifetime is 20 years. Thus, the reliability of a turbine is the
percentage of time (probability) that turbine will be functioning at full capacity (intended
function) during appropriate wind conditions at a site with specified wind resource
characterization (stated conditions) for a 20-year life (time).
Reliability specialists use a graphical representation called the bathtub curve, shown in Figure 1
to describe product lifecycle. The bathtub curve consists of three areas: an infant mortality period
with a decreasing failure rate followed by a normal life period (also known as "useful life") with
a low, relatively constant failure rate and ending with a wear-out period that displays an
increasing failure rate.

Typical Bathtub Curve for Wind Turbines

Decreasing failure rate
- infant mortality

Increasing failure rate end of life wear out
Slightly Increasing
failure rate - normal life

Figure 1. The Bathtub Curve Showing Early (Infant Mortality) Failures, Normal Life, and WearOut failures.

A principle system performance measure is system MTBF. The MTBF for a component can be
calculated as the total operational hours divided by the number of failures for that component.
MTBF=Operational Time/# of failures
The mean time to repair metric is the average time for a repair or replacement to be made divided
by the number of failures for a given component.
lV!TTR=Tolal repair time/# of failures
However, it is Availability that is the reliability metric that is most significant in the operations
of wind plants. Availability is often expressed as a percentage and it is the amount of time that a
system or component is available for use divided by that total amount of time in the period of
operation. Another way to state this is the fraction of the “up-time” divided by total time. Up
time can be expressed as the mean time to failure (the period when a component is operational),
and the total time is the operational period combined with the non-operational period when a
component is undergoing a process of repair or replacement.
Availability (A) = M TBF / [MTBF + MTTR+ PM]
Preventative maintenance (PM) is included if it requires component outage. Availability is most
closely related to energy production and revenues so it is of paramount importance in the
operation of a wind farm.
These reliability metrics are often used in combination with each other. Occasionally, broad
reliability parameters are stated in a consolidated manner such as in the performance of a
“RAMS Analysis”, where Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety are all addressed
together since they are all operational issues. “Maintainability” has a non-numeric definition and
is related to the access, clearances, and provisions for repair and replacement items, such as
lifting or transporting devices. “Safety” addresses these same aspects, as well as training for
these operations in the greater environmental safety and health aspects. It is noted that while
safety is given small amount of attention in this report it is number one in terms of importance in
O&M activities. Reliability analyses can have a big impact on safety if the number of hazardous
actions can be minimized through decreased failure rates and improved reliability.
The following figure 2 is based on the responses of a number of operators surveyed by the
Global Energy Concepts Company^, showing that wind plant availability increases over time
(shown as wind farm years). It is not surprising that availabilities increase because a “learning
curve” effect is expected as equipment becomes better understood, and as routine maintenance
and the corrective maintenance actions of repairs and replacements are executed in improved and
more efficient ways.
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Figure 2. The Availability of a Wind Farm Goes Up With Years in Operation as Operators
Understand the System and Can Increase Efficiency in Repairs and Replacements.

Reliability assessments interface with all aspects of design, as well as O&M
requirements and limitations, and life cycle costs.

Section 3 - The Costs of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
The costs of operations encompass expenses that are largely fixed from year to year and include
things such as royalties for land use, taxes, insurance, personnel training, and other costs that
may increase annually with inflation. Preventative maintenance costs are another such item.
Other O&M costs are more variable. Corrective maintenance costs are driven by the failure of
systems and components. Total O&M costs tend to increase with age in wind turbines just as
they do in the maintenance of power plants, automobiles, and other types of infrastructures as the
cumulative effects of age-related degradation take hold.
In the Wind Turbine Reliability: Understanding and Minimizing Wind Turbine Operation and
Maintenance Costs, SAND 2006-1100' estimates of operating costs have been made through a
number of studies for wind turbines. The annual O&M cost is indicated in $/kWh as the plant
age ranges from the first year of operation through year 20 as shown in Figure 3.

0.025
4—Lemming & Morthorst - 600 kW (1999)
Vachon - 600-740 kW (2002)
0.020

Vachon - 2 MW (2002)
■A-WindPACT 1.5 MW - GEC (2003)

0.015-

«-WindPACT 1.5 MW - Northern Power (2004)

0.010

0.005

0.000

Year of Operation
Figure 3. Total Operations and Maintenance Costs Increase with Age Due to Wear-Out
Related Failures.

A more recent survey has been undertaken in the Annual Report on U.S. Wind Power
Installation, Cost, and Performance Trends: 2006^. In this document, a survey of dozens of

operating wind plants of recent construction has listing of O&M costs also expressed in terms of
$/kWh by project age and last year of installation. See figure 4.
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Figure 4. Annual Average Operations and Maintenance Costs by Project Age.

For plants installed in the 1998/1999 time frames it is evident that O&M costs have tended to
increase as time goes by, even approaching $.02/kWh estimates of the previous chart. It is
interesting that the US Wind production tax credit (PTC) market incentive is currently
$.019/kWh. O&M costs in the first 4 to 6 years are approaching this amount and out year
expenditures remain to be determined. A present value case analysis of this cash flow
demonstrates that the O&M costs are in fact of greater magnitude than the benefit of the PTC.
Newer plants do not show such a distinctive trend although they typically are a level around
$0.01/kWh. The key to managing O&M costs may be in the reliability analysis of failures and
corrective management practices.
Corrective maintenance costs stem from equipment failures, and while they may seem variable
they can be statistically characterized through data gathered from process and repair records.
This is an argument for developing and implementing processes that store O&M related data and
ensure it is readily available for use in advanced maintenance practices. As one operator stated
about the importance of data in operations and maintenance cost analysis “Tracking, tracking,
tracking!”

The tracking of failures and associated costs of repair or replacement allow for reliability
analysis techniques. This provides the basis for determining failure rates in terms of MTBF,

MTTR, and Availability. Failures that require significant expenditures are readily revealed using
Pareto analyses, another reliability technique that is also know as the law of the vital few,
focuses attention on the contributors to the causes that contribute most to the effects. In short,
Pareto analysis usually shows that 80% of the problems (cost, downtime, etc.) are caused by 20%
of the causes. Pareto techniques can be used in the definition of maintenance strategies:
The consequences of allfailures are not equal. Failure behavior and repair actions will
determine costs.
In a paper by Rademakers*^, four maintenance categories are defined.
• Replacement of rotors, nacelles, gearboxes, and generators with external cranes
• Replacement of large components with internal crane
• Replacement of small parts
• Inspection and repair
Analysis of reliability assessments and looking to see where costs can be minimized, the
following objectives were identified as part of an Optimization of O&M strategy
• Improvement of deployment of crew (maintenance strategy)
• Reduction of failure rates
• Fault tolerant operations
• Improvement of accessibility
Individualized tracking of wind turbine component failure rates are not yet readily available as
public knowledge. However, as a part of the work presented in this paper, a greater
understanding of components is expected

Section 4 - Failure Characteristics
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Gold Book^ addresses the
fundamentals of reliability analysis as it applies to the planning and designs of industrial and
commercial electric power distribution systems, including basic concepts of reliability analysis
by probability methods, fundamentals of power system reliability evaluation, economic
evaluation of reliability, cost of power outage data, equipment reliability data, and examples of
reliability analysis. Preventive maintenance, and evaluating and improving reliability of the
existing plant are also addressed. Chapter 10 provides a summary of equipment reliability data.
Wind turbine components are not addressed except for common electrical power components
such as cables, terminations, switchgear, transformers, etc...
It states “knowledge of the reliability of electrical equipment is an important consideration in the
design and operation of industrial and commercial power distribution systems. The failure
characteristics of individual pieces of electrical equipment, (i.e. components) can be partially
described by the following basic reliability statistics:
a) Failure rate, often expressed as failures per year per component (failures per unit
year):
b) Downtime to repair or replace a component after it has failed in service, expressed in
hours (or minutes) per failure”
It further states, “For a system such as an electrical power facility, availability is a key measure
of performance. An electrical power facility must operate for very long periods of time,
providing power to other systems that perform critical functions. Even with the best technology
and the most robust design, it is economically impractical, if not technically impossible, to
design power facilities that never fail over weeks or months of operation.”
The IEEE Gold Book includes tables of Inherent Availability and Reliability Data. In these
tables are listed items such as
• Component
• Unit-years
• Failures
• Failure rate (failures/year)
• MTBF
• MTTR
Another source for reliability information is the renowned reliability expert Paul Barringer, P.E.^
who has developed a Weibull Reliability Database for Failure Data for Various Components,
available on his websites as a service to reliability engineers. This database lists components that
are also found in wind turbines including roller bearings, gears, lubrications pumps, couplings,
gaskets, circuit breakers, AC motors, and synthetic lubrications oils that all have typical Weibull
Characteristic life in the 50,000 to 100,000 hours. If converted to years these components would
experience lifetimes in the range of 6 to 12 years. Considerable engineering judgment should be

employed when using these numbers for analysis. It should also be noted that the environment
in which wind turbines operates is much more severe than typical plant applications. The
development of a similar database for wind turbine components will be described later in this
report.
The relationship between typical utility availability measures for traditional generation sources
and the availability of a variable resource are different. For utilities and systems where the
performance is expected to be continuous or on-demand, considerations of availability, and the
consequences of non-availability, are different than that for wind turbine systems. For a variable
resource such as wind, the emphasis is on maximizing output when wind is available, and
performing as much as is possible of the maintenance during periods of slight wind.
Until such a wind turbine National Reliability Database (NRD) can be populated with sufficient
data to form a statistically significant basis, estimates based on professional judgment values for
failures rates are being implemented. Global Energy Concepts" has developed a table of over 40
wind turbine components included in an operations and maintenance cost model developed early
in 2007. The table identifies parts, characterizes failures rates as either constant or as a Weibull
function, and estimates repair/replacement costs with labor resources needed. Sandia has refined
these values through an interactive process that was described in the introduction (site visits,
O&M investigations, and telephone communications) and adjusted these values for input into our
baseline reliability models.
One final note about failure rates: The requirements, needs, and expectations operators have in
wind turbines O&M have mixed pedigrees. The power purchases generally are dominated by the
resource (which is uncertain) with a minor adjustment for assumed availability. The need is to
maintain the high availability without consuming the profits in O&M costs. The NRD is being
created to understand where components and systems failures occur and to understand their
consequences so that reliability can be improved.

Section 5 - National Reliability Database
Development of the National Reliability Database (NRD) is underway. The functional
description of the Sandia Wind National Reliability Database is to:
a. Create a warehouse of all wind turbine data pertaining to events, timelines, and
environments
b. Establish links between event times, and environments
c. Establish rules for determining failure rates, failure causes, availabilities, and
repair times from database queries
d. Determine failure rates, failure causes, availabilities, and repair times for wind
turbine components
e. Perform rudimentary parameter fitting: e.g. Weibull parameter values, strengths
of trends
The process to start utilizing and analyzing the data will take some time, although many of the
component reliability issues are already know. A process of recruiting data partners has begun
and a Reliability Data Collection, Analysis, and Reporting Plan (Data Plan) has been written is
included in Appendix B. The data may be electronic such as Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) systems, other process control management data historians, such as Plant
Information (PI) systems, and automated maintenance systems. In many cases, data is not
electronically available. For example, work orders and purchase orders for parts and crane
services may be manually produced. Interviews with operators, consultation with asset
managers’ analysts and operators’ reliability engineers has been and will be indispensable.
The NRD for wind turbines consists of data from multiple wind farms - see Figure 5. The data
is uploaded to a central server at Sandia National Labs where it is normalized to a common
definition of a wind turbine and a common definition of a failure event wherever possible.
During the normalization process the individual links to specific wind farms are maintained for
specific wind farm analysis and reporting but are kept anonymous for industry wide analysis and
reporting. Currently the database has been designed based on SCADA data and maintenance
reports and will be modified for multiple inputs from multiple data partners
The potential amount of information collected could be vast, and the expectations for the
database will depend on the focus of the analysis required. Data is needed for many different
purposes at many differing periods throughout the plant life. Initially, data needs include:
• Repair times including parts ordering time, travel and staging time, staff requirements,
and equipment availability
• Mean times to failure for each turbine component
• Control system faults, time of occurrence, duration, component repair/replacement dates
• Environmental parameters
• Design configurations
• Power/loads
• Performance data
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•
•
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Figure 5. The Structure of the National Reliability Database for Wind Energy

The success of the database depends on the collection of statistically significant amounts of
information and processing that data so that it can be used for reliability analyses and
aggregation of individual inputs into industry baseline reports. Through efforts with the
American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) O&M Working Group and others, this process has
started. Figure 6 has been presented at meetings of this Group and it illustrates both the types of
information for data collection, the database and analysis role of Sandia and the feedback loop of
providing back synthesized information to the industry. It is acknowledged that failure
information is sensitive and throughout this process no individual wind plant, turbine
manufacturer, or subcomponent vendor will have its reliability information released. This whole
process is still in the initial stage and the database will be used for broad reliability analyses that
are expected to identify technology improvement opportunities that could spawn future
individual component improvement activities.

/ Operators O&M Working Group
Pjta Collection and Reporting

Database, Analysis

Failure data
Repair / Replacement data
Performance data
—► Power/loads
Condition monitoring

Problem Resolution <1
Onerations <C
Desien

<

Figure 6. AWEA O&M Working Group Data Collection and Reporting
This illustration shows the partnerships necessary for data collection and reporting. Industry
interactions are addressed later in this report. Consistent feedback from industry data partners is
a fundamental and necessary component for this system.

Section 6 - Reliability Modeling
Reliability modeling is a process used to understand the complexities of a system and determine
how component failures affect the operation of the larger system. The modeling process divides
the system into discrete components, organizing them in a manner that simulates their physical
function, and uses empirical data to derive statistical distributions that estimate failure rates to
predict performance of the system.
Reliability modeling is a long-term activity involving the creation of a system taxonomy, which
includes breaking the system down into its respective parts and failure modes, acquisition of
information (population of the database), refinement of the reliability model, and improving
system design. This process:
• Improves understanding of the system
• Allows for early evaluation of design alternatives
• Identifies critical component failure modes and failure interactions
• Guides resource allocations to parts of the system needing improvement
• Enhances the interface between design and operations.
There are two modeling techniques currently used at SNL for wind farm reliability modeling reliability block diagram (RBD) modeling and fault tree analysis. The software used for RBD is
a commercially available package called Raptor. For the fault tree analysis, an internally
developed software package called Pro-Opta is used. RBDs and fault trees are similar in that
they break down the system into a logical structure. Raptor provides a simulation model of the
system and Pro-Opta can import field data. Their use is complementary.

6.1 Raptor Modeling
A large wind farm operates as a fleet of turbines in a modular approach, where each turbine
operates largely independent from the other (in parallel), as shown in figure 7. The turbines in
this field operate largely independently of each other and illustrate “modular” operating
characteristics. Each turbine is composed of components that work in series, meaning that for
the turbine to work, all components must be functioning. Each of the turbines in Figure 7 can be
“drilled down” to show individual components, as demonstrated in Figure 8. Each of these
component blocks has multiple inputs that allow for modeling of preventative and corrective
maintenance, human resource requirements, operational dependencies, costs of operations and
repair, and other logistical assessments, as shown in Table 1.
The first important objective when modeling a system is to facilitate an understanding of how the
reliability of wind turbine components impacts the overall wind farm system availability and
resultant energy production. From that baseline information, “weak link” analyses can be
performed for the system to determine which components contribute most to cost, downtime, and
availability. From this, the modeling software can be used to perform scenario analysis, where

the effects of the weak link components can be analyzed by increasing or degrading mean times
between failures, repair times, costs, and other component inputs.
Raptor is designed for scenario modeling, which allows the user to model different operating
scenarios and determine their effect on the overall performance of the individual turbine and the
entire wind farm. For example, the installation of climb assist systems can be modeled, and the
impacts on cost, availability, and reliability can be ascertained. The effect of maintenance
strategies, including sparing strategies, capital expenditures, and other potential operational
scenarios can be modeled virtually and the results analyzed in the matter of a few minutes on the
computer. In this way, designs that can improve reliability or mitigate repairs and replacements
can be considered. Big items already known to have significant repair costs are those that
require cranes for service. Blades, generators, and gearboxes typically fall into this category.
The effects of changing the approach to blade control, the type of gearboxes, the possibility of
permanent magnet generators and redundancy can be modeled. Other aspects such as integrated
lifting devices, selection of electrical vs. mechanical systems for increased reliability, or
increased maintainability and availability, or general minimization of costs can also be examined
Turbines need periodic preventative maintenance as well as corrective maintenance. Consumable
supplies will be based on regular maintenance requirements. Again, the modeling is based on
frequency of failures and time distance, hauling and crew requirements, and understanding of the
logistical needs. Such factors will be included in the mean time to repair calculations, and
combined with failure frequencies, this will determine plant availability. Corrective maintenance
will consist of specific repair or replacement of failed components. Accessibility is an input to
availability.
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Figure 7. Reliability Block Diagram of Muiti-Turbine Wind Farm.

The ability exists to drill down into each of the turbines represented above, allowing the user to
model turbines at the component level for understanding of impacts, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Drill Down of a Wind Turbine and Shows the Component Hierarchy of a Single
Wind Turbine.

Block Input Tables
Failure & Repair Distributions Sparing Preventive Maintenance Maintenance Delays Costs
Block Name

Failure Distro

Parami

Param2

Param3

Dependency

Repair Distro

Parami

ControlBoardMain

Weibull

ZO 109397.87

0.0

Fi>ffid

14.0

ControlBrdTop

Weibull

2.0 109397.67

ao

Fixed

14.0

ControlModule

Weibull

ZO 109397.67

0.0

Fixed

14.0

FullConverter

Weibull

ZO 109397.70

0.0

Fixed

18.0

Gearbox/Brgs

Weibull

0.0

Fixed

420.0

Fixed

420.0

Fixed

14.0

Fixed

420.0

Gearbox/gears+Brgs
GearboxCooling
Generator

Exponential
Weibull
Exponential

1.20

43800.80

43800.0

0.0

1.10 119276.10
87600.0

0.0

0.0

GeneratorBearings

Weibull

3.50 134114.10

0.0

Fixed

24.0

Gerabox/'High

Weibull

1.70 205115.80

0.0

Fixed

336.0

HtghSpeedCoupling

Weibull

3.50 197226.70

0.0

Fixed

18.0

Table 1. Failure Rate Information, repair or replacement times periods, resource
requirements, dependencies, logistical constraints, parts inventories all form part of the
inputs into the wind turbine components shown in Figure 8.

6.2

Raptor Modeling Results

Various raptor outputs are available. As demonstrated in Table 2, the min, max, and mean
availability can be shown, along with the mean time between downing events (essentially, mean
time between failures) and mean down time. In addition, the user can specify other outputs in
table format, including reliability, cost, and capacity.
Parameter

Minimum

Mean

Maximum

Standard Dev

Availability

0.952804650

0.961419406

0.978637903

0.006902997

MTBDE

1632.046674

1779.800675

1881.995967

81.802524

41.080956

71.173920

82.591862

11.870411

MDT

Table 2. Raptor Results showing max, min and mean values for availability, mean time
between downing events, and mean down time.

Raptor can also display results graphically, as shown in Figure 9 - a “weak link” analysis where
different colors for each block represent availability thresholds determined by the user - red
being unacceptable, yellow being “needs work,” and green being acceptable.
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Figure 9. Raptor Graphical Results representing “weak links” in the system, where red
represents an unacceptable level availability.

6.3

Static Fault Tree Analysis Modeling Using Pro-Opta

Another tool being used to evaluate wind farm reliabilty and availability is Pro-Opta. The ProOpta software package is a reliability analysis and optimization program developed by Sandia
National Laboratories. Pro-Opta is intended to provide current system reliability performance
and cost-benefit decision analysis using current system relaibility performance and alternative
improvement options. Its decade of use includes analysis of the Army’s Apache helicopter, the
Navy’s Landing Craft, Air Cushioned (LCAC), the Airborne Laser (ABL), and the Shadow
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). Figure XX shows the primary modules of the Pro-opta
Toolset and the following paragraphs describe the purpose of each of those modules

Pro-Opta Toolset
Field Data

V (i.e., Maintenance Events) /

N

-

Turbine#
Type of “feilure” event
Failure date & time
Downtime & costs
Etc.

Data Analyzer

I

------ ♦ Fault Tree Interface
Summary Data

Nummary Data

-

Minimize annual cost
Maximize availability
Minimize weight
Etc.

t i K
Optimizer

Data Manager

(i.e., Failure Distributions)

“Best bang for the buck”

-

Subsystem, component, etc.
Failure mode (event type)
Failure rates / distributions
Downtime & cost distributions

Improvement Options
- Change in MTBF
- Change in downtime
- Costs for each change
- Etc.

Figure 10. Pro-Opta Toolset
Pro-Opta’s Data Analyzer imports field data and analyzes the data as a serial fault tree. The field
data must contain records of the “failure events” (component failures, inspections, scheduled
maintenance, etc.) that have occurred on each system (individual wind turbine, aicraft, truck.

ship, etc.). The type of field data necessary to evaluate a system’s reliability, availability, and
maintainability includes, but is not necessarily limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System ID - Distinguishes individual system (i.e., wind turbine number)
Failure event code - Identifier for type of failure event
Failure event name - Descriptive text for types of failure events
Failure date - Date when failure event occurred
Failure time - Time of day when failure event occurred
Total downtime - Total time equipment was non-operational
Event type - Type of downtime (e.g., scheduled, unscheduled, inspection)
Cost data - (e.g., component, man-hour, lost revenue)

The Data Analyzer uses this field maintenance event data in several ways. It determines which
failure events are driving fleet (e.g., wind farm) level performance measures such as MTTR,
MTBF, cost, and availability. Data Analyzer also reveals how each individual system (e.g.,
individual wind turbine) performs in terms of availability and what are the major causes of that
individual system’s downtime. The various performance measures’ values can be viewd in
either tabular form (summary statistics, raw data) or graphical form (histograms, cumulative
distribution functions, Pareto charts). These results help focus the decision maker on the failure
events that need to be improved upon in some fashion so that system availability can be
increased and costs can be reduced. An optimization study can be built on a model generated by
Data Analyzer.
The Data Manager is used for several reasons. First, if failure dates, failure times, and total
downtimes are not known (or trusted) for any number of the field data failure modes identified in
the field data, known or estimated failure rates, failure rate distributions, downtimes, and
downtime distributions can be inserted into the baseline reliability model exported from the Data
Analyzer. Second, failure modes and their associated failure rates, failure rate distributions,
downtimes, and downtime distributions can be added to the baseline reliability model when the
failure modes are not yet observed in the field maintenance data. Third, the Data Manager can
be used to develop a completely new fault tree model of a system using known or anticipated
failure modes and their known or estimated associated failure rates, failure rate distributions,
downtimes, and downtime distributions. In each case, the resultant failure mode library can be
used in the Fault Tree Interface to obtain current or projected system performance.
The Fault Tree Interface provides the capabilty to develop and examine series or nonseries fault
trees for new designs or existing systems using the failure mode libraries exported from the Data
Analyzer into the Data Manager, or created in the Data Manager. Cost information can be input
and correlations among failure modes can be defined
The Fault Tree Interface provides various ways to examine system performance measures
(MTBF, availability, downtime, reliability, failure probability, and cost). It is most useful when
the failure modes have been assigned probability distributions where the performance measures
are examined in a statistical framework. The various performance measures’ values can be
viewd in either in tabular form (summary statistics, raw data) or graphical form (histograms,
cumulative distribution functions, Pareto charts). Multiple fault trees, representing different

configurations of the same system or distinctly different configurations that share some
components can be analyzed at the same time. Like the Data Analyzer, an optimization study
can be built on a model generated by the Fault Tree Interface.
Pro-Opta’s Optimizer is designed to perform system improvement and spare parts (components)
optimizations. System improvement optimization determines the best set of component
modifications and changes in maintenance practices that can increase availability and minimize
cost within the reliability and cost constraints specified. Normally, the improvement options are
supplied through engineering estimates, data modified from similar components, or limited test
data. Spare parts optimization helps to determine the best set of spare parts to keep on hand
within the downtime and cost constraints specified. For both types of optimizations, the Data
Analyzer or Fault Tree Interface provide the system reliablity models that serve as the baseline
or starting point for the optimization process. The type of data needed for system improvement
and spares optimization analyses include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Failure rate improvements for each upgrade/modification of selected items
Downtime improvements for each upgrade/modification of selected items
Costs associated with each upgrade/modification ($$s, weight, volume)
Expected parts obsolescence timelines and associated costs
Downtimes with and without an on-site spare
Spares restock time
Expected spares availability and associated storage costs, if any

[It should be noted that in terms of spare restock time and spare availability, that there has
(recently) been a bottleneck in the component supply chain. The supply situation is most
constrained for rotor blades, gearboxes, large bearings for gearboxes and mainshafts, generators,
and cast iron and forged items*.]
Pro-Opta can also optimize over multiple fault trees (i.e., systems, configurations, etc.) that may
or may not share common failure modes (i.e., components, inspections, etc.) so that the benefit
of an improvement that affects multiple systems or configurations can be quantified.
For the wind turbine availability assessments, a systems approach is used to determine key
availability drivers using Pro-Opta. Instead of modeling only component reliability, the
approach will consider all available information that may affect “a day in the life of a wind
turbine.” The goal of the optimization is to minimize the time waiting on repairs, inspections,
maintenance, and supply by identifying what is actually causing downtime. These downtime
“drivers” may or may not be strictly component reliability issues. To do that, additional
identifiers are added to the failure modes to help distinguish the cause of the associated
downtime. Several of these additional identifiers are shown in Figure 11.

a day in tha life of a wind turbine‘
24 Hours

Cooperating & OperaWeOC

x^^Repair, InspectionT^^s
Supply & Admin

Failure event identifiers (added as a failure event suffix) :
-

No suffix - parts replacement only
“• Mx” - maintenance performed with no parts replacement
“• Crane” - crane required to repair or replace component
”• Can” - parts cannibalized from another turbine
SchMx” - scheduled maintenance

- “■ Insp” - planned inspection
Figure 11. Additional Failure Mode Identifiers

Using the modified GEC data described in Section 4, model runs were made to demonstrate the
capability of Pro-Opta to provide contributors to availability and cost (among many other types
of results that include MTBF and MTTR). Figure 12 shows the top ten contributors to
availability (actually non-availability) and the top ten contributors to cost for comparison. The
Pareto in Figure 12 shows that the gearbox, generator, and rotor blade failure modes provide a
much greater relative impact on the average availability of 93.88% than the remaining failure
modes. The top ten failure modes for availability are the result of a combination of frequency of
occurrence and length of downtime. Both the Annual Inspection and Semi-Aimual Inspection
appear in the top ten contributors to availability because they occur quite frequently despite
having relatively short downtimes of eight and six hours, respectively.

GECMskM0D0»O&«7

^xj

Contributors to Availability
0J4 H H

Availability = 93.88%

III,II

1:

Gearbox and Luba Gearbox-geara & brgs

2:

Gearbox and Lube Gearbox-brgt, all

3:

Generator and Cooling Generator-roL & brgs

4:

Rotor EHade-atrucL repair

5:

Control System Sensor, static

6:

Control System Control Module

7:

Yaw System Yaw sliding pads

8:

Annual Inspection

9:

Yaw System yaw motor (with brake)

10: Semi-Annual Inspection
10

11

G(K: Mai MOO 0»4)&O7

Contributors to Cost

Annual Cost = $59,813

1:

Gearbox and Lube Gearbox-gears A brgs

2:

Gearbox and Lube Gearbox-brgs, all

3:

Generator and Cooling Generator-roL & brgs

4:

Rotor Blade-strucL repair

5:

Control System Control Module

6:

Generator and Cooling Full Converter

7:

Generator and Cooling Partial Converter (rotor side)

8:
d:

Gearbox and Lube Gearbox-high speed only
Rotor Pitdi motor

10: Rotor Pitch controller
Events

Figure 12. Top Contributors to Availability and Annual Cost

The top ten contributors to cost in Figure 12 show a similar result as the contributors to
availability, although only the top three failure modes (gearbox and generator) provide the
greatest impact on an average annual cost per turbine of $59,813. Here, the top ten failure modes
for cost are the result of a combination of frequency of occurrence and component cost.
To demonstrate the capability of the Optimizer, purely illustrative improvement options and
associated implementation costs were created as shown in Table 3. Each improvement option
shows either a percent improvement in TTF and/or in downtime at a specified implementation
cost. In this demonstration, the Gearbox - Overhaul Upgrade and the Blade Repair Modification
had two levels of improvement, where the second level of improvement had additional cost.
Where there are a significant number of improvement options. Pro-Opta provides a genetic
algorithm that finds optimal or near optional solutions with much less computer run time.

Improvement Option Name
Gearbox - Overhaul Uoarade
Gearbox - Overhaul Uoarade
Gearbox - PHM Implementation
Generator Improvement
Blade - Specification Chanqe
Blade - Repair Modification
Blade - Repair Modification
Spares Inventory Increase
Crane - Long Term Rental

%TTF
Improvement

% Downtime
Improvement

15
30
0
30
25
5
10
0
0

0
0
50
0
0
5
10
35
50

Implementation
Cost

Level

$20,000
$50,000
$7,000
$10,000
$15,000
$1,000
$5,000
$30,000
$46,600

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Table 3. Illustrated Example of Improvement Options and Implementation Costs.
The optimization of the nine alternative improvement options uses the baseline system reliability
model developed earlier with starting points for availability and annual cost of 93.88% and
$59,813, respectively. The optimization process moves through possible combinations of
improvement options seeking to achieve the limits and objectives set as part of the optimization
setup. In this demonstration for example, the limit (the minimum level of improvement desired)
and the objective (the actual level of improvement desired) are set at 96.5% and 97.1%
availability, respectively, and $45,000 and $40,000 annual cost, respectively. The limit and
objective on the total project cost (Cost) are set at $112,000 and $100,000, respectively. Figure
13 shows how the availability increases and the annual cost decreases as the generation of
possible solutions progress within the limits and objectives set for Availability, Annual Cost, and
Cost. The optimization uses the fitness function, which is based on the limits and objectives, to
keep “moving” towards an optimal solution (there may be more than one). The final solution
shows that for $98,000 in total project cost (POC), an increase in availability to 96.9% and a
reduction in annual cost to $45,170 were achieved.
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Figure 13. Illustrated Example of Optimization Results

The results of the optimization provide which improvement options should be pursued and where
multiple levels of an improvement option occur, what level should be pursued. The total cost of
the combinations of recommended improvement options is also provided. Figure 14 shows the
recommended improvements for the notional example.
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Figure 14. Illustrated Example of Optimization Results

Pro-Opta has the capability to simultaneously analyze individual wind turbines or groups of wind
turbines. It can be used to transform field data into a series and/or parallel fault tree with failure
rates, failure rate distributions, downtimes, and downtime distributions which can be updated,
amended, or corrected depending upon the quality of the field data, availability of summary data,
and the type of reliability analysis. Multiple wind turbine fault trees can be analyzed and
optimized simultaneously, a feature particularly applicable to wind farms with more than one
type of wind turbine. The optimization capability can provide immediate insight into “what-if’
scenarios based on the current performance of a particular wind turbine or wind farm.

Section 7 - industry Interactions
The Sandia National Laboratories’ Wind Reliability program interacts with many industry
groups, including non-profits such as the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA), the
Utilities Wind Integration Group (UWIG), and others including Original Equipment
Manufactories (OEMs) and sub component manufacturers; service and support firms including
consultants, turbine repair specialists; wind farm developers; and owners and operators.
AWEA and UWIG are interested in exchanging information and have both formed O&M
working groups. These groups share experiences and explore issues related to wind turbine
operation and maintenance including:
• O&M of turbine and other plant components
• Warranty and service contracts
• Plant technician training
• Condition monitoring and predictive maintenance
• Operational issues
Sandia is supportive of these forums for participants to exchange information on the most
relevant issues to wind turbine owner-operators. Reliability data and analyses can be helpful to
the members and operators; the members are the audience who could benefit directly from
reliability reports that address operating, maintenance, and management issues specific to wind
turbines and other components.
Metrics of quality can include how well requirements, needs, and expectations are met. The
utility market in part determines the wind plant requirements and needs. The expectation of
reliability performance is much less defined and ultimately comes through experience. Some of
the operators who have significant experience consider operations knowledge to be a competitive
advantage. Others have a different attitude and consider the sharing of information to be a
benefit to the industry as a whole. This is most evident when addressing issues of safety.
Sandia seeks to partner with individual companies to work toward collecting data and also for
the understanding of design or O&M issues that can be improved through various means as
described in the conclusions.

Section 8 - Conclusions and Recommendations
Wind turbines are getting bigger with time, in size and rated power, and this is reflected in their
design.
In general, industry estimates show that failure rates of wind turbines decrease
with time. Few publications attempted to compare data provided in all...however,
they all face the same challenge of comparing different topologies, placed in
different sites, and with information collected in different ways...In general,
literature is consistent in their conclusions about the lack availability of data, the
multiple methods of data collection^.
A long-term effort that collects data to improve reliability is needed
Improvement is not possible without sustained feedback from experiences in the field. The NRD
developed as part of this project will support design standards, concepts, and component
improvement.
Looking ahead for System Reliability
The future is going to be a time for incorporation of reliability tools of analysis, performance
assessment, and validation or modification of design and O&M approaches. Planning efforts
suggest that collaborative efforts will include the following:

Already Started
• Reliability database and systems analysis (Sandia)
• Gearbox Reliability Collaborative (NREL)
Continuins and Future Collaborations
• Design Standards and Bearing Rating
• Blade Reliability Collaborative
• Operations and Safety Research
• Reliability Centered Wind Plant Health Monitoring
And finally, it is through the identification of opportunities for technology improvements that the
program will act to reduce costs and risks.

The value comes in having the opportunity to do something to prevent
the failure from occurring... Thus prediction becomes part of the process
of "designing the future ”
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Appendix A - Database Design
The functional description of the Sandia Wind National Reliability Database is to:
a. Create SQL server Database of all wind turbine data pertaining to events,
timelines, and environments
b. Establish links between event times, and environments
c. Establish rules for determining failure rates, failure causes, availabilities, and
repair times from database queries
d. Determine failure rates, failure causes, availabilities, and repair times for wind
turbine components
e. Perform rudimentary parameter fitting: e.g. Weibull parameter values, strengths
of trends
The design of the NRD accommodates the need for multiple wind farms owned by different
organizations while still maintaining the anonymity of the data supplied by those owners that do
not wish to share specific knowledge of their wind farm. Even though the data is not visible to
the other owners, it can be used in the calculations of aggregation of the reliability numbers
(MTBF and MTTR) for similar turbines across multiple farms.
Owners will be able to control who will be allowed to see their data. This is accomplished by
mapping the SQL server login ID to a unique owner identifier. The unique owner identifier is
stored in the tables with wind farm specific information.
The tables are not directly accessible to any of the data partners. All data is accessed through
views and/or stored procedures. The views enforce the owner access rules and allow a logged in
user to see only what they are allowed to see. Some examples of views that enforce the owner
access rules are as follows:
•
•

•

•

•

V iew_Current_U ser
Associate the logged in user with their unique owner index in the database.
View_Current_User_Farm
Provide a list of wind farm records visible to the logged in user. Also allow a new wind
farm record to be added.
Vew_C urrentU ser_Turbine
Provide a list of wind turbine records visible to the logged in user. Also allow a new
wind turbine record to be added.
Vew_Current_User_Turbine_E vents
Provide a list of wind turbine event records visible to the logged in user. Also allow a
new wind turbine event record to be added.
View_Current_User_Turbine_History
Provide a list of wind turbine history records visible to the logged in user. Also allow a
new wind turbine history record to be added.

•

View_Current_U serTurbineWorkOrder
Provide a list of wind turbine work order records visible to the logged in user. Also allow
a new wind turbine work order record to be added.

As more data becomes available, new tables and views will likely be needed to store the different
types and/or formats of reliability data. The database can easily accommodate new tables and
views.

Import Process
Figure 15 shows a basic overview of the data import process.
All electronic data is imported into temporary tables specific to a SCADA vendor. There will be
a set of import tables specific to each supported SCADA vendor. This process will require some
work on the part of the database programming team to create a new set of SCADA vendor
specific tables and write the stored procedures used to normalize the data to the final location.
The first set of tables has been defined for the Vendor X (VX) SCADA system:
• imp_Turbines_VX
This contains the turbine history data exported fi-om the SCADA system.
• imp_Events_VX
This contains the event history data exported from the SCADA system.
• imp_Anemometers_VX
This contains the environmental history data exported from the SCADA system.
• imp_Substations_VX
This contains the electrical substation history data exported from the SCADA system.
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Figure 15. Data Import Process

The import process consists of four basic steps that are as follows:
1. Extract the data from the wind farm SCADA system.
2. Upload the data to the central server.
3. Normalize the data.
4. Generate new failure rates.
Extract the data
The data is extracted from the vendor specific SCADA systems to a common 3*^^^ party format
such as an Excel workbook or a character delimited file, (CDF). This format provides for the
most flexibility to import the data into the central database. The process of extracting the data is
highly vendor specific and beyond the scope of this document.

Upload the data
The data is uploaded to the central database via Microsoft Access project. The Microsoft Access
project provides the capability to upload the extracted data directly into the SCADA vendor
specific import staging tables. This is a menu driven process allowing the data partner to select
the appropriate wind farm definition and navigate to the data files previously extracted. Once the
data file is extracted, the data is automatically uploaded to the import tables in the central
database.
Since not all SCADA data has a wind farm identifier, the specific wind farm must be selected
prior to the import process. During the import process, the selected wind farm is associated with
the data being imported and is stored with the uploaded data in the import tables.
Normalize the data
The uploaded data is normalized and moved to the final data tables by executing a Transact-SQL
batch job. The normalization consists of removing duplicate records, calculating time ranges of
events, calculating time ranges of turbine history, and calculating event overlaps.
Event records in the imp_Events_VX table consist of a time stamp, event type, event level, and
indicator of whether the event is starting or ending. Calculating time ranges of events consists of
matching the starting event record with the ending event record and merging the two records into
a single event record in the normalized event table “Turbine Events”.
History records in the imp_Turbines_VX table consist of a time stamp for the mid-point of the
history record, duration of the history record, the amount of time the turbine was running vs.,
idling, the amount of electricity produced, the wind speed at or near the turbine rotor, and
various other indicative information about the turbine.
Generate new failure rates
The Microsoft Access project used to upload the data previously extracted from the SCADA
system can then also be used to view new failure information based on the most recently
uploaded data.
The initial implementation of the database includes correlations of failure rates with turbine
components and sub-components. Failures may be defined as occurrences of events from the
SCADA system (i.e. gearbox oil temp, too high, generator rotor winding temp too high) that
impact availability through the need for resets or repairs. Many things including maintenance
records, purchase requests for spare parts, may indicate failures.
The failures can be associated with a component or rolled up to a sub-system. The database
provides the user with the ability to define the breakdown of a wind turbine thus allowing the
user to control how their failure rates are calculated.
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Figure 16. Correlating conditions with events [Begins with charting defined conditions
(i.e. 0 kWh being produced, less than 50 kWh being produced,)]

After the charts are created, events and/or time periods can be identified to investigate further.
Events are identified by looking for large numbers of entries horizontally.
Time periods are identified by looking for large numbers of entries vertically.
A condition can be some level of actual electricity production vs. potential electricity production
where potential production takes into consideration many factors including wind conditions and
electric grid conditions.
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Figure 17. Less than 50 Kwh Exported Condition
The failure rates are calculated over specific intervals to allow special treatment of the three
stages of failure, (infant mortality, normal, and wear out). As many intervals can be defined as
needed. The components are defined in sufficient detail to allow the computation failure for
specific hardware and to allow the computation of failure for groups of hardware as needed.
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This plan has been developed as the result of the 2006 Wind Turbine Reliability Workshop held
in Albuquerque. New Mexico on October 3-4, 2006 and subsequent interactions with the
American Wind Energy Association Operations and Maintenance Working Group and individual
members ofthe United States Wind Industry. This plan has been developed so that relevant
reliability data and associated information can be collected, analyzed, and reported back to
stakeholder orsanizations and partners.

Reliability Data Collection. Analysis, and Reporting Plan
Introduction
This plan is designed to fill a need that has been identified by the owners and operators of wind
turbines. That need is for better understanding of wind turbine reliability in general and
specifically the turbine component failures. This will entail obtaining the metrics of
failures/repairs and the estimation of the magnitude and frequency of when future failures can be
expected to occur in order to efficiently plan Operation and Maintenance (O&M) activities and
manage costs. The reliability analysis results will be used for a number of purposes and a central
repository of baseline, integrated industry approximations of wind turbine reliability will assist in
helping owners, operators, original equipment manufacturers, and other stakeholders to
understand the performance of wind turbine systems, subsystems, and components and
associated maintenance requirements. The results can also be used by researchers within the
DOE program for identification of candidate research projects for technology improvement
opportunities.
Keeping wind plants operating is sometimes problematic. Sandia seeks to use reliability analysis
techniques that can contribute to overall increased reliability and efficiency, and operating cost
reduction. Establishing a baseline of reliability performance is to be a key component of this
effort.

Goals
A simply stated goal of the Wind Turbine Reliability Data Collection, Analysis, and Reporting
Task at Sandia is to better understand and improve the reliability of wind turbines. The purpose
of reliability assessment is to establish risk levels and create the knowledge base on which to
build performance enhancement projects.
Detailed objectives of the program are to:
• Establish industry benchmarks for reliability performance
• Identify failure trends
• Identify industry reliability improvements over time
• Provide high quality information to support operational and maintenance practices
• Improve system performance of wind assets through better asset management
practices
• Protect proprietary information and not cause harm to any party

Measures of success of this program will be:
• Representative participation of owners and operators to the larger US Industry
(The larger the number of data contributors the more robust and representative the
results will be)
• Participation from OEM and component manufacturers
• Establishment of efficient data acquisition interfaces and data handling systems
• Meaningful and beneficial reliability analyses and reports
• Cost effective improvement recommendations for existing systems
• Achievable reliability improvement options for future systems

Sandia National Laboratories
Sandia National Laboratories has a historic role in System Reliability Analysis for the DOE
Wind Program. Sandia also has broad-based reliability capabilities derived from its engineering
role in many types of mission critical systems and has developed methodologies and software
tools to address a wide range of reliability problems. These tools and techniques have been
applied in diverse application areas ranging from nuclear power and missile systems to aviation,
automotive, and manufacturing—as well as wind turbine design loads and fatigue criteria. The
wind turbine systems reliability work performed as described in this plan will be performed as
part of DOE’S goals to support research and development efforts to improve efficiency and
reduce the costs of wind energy technology.

Data Collection
In order to support benchmarking and analysis of issues impacting asset reliability and
performance, certain data is required. The data collection process can be automated to facilitate
ease of collection and communication, or may be contributed and received manually to gain
specific understanding of reliability issues, or a combination of both.
Owners, operators, or others willing to share such information will provide data on failures and
repairs. It is expected that it will be collected from a variety of sources including SCADA
systems and other types of O&M records. Useful component failure data will include a
description of the component failure, the length of time the component was in use, and the
downtime necessary to repair or replace the component. Other types of information such as
performance, loads, and condition monitoring data are also encouraged to be provided to
establish a more complete data set. This data will also be provided according to the willingness
of the owner/operator. If also available, the type of failure, e.g. overheat, foreign particle
damage, oil loss/degradation, etc. will contribute to understanding and analysis.
An example of a data form developed by the AWEA O&M Working Group is provided
separately.

The data set will be “anonymous” in nature and the use of the data will be governed by terms of
a two-way Non-Disclosure Agreement between Owner/Operator and Sandia. Sandia will “roll
up” the data and aggregate the information to be representative of the United States industry.
This baseline of performance will be released but no data of an individual company will be
identified with the particular source.
Sandia will collect baseline information by supporting industry groups such as AWEA who have
determined that reliability is a critical issue that affects economic performance of wind
production.
Efforts through this data collection process will be to:
•
•
•
•

Gather
Steward
Organize
Disseminate

Benefits
The investment costs for wind farm projects are high. Costs of operation and maintenance of
wind turbines is partially a function of the reliability of the system components. The Reliability
Data Collection, Analysis, and Reporting program will benefit owner/operators and original
equipment manufactures, and other stakeholders. While these entities may have different goals
and objectives for the data, the overall result will be improved asset performance and reliability.
The benefits of this plan are presented:
Owner/Operators
• Benchmarking their performance relative to baseline values
• Better understanding of O&M costs/requirements
• Improved asset management and optimization
• More complete visibility into asset operations
• Risk mitigation
• Reduced Cost of Capital through more complete asset understanding
OEMs/Equipment/Component Manufacturer
• Understanding risks
• More complete dataset for benchmarking
• Better understanding of O&M costs
• Identifying candidate Engineering/Design improvements
• Increased component performance

Data Analysis
There are several metrics by which determination of system and component performance will be
made, such as mean time between failures (MTBF), availability (the probability the equipment is
available for use when needed), down time (the time that equipment should be operating but is
not), and/or cost. These metrics will be calculated from the data submitted so that it can be used
for traditional reliability and availability analysis. Failure rates, Weibull charts, reliability
projections, up time, down time, availability calculations, simulation models, trending, weak
links (either of design specification or maintenance processes), etc. will be produced as part of
the analyses based on significance of impacts. Each data supplier will be provided an individual
assessment of their overall reliability based on their system topology and data collected. In
addition, an integrated industry average baseline will be created using all of the data collected
and normalizing it to report standard reliability performance.
Improving equipment performance may involve improving any or all of these metrics. Sandia
will quantify these metrics and determine key contributors to all of them by:
•
•
•
•

Secure sharing of information from industry data partners
Systematic modeling and evaluation
Quantitative analysis for absolute or comparative evaluations
Identification of critical failure modes and weak links

Reporting
The summary and integrated industry average baseline of reliability metrics will be reported
through AWEA and other professional papers and presentations. Individual assessments from
the contributors will be reported back privately. It should be noted that any information (such as
comparative analyses) reported privately to the data contributors is also to be protected by the
two-way NDA and therefore cannot be used for purposes of any litigation.

How to participate
1. Identify your organization as potentially being willing to be a data contributor.
2. Review your own organizations data collection processes and capabilities.
3. Contact Roger Hill (505-844-6111, rrhill@,sandia.gov) to discuss participation and
technical infrastructure requirements.
4. If a decision is made to proceed, execute a Non-Disclosure agreement with Sandia.
5. Determine a suitable method to provide data and proceed.
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Concluding Remarks
The 2006 Wind Turbine Reliability Workshop provided significant evidence that the owners and
operators have reliability concerns. Processes such as reliability centered maintenance, quality
practices, reliability analysis (i.e. Weibull plots), and even simple “tracking, tracking, tracking”
have been made standard business practices. The observation that everybody has anecdotes but
not statistics may be overstated, but a baseline understanding of reliability performance is an
obvious need.
Keeping wind plants operating can be problematic. Actions for improvement can be identified
which could result in overall increased reliability and efficiency. The information will also help
in defining baseline reliability expectations. Opportunities for economic improvements can be
expected.

Frequently Asked Questions and Answers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who should supply the data?
What data is available and needed?
How should it be offered?
Who will receive the data?
How will it be handled?
How will it be used?
What analyses will be performed?
How will the results be disseminated?

1. Who should supply the data?
Owners and operators who are interested in providing data that will contribute to a national
model of reliability performance for wind turbines.

2. What data is available and needed?
Field failure records or aggregated component failure data is sought for all equipment that has
significant reliability impacts. Mean times between failures and mean time to repair will be
calculated if not provided by the data partner. Useful component failure data will include a
description of the component failure, the length of time the component was in use between
component failures, and the downtime and resources necessary to repair or replace the
component.

Data contribution is voluntary, but the type of data expected includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Failure data
Repair / Replacement data
Power/energy output
Environmental conditions
Operational condition monitoring as available

3. How should the data be provided?
The sources of data will be derived by the owner operator from SCADA records or access, report
forms as may be determined, service or work order logs, parts consumption lists, O&M
summaries including actual expenditures and projections, component replacement purchases,
interviews, and/or expert opinions. SCADA data collection can be securely automated to
improve efficiencies of data acquisition. A survey form may also be an initial form of submittal.
No matter what method is used, interview with the data provider is expected. Updates will be
made on a periodic basis.
4. Who will receive the data?
Sandia National Laboratories will receive the data.
5. How will it be handled?
All information identified as sensitive or proprietary will be carefully protected. Bi-directional
Non-disclosure agreements are expected between the owner operator and Sandia. Any
information released will be normalized to protect individual stakeholder interests.
6. How will it be used?
The data will be used for RAM—reliability, availability, and maintainability analyses and used
as inputs to reliability analyses and will be held in a central repository of records. The data will
be collectively aggregated to create an integrated industry average.
Analysis results may then be used for inputs to cost models, for R&D technology improvement
opportunities, and as bases for examination of condition monitoring or forensic or root cause
failure analyses. Increasingly sophisticated reliability analysis techniques are anticipated after
the initial phase.
7. How will the results be disseminated?
Contributors will receive individual comparative analyses.
The integrated industry average baseline will be reported in conference papers, O&M user group
meetings, and available on the Sandia website.

Appendix C - Reliability and Data Analysis Tools

The following pages provide summaries and comparisons of selected reliability and data analysis
tools.
Comparison of Reliability and Data Analysis Tools
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Tools Comparison Summary
All tools can interface with the SQL database rather easily. Most require a
te)(t file or Excel file to read in data. This is easily achievable with the
current setup.
Several of the tools require the construction of either Reliability Block
Diagrams or Fault Trees before any analysis can be accomplished
- BlockSim, Raptor, Pro-Opta
Some of the tools can be purchased in an “a la carte” fashion depending on
which specific capabilities are desired
- ReliaSoft's tools include BlockSim and Weibull++ as well as others
- Relex has many individual modules that can work together (FRACAS. Opt/Sim,
Welbull, etc...)
Tools range from inexpensive (SNL’s Pro-Opta, $0) to very expensive
(Relex FRACAS, $30K) depending on which capabilities are desired
If simple system reliability and maintenance or sparing studies on existing
database information are desired the following tools are recommended:
- Pro-Opta
- BlockSim (with consideration of also purchasing Weibull++ for forecasting
studies)

Tools Comparison Summary
Raptor has good basic capabilities for reliability, maintainability,
availability, sparing, and cost. The drawback is that you must
preprocess your data separately before inputting into the Raptor
code by converting to a probability density function and fitting a
distribution. If this is not a problem, then it should be considered as
a reasonable option as well.
If the capability for more complex analysis is desired and price is
less of a concern then the following tools are recommended;
- Relex (FRACAS, Opt/Sim, and Weibull modules)
• Can basically act as the database for you without need to maintain a
separate SQL setup. Does everything the other codes do with additional
capabilities for interfacing with the customer, more output types, greater
ability to trend data. Allows for web-based electronic submission of work
orders into the database from all locations for analysis.
- ITEM Software ToolKit
* One price gets you the whole package, which includes capabilities beyond
just maintenance, sparing, and failure analysis. Includes capabilities for
analysis using FMECA, RBD, FTA, ETA, BDD, Markov, etc

BlockSim (ReliaSoft)
BlockSim provides a comprehensive platform for system reliability,
maintainability and availability analysis, reliability optimization, system
throughput, life cycle cost and related analyses usir^ the exact system
reliability function and/or discrete event simulation. olockSim models
^sterns and processes using a Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) or Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) or a combination of both
All of the traditional RBD configurations and FTA gates and events are
supported, along with advanced capabilities to model complex
conngurations, load sharing, standby redundancy, phases, duty cycles, and
more
BlockSim's simulation en gine can be used to generate reliability,
maintainability and availaiibility results/plots and also for resource allocation.
throughput,
ughput, life cycle cost and related analyses. Flexible simulation factors
ide;
indue
- Corrective Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance (PM) and/or Inspection
Policies
- Maintenance Durations and Restoration Factors
- Direct and Indirect Maintenance Costs
- Availability of Spare Parts and Maintenance Crews
- Duty Cycles
- Throughput (constant or variable with time)

BlockSim (ReliaSoft)
Features include:
- Distributions available to detine probabilistic values
• Wsitiull and Mu<e4 Weibuii
• Exponential
• Lognormal
• Normal
• Gerterallzed Gamma
• Gamma
• Logistic
‘ Logiogistic
• Gumbel
- Phase Diagrams
- Maintenance Phases
- Duty Cycles
- Variable Throughput Models
• Linear
• Exponential
• Power
- Type 1 Restoration
- Resource Usage Window
- Analytical FRED Reports
- Life Cyde Cost Analysis

Using an exclusive algorithm BlockSim algebraically computes the exact system reliability function
so you can obtain exact system reliability results based on component data. The software also
provides the ability to set individual blocks as 'failed" in order to facilitate what-if analyses. Metrics
{hat can be obtained computationally, include:
-

Reliabilily ar>d Probability of Failure
Failure Rate and MTTF
Warranty Time and B(X) Life
Probability Density Function (pdf) plots
Reliability Importance plots and charts

BlockSim (ReliaSoft)
The discrete event simulation engine obtains reliability, maintainability, availability,
resource usage, life cycle cost, throughput and other results. Simulation results are
generated per system and/or per blod( (as appropriate) and “Point Results" are also
available to provide a more detailed picture of the system’s operation at specified
intervals across the total simulation time.
- This information is presented in spreadsheets ^at support on-the-fly calculations and
copy/paste. To enable further analysis and reporting, its easy to export the data to a
BlockSim Spreadsheet (maintained independently within the same project file), ReliaSoft's
Weibull++ and/or Microsoft Excel®.
Some of the available results include;
- Uptime, Downtime, Mean Time to First Failure (MTTFF), Availability, Reliability
- Failure Cnticality Index. Downing Event Criticality Index
- Quantities of CMs (Allures), PMs and Inspections
- Summaries for Maintenance Crews, Spare Parts and Costs
- Throughput Summaries
Results and plots based on simulation:
- Uptime / Downtime
MTTFF
Availability
Reliability
Failure Criticality Index
Resource Usage
Cost Summaries
Throughput Summaries

Single User License

$2,995

5-seat Standard Network License

S11,950

5-seat Concument Network License $21.650

Weibull++ 7 (ReliaSoft)
Operates similar to an Excel spreadsheet
Supports all "life data types” and major lifetime distributions
- Time to failure
- Right, left, or interval censored
- Free-form data
- 1,2, or 3 parameter Weibull distributions
- 2, 3, or 4 subpopulation Mixed Weibulls
- 1 or 2 parameter Exponential
- Normal
- Lognormal
- Generalized Gamma
- Gamma
- Logistic
- Loglogistic
- Gumbe!
- Weibull-Bayesian

Weibull++ 7 (ReliaSoft)
Includes capability for calculating;
- Reliability
- Probability of Failure
- Failure Rate
- Warranty Time
- Mean Life
Includes ability to plot all of the above vs. Time or as Contour, 3D
Likelihood function surface plots, or as histogram, pie, and timeline
charts
Can include confidence bounds for all life data analysis parameters
Imports data from outside sources including MT, ALTA, Excel,
delimited text files
Can integrate directly with all other ReliaSoft software including
ALTA, BlockSim, RENO, RGA, Xfmea and RCM++

Weibull++ 7 (ReliaSoft)
Includes related analyses capabilities beyond the standard life data
analysis described earlier
- Warranty analysis (makes warranty projections based on sales & returns)
- Reliability block diagrams (analyze competing failure modes, etc)
- Recurrence data analysis (analyze dependent events that aren’t identically
distributed)
- Degradation analysis (extrapolate failure times based on performance)
- Non-parametric life data analysis (non-parametric life data analysis)
- Event log interface (convert data formats for data analysis)
- Risk analysis and probabilistic design (Monte Carlo simulation tool)
- SimuMatic (performs large analyses on simulated data sets to investigate
reliability questions)
Reports come out print-ready so no further editing for presentation is
necessary
Single User License

S995

5-seat Standard Network License $3,950
5-seat Concurent Network License $7,200

Raptor 7.0
From the Raptor website; “Raptor is a software tool that simulates
the operations of any system. Raptor characterizes the system’s
cost, reliability, and capacity, and can highlight capacity bottlenecks,
high failure-rate components, and resource hogs that are driving up
the cost of your operations”
Based on analysis of Reliability Block Diagrams. Any analysis you
do within this program begins with the creation of an RBD.
Uses Monte Carlo discrete-event simulation engine, not closed-form
mathematical models to avoid creating time-consuming path-based
equations for complex systems that cannot be reduced into series or
parallel subsystems

Raptor 7.0
Weak Link Analysis
Phasing feature (allow components to change their behavior over time)
Model failed components that induce other components to fail
See how failures affect throughput
Model cold and hot standby
Perform cost, reliability, and capacity analysis
Mimic reliability growth or decay with components that repair better or
worse than new
Model consumables and life-exhausted components
Model components that rely on other components to operate
Step simulations to ease verification of modeling efforts
Delay statistics gathering to overcome startup transients
Model subsystems as a single component, expand components to
greater detail, or connect multiple RBDs
Model the reliability and cost effects of preventive maintenance
See the effects of failed components

Raptor 7.0
While 18 distributions to model your data exist within Raptor, prejrocessing of the data external to Raptor appears to be necessary
jefore a distribution can be applied.
- If raw data from life-testing or maintenance demos is to be used, it must first
be converted into a probability density function with some form of curve
fitting software that outputs a best fit distribution and associated parameters
Raptor’s 18 failure and repair probability density functions include;
- Normal
- Beta
- Pearson V
- Binomial
- Pearson VI
- Chi-squared
- Poisson
- Empirical
- Triangular
- Erlang
- Uniform Integer
- Exponential
- Uniform Real
- Extreme Value
- Weibull
- Gamma
- Laplace
- Lognormal

Relex Reliability Studio
Based on a series of integrated analysis modules
- Each module can function on its own or be combined with others
for a custom solution

Relex Reliability Studio 2007 includes the following
analytical tools:
-

Fault Tree/Event Tree
FMEA/FMECA
FRACAS Corrective Action
Human Factors Risk Analysis
Life Cycle Cost
Maintainability
Prediction
Markov
Optimization and Simulation
Reliability Block Diagram
Reliability Prediction
Weibull

Relex Reliability Studio
FRACAS Technical Highlights:
Data Entities
* System tree
’ Configurations
* Incident reports
* Maintainability reports
' Operabng bme data
Data Linkages
*•Weibull
Reliability Prediction
Supported Calculations
* Failure Rate
* MTBF
•MTTR
•MTMCF
•MTBM
* Custom MTB calculations
‘Availability
•Cost
* User-defined
FRACAS Process Support
* Serial rumbers
* Workflcw e-mails
* Data connectors
* ERP Integration
* Custom list libraries
’ Data filtering
* Alert notifications

Analysis Outputs
* Pareto of top (n) issues per assembly
* Actual MTBF per assembly
* Trend studies
* Lemon identification
* Reliability growth
* Issues per customer
* Issues per supplier
’ Maintenance issues per item
* Top (n) warranty cost drivers
* Pareto of top (n) incident causes
’ No fault four>d summary
* Total cost per problem
‘ Failure review board (FRB) agenda/miirutes
Import/Export Formats
' Microsoft Excel
‘•Text
Microsoft Access

Report Formats
• Microsoft Word
• Microsoft Excel
•Adobe PDF
•RTF
•H1WL
Databases Supported
••Oracle
Microsoft SQL Server
• Microsoft SQL Server Express
• Microsoft
Jet Engine (Access
compatible)

Graph Types
*‘Bar
Area

* Line
*•Pie
Pareto
* Scatter
* Stacking bar

Relex Reliability Studio
Relex FRACAS (Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action Systems) is a comprehensive
closed-loop corrective action system which enables you to collect, quantify, and control a wide
range of incoming incident reports, such as test data, field data, or repair data. A FRACAS aims to
control the process to ensure that product reliability and quality objectives are met. It Is built
around failure reports, maintenance information, and operating time data.
-

Either acts as its own database or provides a web interface with our SQL database so the field reps could
log
laterinformation right into the database rather ^an the paper work orders that have to be made electronic

It cen be set up to look just like their paper work orders then file the information appropriately
Relex Opt/Sim takes a standard RBD process which lets you compute reliability and availability

and goes a step further by allowing you to incorporate information on maintenance activities,
spare parts, and repair resources. It supports calculations for:
-

Optmal number of spams
Optimal preventive maintenance Intervals
optimal inspeacn Irttervals
Capacity
Failure Rate
MTBF
MTTF
Reliability
Availability
ExpeSed number of Failures
Mean availability
Total downtime

- Failure Frequency
• hazard Rate
- Cut Sets
- Path Sets
- Total Cos
- LaborCoS
- Miscellaneous CoS
- Spares Usage CoS
- Spares Storage CoS
- Downtime CoS
- CoS of Initial Configuration

Relex Weibull enables you to examine any type of failure data you have collected. Use your realworld field data to predict trends and analyze your system reliability. It supports the following
distributions:
Weibull
Normal
Exponential

Gumbel - (lower)

•

Lognomial
Rayleigh
WelBayes
Gumbel ♦ (upper)

Pro-Opta (SNL)
Assesses the reliability and availability of a system through
the development of fault trees
Specializes in producing information on MTBF, MTTR, and
Mean Down Time which allows for calculation of
Availability values
Uses a Genetic Algorithm to estimate the allocation of
financial resources among the feasible upgrades, spare
parts strategies, and maintenance procedures in order to
maximize fleet readiness
Does not require you to fit a probability distribution to
failure data
- Do need to express uncertainty in failure rates, failure probabilities,
and downtimes
- Appears to be able to fit Gamma, Beta, Uniform, Triangular, and
Empirical Distributions to data

Pro-Opta (SNL)
Pro-Opta’s Data Analyzer imports data on events,
equipment, and costs and performs statistical
analyses based on distributions created for
downtime and failure rates
Allows for identification of relative cost benefits of
different decisions
- Costs for Repairable and Non-Repairable analyses can
be considered
Performance optimizations (maintenance
schedules, sparing strategies, etc) can be
assessed using a combination of the Fault Trees
you generated and the Pro-Opta Data Analyzer file
- Gives you top n ranked solutions and their values
attained for each performance metric and constraint
specified

ITEM Software ToolKit
Integrated Reliability. Safety, and Product Life Cycle Analysis software
Consists of the following modules:
-

Failure Mode Effects and CmicaMy AndyM (FMECA)
ReHabilily Block Diagram (RBD)
FaudTree Artalysis (FTA)
Event Tree Analysis (ETA)
BinaiyDe<jsion Diagram (BOO) engiite
Markov An«ysis{MKV)
MamTain MII.-HOSK-472 (MTTR)
Spares Scakng and Ranging
Rebabdrty Predidion
MIL-HDBK-217(Bearonic)
Bellcore/TelconSia (Electronic)
NSWC (Mecnanicd)
lEC 62380 (RDF 2000) (BeOrorac)
China 2MB (Bectronic)
Component Libraries

Key Features;
-

6 different Derating standards (or prediOlon
4 different failure rate ADodion models tor pradicflon
Cross-module Unkirrg and TrarQfer
Global (allure model library between Fault Tree. RBD. end Event Tree modules
Time phasing function In Fault Tree
3 different Event Importance measures
Critical Rath discovery and cut set ranking by multiple parameters
1$ different, universally accepted failure model distributions tor Fault Tree. RBD, and Event Tree
Implicit and explicit Common Cause Failure modeling
Dynamic modeling with Markov model linking to Fault Tree and RBD diagrams
Multiple FMEA standards supported' MIL-1629A. ISO 9000. lEC 61608
TofKtown and boHom-up Design. Process. funOMnel, or system FMEA's supported

ITEM Software ToolKit
Add, edit and display the system information and structure in a grid,
or “spreadsheet”, view. Use this table as a report by simply dragging
the table to Excel, to share your analysis information
Easily transfer any, or all, project information to your analysis. Data
can move to and from Bill of Materials (BOM), Excel, Access, text
and comma delimited file formats. You can also create and save
import and export templates for repeated use, as well as interact
with external databases
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Preface
The vision for the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) Enterprise, which is comprised of the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC) and the seven Regional Entities (REs), is a highly reliable and secure North American
bulk power system (BPS). Our mission is to assure the effective and efficient reduction of risks to the reliability and
security of the grid.
The North American BPS is divided into seven RE boundaries as shown In the map and corresponding table below.
The multicolored area denotes overlap as some load-serving entities participate in one Region while associated
Transmission Owners/Operators participate in another.

FRCC

Florida Reliability Coordinating Council

MRO

Midwest Reliability Organization

NPCC

Northeast Power Coordinating Council

RF

ReliabitityFirst

SERC

SERC Reliability Corporation

Texas RE

Texas Reliability Entity

WECC

Western Electricity Coordinating Council
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Introduction
These GADS Wind Turbine Generation (GADS-Wj - Data Reporting Instructions were developed to assist plant
personnel in reporting information to NERC's GADS Wind Reporting application. The instructions detail the
procedures, schedule, and format to follow when reporting data. Throughout this document, the term "utility" will
be used to refer to the principal organization that owns one or more plants.

Who Must Report
Reporting of wind performance data is mandatory for all Generator Operators on the NERC registered entities that
operate wind plants of 75 MW or greater of Total Installed Capacity.^ Portions of a wind plant with a commissioning
date of January 1, 2005 or later are required to report according to the phased-ln approach outlined below.
Participating organizations must be prepared to commit the necessary effort to provide timely, accurate, and
complete data. The reporting instructions detail the data elements collected by GADS Wind Reporting application
and have been identified by the industry as being vital to the understanding and interpretation of wind turbine
performance.
Data Release Guidelines
The GADS Wind Reporting Application Data Release Guidelines can be found in Appendix A.
What will be reported?
1. Sub-Group Data - Initial and whenever there is a change.
2.

Performance Data - At the sub-group Level

3.

Component Data - Optional, at the sub-group Level

When will Reporting Begin
January 1, 2017 (Data may be submitted voluntarily at an earlier date if NERC is ready to accept data)
Phased-in Approach
1. Year one (2017) - Voluntary Reporting
2.

Year two (2018)-Total Installed Capacity of 200 MW or larger plants

3.

Year three (2019) - Total Installed Capacity of 100 MW or larger plants

4. Year four (2020)-Total Installed Capacity of 75 MW or larger plants
Note: Any plant of any size may report at any time on a voluntary basis.

^ Total Installed Capacity is defined in Appendix D.
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Chapter 1: Date Transmittal and Format
Transmittal
There are three different types of data files that you will need to submit:
1.

Sub-Group

2.

Performance

3. Component Outage
Before submitting the component outage and performance data for your wind plants, you must submit sub-group
configuration data to the GADS Wind reporting application. You only need to provide the sub-group configuration
data initially when you begin reporting data, and then update it when the configuration data changes. We strongly
recommend that sub-group data be reviewed each quarter. This data provides information regarding installed
equipment, design, and operating characteristics that are used when completing special analysis.
Once the sub-group data has been reported to the GADS Wind reporting application, you may begin to report the
performance data and optionally, component data. Submission of the component outage and performance data
should be done within 45 days of the end of every calendar quarter via the GADS Wind reporting application.
Templates in Excel format are provided at: (website link) Report this data throughout the life of each plant.

Format
Data should be submitted to NERC through the GADS Wind reporting application either using the format templates
available on NERC's website at: GADS Wind Turbine Generation Data Reporting or a comma-separated value (CSV)
formatted file that follows the column order of the data reporting templates. Column headers are required for all
Excel and CSV-formatted files.^ Please ensure that all fields exclude punctuation such as commas, apostrophes, etc.;
a decimal point and slashes used in dates are permitted. For example, numbers with embedded commas can cause
problems such as 12,000.25. In this example, the value should be reported as 12000.25.
NERC is not looking for specific file names but good file management would include the Utility name , name of the
data type being reported (ex. subgroup, performance, and component data) and reporting period as part of the file
name to easily differentiate between records. Multiple NERC Utility and subgroups IDs may be reported within the
same file. NERC will be looking for specific tab labels for each report type.
Questions and Comments
All questions regarding data transmittals and reporting procedures should be directed to eadswind@nerc.net.

^ CSV (Comma-Separated Values) is a common file type used to import data from one software application to another, with commas
separating the values in each record.
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Chapter 2: Plants, Groups, and Sub-Groups
Plant Boundary "
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Figure 2.1: Typical Wind Plant Layout
In Figure 2.1, the diagram represents a typical plant with the plant boundary at the revenue meter. Groups usually
represent different phases of development. For example, in Group 1 there are two sub-groups, where each sub
group contains different turbine types installed the same year. If a sub-group is repowered with different turbine
types or manufacturers, the sub-group is retired and a new sub-group created under the same group. GADS-W
recognizes that there are many potential layouts of wind plants, so there are no strict rules for plant, group, and sub
group layout other than a sub-group can only contain turbines of a specific make, model, and version.
Although Figure 2.1 shows the sub-groups as being electrically isolated, this need not be the case. A feeder may have
multiple turbine types. The plant is responsible for allocating production and hourly distributions using feeder meters,
turbine meters, SCADA systems, manual logs, or other means into the proper sub-groups.

Plant Boundaries
The following is taken from the GADS Data Reporting Instructions as a suggestion of plant boundaries:
There are a number of outage causes that may prevent the energy coming from a power generating plantfrom
reaching the customer. Some couses are due to the plant operation and equipment while others are outside
plant management control.
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Chapter 2: Plants, Groups, and Sub-Groups

The following describes what equipment a plant includes in preferred order:
1. The preferred plant boundary at the revenue meter is usually at the high-voltage terminals of the generator
step-up (GSU) transformer and the station service transformers;
2.

In cases of multiple sub-groups, the plant boundary would be at the metering of the low side of the substation
transformer (load) side of the generator voltage circuit breakers; or

3.

Any equipment boundary that is reasonable considering the design and configuration of the generating unit.
Plant definitions may not cross the boundary of a state, province or country.

Plants
A plant is defined as a collection of wind turbine groups at a single physical location. There may be any number of
wind turbine groups at a wind plant. You only need to provide the plant name to NERC initially when you begin to
report the name of the plant or anytime any changes to the plant name are made. See Appendix D for an enhanced
definition.
The user-defined Plant ID and/or name will be specified on each sub-group record.

Groups
A group is one or more sub-groups that are contained within a common plant boundary. There may be any number
of groups per wind plant. Groups are usually phases that are commissioned during a particular year.
The user-defined Group ID and/or name will be specified on each sub-group record.

Sub-Groups
A sub-group is a coliection of wind turbine machines with the same manufacturer, design (rotor diameter), turbine
system capacity, model number, and phase of construction. Each sub-group will have a unique identifier assigned by
NERC through the GADS Wind Reporting application. Component outage and performance data are reported at the
sub-group level.
For example, suppose that manufacturers A, B, and C supply your utility with turbines. Your group contains 27 A
turbines, as well as 100 B turbines constructed in 2000. In 2013, the 100 B turbines were replaced with 10 C turbines.
The A, B, and C turbines would be three separate sub-groups under the same group. When all the B turbines are
replaced, their sub-group would be put into an inactive status.
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Chapter 3: Sub-Group Reporting
The sub-group report provides the configuration information that characterizes each sub-group. This data can be
used for sub-group comparisons and benchmarking activities. Data is collected on location, equipment, capacity,
reserves, topography and meteorological characteristics. Use this report to acquire the sub-group ID and update sub
group configuration.

Sub-Group Record Layout (Excel or CSV Format)
Table 3.1: Sub-Group Record Layout
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Utility ID
Region
Plant ID/Name
Group ID/Name
Sub-Group ID
Sub-Group Name
ISO Resource ID
Country
Nearest City
State/Province
Location Latitude
Location Longitude
Elevation (m)
Wind Regime (topography)
Annual Average Wind Speed (m/s)
SCADA Manufacturer
SCADA Model
Commissioning Year

Column Header
Label
UtilitylD
Region
PlantIDName
GroupIDName
SubGroupID
SubGroupName
ISOID
Country
NearCity
State
Latitude
Longitude
Elevation
WRegime
AAWS
SCADAMfr
SCADAMdl
CommYear

19

Total Installed Capacity (MW)

TotInstCapacity

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Reserve Capacity (MW)
Total Number of Turbines
Turbine System Capacity (MW)
Max Turbine Capacity (MW)
Turbine Manufacturer
Turbine Model
Turbine Model Version
Rotor Height (m)
Rotor Diameter (m)
Cut-in Wind Speed (m/s)
Low Cut-out Wind Speed (m/s)
High Cut-out Wind Speed (m/s)
Turbulence Intensity
Average Wind Speed (m/s)
Wind Shear

RsrvCapacity
TurbineCount
SystemMW
MaxTurbineCap
TurbineMfr
TurbineMdl
TurblneMdIVer
RotorHeight
RotorDiam
CutinSpd
LowCutoutSpd
HighCutoutSpd
Turbintensity
AvgWind Spd
WindShear

Column

Field Name

Entry Type
Alpha-Numeric-10
Alpha-Numeric - 6
Alpha-Numeric-45
Alpha-Numeric - 45
Numeric -10
Alpha-Numeric-45
Alpha-Numeric-30
Alpha-Numeric-2
Alpha-Numeric -40
Alpha-Numeric - 2
Numeric -4 + 4 decimals
Numeric -4 + 4 decimals
Numeric - 8
Numeric - 3
Numeric -3 + 2 decimals
Alpha-Numeric-5
Alpha Numeric-10
Numeric-4
Calculated Field
(Numeric -8 + 3 decimals)
Numeric -8 + 3 decimals
Numeric - 7
Numeric -8 + 3 decimals
Numeric -8 + 3 decimals
Alpha-Numeric - 5
Alpha-Numeric-20
Alpha-Numeric - 20
Numeric -7 + 2 decimals
Numeric -7 + 2 decimals
Numeric -7 + 2 decimals
Numeric -7 + 2 decimals
Numeric -7 + 2 decimals
Numeric-3
Numeric -3+2 decimals
Numeric - 3
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Mandatory
or Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Optional
Optional

Chapter 3: Sub-Group Reporting

Table 3.1: Sub-Group Record Layout
Column Header
Mandatory
Column
Field Name
Entry Type
or Optional
Label
Reference Anemometer Height (m)
35
ReferenceAnemom Numeric - 3
Optional
(Optional)
Minimal Operating Temperature (C)
Mandatory
36
MinOpTemp
Numeric-3
Maximum Operating Temperature
37
MaxOpTemp
Numeric - 3
Mandatory
(C)
Sub-Group Ownership Status
SubGrpOwnStatus
Alpha-Numeric - 2
38
Mandatory
Effective Date
Date (mm/dd/yyyy)
StatusEffDate
39
Mandatory
TransfertoUtility
Alpha-Numeric -10
Transfer to Utility
40
Conditional
Note: The ISO Resource ID is used to link sub-groups with an ISO market in the event that the ISO requires mandatory
GADS reporting.

Sub-Group IDs
Utility ID (Column 1)
Enter the NERC Compliance Registry number (NCR #) or voluntary reporting ID (assigned by NERC - see Appendix B)
of the organization that owns the wind plants.
Region (Column 2)
Enter the Region code for the NERC Region where the sub-group is located. Use Table 13 In Appendix F to identify
the correct Region abbreviations.
Plant ID/Name (Column 3)
Enter the Plant ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.
Group ID/Name (Column 4)
Enter the Group ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.
Sub-Group ID (Column 5)
Enter the unique sub-group ID as assiened by NERC. This ID will be used in the sub-group, performance, and
component records. The sub-group ID never changes throughout the life of the sub-group.
Sub-Group Name (Column 6)
Enter the name given to the sub-group that you are reporting.
ISO Resource ID (Column 7)
If applicable, enter the unique identifier given by the ISO(s). This is an optional field and can be left blank unless
required by the ISO.

Location
Country (Column 8)
Using Table 1 in Appendix F, enter the two-letter country abbreviation where the group Is located. We recommend
that all values reported to NERC match any values that also must be reported to other agencies such as the EIA, EPA.
Nearest City (Column 9)
Enter the name of the nearest major city closest in proximity to the sub-group.
NERC I GADS Wind Data Reporting Instructions | January 2019
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State /Province (Column 10)
Using Table 2,3, or 4 in Appendix F, enter the two-letter State/Province abbreviation where the sub-group is located.
Longitude (Column 11)
Enter the degrees of longitude of the physical location of the sub-groups
Latitude (Column 12)
Enter the degrees of latitude of the physical location of the sub-group^.
Elevation (Column 13)
Enter the elevation of the physical location of the sub-group, given in meters^.

Wind/Site Characteristics
Wind Regime (Column 14)
Using Table 5 \r) Appendix F, enter the average topography of the area In which the sub-group is located.
Annual Average Wind Speed (Column 15)
Enter the annual average wind speed (AAW5) at 80 m, measured in meters per second.
SCADA Manufacturer (Column 16)
Using Table 6 m Appendix F, enter the manufacturer of the SCADA system. We recommend that all values reported
to NERC match any values that also must be reported to other agencies such as the EIA, EPA, etc.
SCADA Model (Column 17)
Enter the model name of the SCADA system.

Sub-Group Characteristics
Commissioning Year (Column 18)
Enter the year (YYYY) that the sub-group was commissioned.
If a sub-group is commissioned after the first of the month, the sub-group reporting obligation begins with the first
full calendar month after the sub-eroup was commissioned.
Total Installed Capacity (Column 19)
Enter the total capacity for sub-group, in megawatts (MW). The Total Installed Capacity is equal to the number of
turbines multiplied by the Turbine System MW. For example, 100 1 MW Type A turbines would have an installed
capacity of 100 MW. This field will automatically be calculated based on the turbine system capacity and the number
of turbines.
Reserve Capacity (Column 20)
Enter the reserve capacity of the sub-group, in megawatts (MW), which is held in reserve. It is the capacity of turbines
that are available but not under contract. Generally these are MWs above contracted capacity and maybe due to
additional turbines installed or system enhancements.

3 The degrees of longitude, latitude, and elevation may be taken anywhere on the site that is meaningful to the reporting entity. This could be
the revenue meter, main structure, or geographic center of the sub-group.
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Total Number of Turbines (Column 21)
Enter the actual number of physical turbines that exist in the sub-group.
Turbine System Capacity - MW (Column 22)
The System Capacity - MW rating of a single turbine in the sub-group. All turbines in the sub-group are required to
be the same manufacturer, model, design, version and capacity. This is not the generator nameplate rating but the
system capacity usually identified in the equipment purchase agreement.
Max Turbine Capacity MW (Column 23)
The maximum capacity that can be produced from a single turbine in the sub-group. All turbines in the sub-group are
required to be the same manufacturer, model, version and Turbine System Capacity. Turbine System Capacity maybe
increased due to system enhancements that were not part of the original design.

Typical Design
Turbine Manufacturer (Column 24)
Using Table 7 \n Appendix F, enter the name of the manufacturer of the turbines in the sub-group.
Turbine Model (Column 25)
Enter the model of the turbines in the sub-group.
Turbine Model Version (Column 26)
Enter the version name of the turbines In the sub-group. If there is no version number available, enter a place holder
such as "999".
Rotor Height (Column 27)
Enter the height of the rotor hub, given in meters.
Rotor Diameter (Column 28)
Enter the diameter of the rotor, given in meters.
Cut-In Wind Speed (Column 29)
Enter the lowest wind speed that the turbine will start to generate power, in meters per second. This can be
determined from the turbine operating parameters or the turbine power curve.
Low Cut-out Wind Speed (Column 30)
Enter the lowest wind speed that the turbine can continue to generate power before cutting out. This can be
determined from the turbine operating parameters or the turbine power curve.
High Cut-out Wind Speed (Column 31)
Enter the highest wind speed at which the turbine is capable of generating power before cutting out. This can be
determined from the turbine operating parameters or the turbine power curve.

Turbine Wind Class
Turbulence Intensity (Column 32)
Using Table 8 in Appendix F, select the average wind turbulence where the sub-group is located.
Average Wind Speed (Column 33)
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Enter the average annual wind speed (AAWS) at 80m, measured in meters per second. This column should be the
same as column 15 and is a duplicate.
Wind Shear (Optional) (Column 34)
Using Table 9 m Appendix F, select the average strength of the difference between the speeds of wind.
Reference Anemometer Height (Optional) (Column 35)
Height of the highest anemometer on the reference meteorological tower. Often the turbine anemometer is used
for reference.
Minimum Operating Temperature (Coiumn 36)
Enter the manufacture minimum operating temperature in degrees Celsius.
Maximum Operating Temperature (Column 37)
Enter the manufacture maximum operating temperature in degrees Celsius.
Sub-Group Ownership Status (Column 38)
Enter the ownership status of the sub-group. See Appendix F, Table 12 for ownership status codes.
Effective Date (Column 39)
Enter the effective date of the sub-group ownership status being reported.
Transfer to Utility ID (Column 40)
Enter the ID of the Utility to which the sub-group is being sold. This is a required field when the sub-group ownership
status being reported is "Transfer." This is a conditional field that is only used if transferring a sub-group to another
utility. Leave blank otherwise
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Performance data provides sub-group information, in a summarized format, pertaining to overall wind turbine
operation during a particular month in a given year. This data is needed to calculate sub-group, group and plant
performance, reliability and availability statistics. Performance data are required for all unit types and sizes reported.

Performance Record Layout (Excel or CSV Format)
Table 4.1: Performance Record Layout
Column
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Field Name
Utility ID
Plant ID/Name
Group ID/Name
Sub-Group ID
Report Period (month)
Report Year
Sub-Group Status
Gross Actual Generation (GAG)
Net Actual Generation (NAG)
Net Maximum Capacity (NMC)
Active Turbine-Hours (ACTH)
Contact Turbine-Hours (CTH)
Reserve Shutdown Turbine-Hours
(RSTH)
Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH)
Maintenance Turbine-Hours (MTH)
Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH)
OMC Forced Turbine-Hours (oFTH)
OMC Maintenance Turbine-Hours
(oMTH)
OMC Planned Turbine-Hours (oPTH)
Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours
(RUTH)
Inactive Reserve Turbine-Hours (IRTH)
Mothballed Turbine-Hours (MBTH)
Retired Unit Turbine-Hours (RTH)
Equivalent Forced
Derated Turbine Hours (EFDTH)
Equivalent Maintenance Derated
Turbine Hours (EMDTH)
Equivalent Planned
Derated Turbine Hours (EPDTH)
OMC Equivalent Forced
Derated Turbine Hours (oEFDTH)
OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated
Turbine Hours (oEMDTH)

Column
Header Label
UtilitylD
PlantIDName
GroupIDName
SubGroupID
ReptMonth
ReptYear
SGStatus
GAG
NAG
NMC
ACTH
CTH

Alpha-Numeric-10
Alpha-Numeric-45
Alpha-Numeric-45
Numeric -10
Numeric - 2
Numeric - 4
Alpha-Numeric - 2
Numeric -10 + 3 decimals
Numeric -10 + 3 decimals
Numeric - 8 + 3 decimals
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
Numeric -12 + 2 decimals

Mandatory
or Optional
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

RSTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Mandatory

FTH
MTH
PTH
OFTH

Numeric -10 + 2
Numeric -10 + 2
Numeric -10 + 2
Numeric -10 + 2

decimals
decimals
decimals
decimals

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

OMTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Mandatory

OPTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Mandatory

RUTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Mandatory

IRTH
MBTH
RTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

EFDTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Optional

EMDTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Optional

EPDTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Optional

OEFDTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Optional

OEMDTH

Numeric -10 + 2 decimals

Optional

Entry Type
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Table 4.1; Performance Record Layout
Column
Column
Field Name
Entry Type
Header Label
OMC Equivalent Planned Derated
29
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
OEPDTH
Turbine Hours (oEPDTH)
Equivalent Reserve Shutdown
30
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
ERSDTH
Derated Turbine Hours (ERSDTH)
Forced Delay
31
FXDTH
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
Turbine Hours (FXDTH)
Maintenance DelayTurbine Hours
32
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
MXDTH
(MXDTH)
Planned DelayTurbine Hours (PXDTH)
33
PXDTH
Numeric -10 + 2 decimals
(Optional)
Note: if optional data is supplied, there is no requirement that all the optional data be supplied

Mandatory
or Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional

Utility ID (Column 1)
Enter the NERC Compliance Registry number {NCR #) or voluntary reporting ID (assigned by NERC-See Appendix B)
of the organization that owns the wind plants.
Plant ID/Name (Column 2)
Enter the Plant ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.
Group ID/Name (Column 3)
Enter the Group ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.
Sub-Group ID (Column 4)
Enter the unique sub-group ID as assigned by NERC. This ID will be used in all performance and component data
reported for the sub-group.
Report Period (Column 5)
Enter the two-digit month (MM) in which the performance data is being entered. See Append/xFTable 10
Report Year (Column 6)
Enter the four-digit year (YYYY) in which the performance data is being entered.
Sub-Group Status (Column 7)
Select the status of the entire sub-group during the year/period for which the data is entered. See Appendix F Table
11.

Capacity and Generation
Gross Actual Generation - GAG (Column 8)
Enter the total wind turbine energy generated at the wind turbine (WTG) for the sub-group (MWh). The Gross Actual
Generation is the sum of all individual turbine meters before subtracting station service or auxiliary loads.
Net Actual Generation - NAG (Column 9)
Enter the net generation (MWh) recorded at the sub-group boundary (usually the revenue meter). It is possible to
have a negative net actual generation value if the group's station service or auxiliary loads are greater than total
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generation. At times corrections to this value will take place as meter calibration drifts and reporting differences
occur.
Net Maximum Capacity - NMC (Coiumn 10)
Enter the actual generating capability (MW) at the sub-group boundary. This is equal to the installed capacity less any
electrical losses such as transformation losses, line losses, and other losses due to transmission between the turbine
and the revenue meter. Example: 100 MW plant has a two percent difference between GAG and NAG leaves a Net
Maximum Capacity of 98 MW.

Available Turbine Hours (Active)
Active Turbine-Hours - ACTH (Column 11)
Enter the number of turbine-hours that the sub-group is in the active state. ACTH can vary in output reports (month,
year, etc.) but for GADS-W reporting purposes, data is collected on the number of turbine-hours in a month.
If a sub-group Is commissioned after the first of the month, the sub-group reporting obligation begins with the first
full calendar month after the sub-group was commissioned.
Contact Turbine-Hours - CTH (Column 12)
Enter the number of turbine-hours the sub-group is synchronized to the system. It is the turbine-hours that the main
contactor is closed and generation is provided to the grid.
Reserve Shutdown Turbine-Hours - RSTH (Column 13)
Enter the sum of all turbine-hours for turbines that are off-line for economic reasons but available for service. If the
sub-group is not available due to an outage condition, it is not a reserve shutdown. Do not include RSTH in the same
equations with CTH because this would double count turbine-hours.

Unavailable Turbine Hours (Active)
Forced Turbine-Hours - FTH (Coiumn 14)
Forced Turbine-Hours is the sum of all turbine-hours, in the sub-group, that are off-line due to forced events. FTH are
all forced events where the Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) must be removed from service for repairs before the next
Sunday at 23:59 (just before Sunday becomes Monday). Note: FTH includes OMC Forced Turbine-Hours (oFTH)
Maintenance Turbine-Hours - MTH (Column 15)
Maintenance Turbine-Hours is the sum of all turbine-hours, in the sub-group, that are off-line due to a maintenance
event. The turbine must be capable of running until the following week unless the outage occurs on the weekend the
turbine must be capable of running through the following week. Note: MTH includes OMC Maintenance TurbineHours (oMTH)
Planned Turbine-Hours - PTH (Column 16)
Planned Turbine-Hours is the sum of all turbine-hours, in the sub-group, that are off-line due to a planned event. A
PTH event is scheduled well in advance and is of a predetermined duration and can occur several times a year. Note:
PTH includes OMC Planned Turbine-Hours (oPTH)

Outside Management Control - OMC (Active)
OMC hours are hours that turbines in the subgroup are off-line due to events that are outside management control,
such as abnormal weather or off-taker planned or unplanned downtime. See Appendix H for further details.
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OMC Forced Turbine-Hours - oFTH (Column 17)
Subset of FTH, accounting for Forced Turbine-Hours that are due to events deemed to be outside of management
control.
OMC Maintenance Turbine-Hours - oMTH (Column 18)
Subset of MTH, accounting for Maintenance Turbine-Hours that are due to events deemed to be outside of
management control.
OMC Planned Turbine-Hours - oPTH (Column 19)
Subset of PTH, accounting for Planned Turbine-Hours that are due to events deemed to be outside of management
control.

other
Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours - RUTH (Column 20)
The number of turbine hours that the turbines are available but not producing electricity for environmental
conditions that are outside the operating specifications of the wind turbine (i.e., low / high wind) and includes normal
systems checks and calibrations (i.e., cable untwisting).

Turbine Hours (Inactive)
Inactive Reserve Turbine-Hours - IRTH (Column 21)
Total number of turbine-hours in a period being reported that the sub-group is in the inactive reserve state.
Mothballed Turbine-Hours - MBTH (Column 22)
Total number of turbine-hours In a period being reported that the sub-group is in the mothballed state.
Retired Unit Turbine-Hours - RTH (Column 23)
Total number of turbine-hours In a period being reported that the sub-group is in the retired state.

Derated Turbine Hours (Optional)
Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours - EFDTH (Column 24) Optional
Total number of equivalent forced hours during one period (month). EFDTH includes oEFDTH
Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours - EMDTH (Column 25) Optional
Total number of equivalent maintenance hours during on period (month). EMDTH includes oEMDTH
Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours - EPDTH (Column 26) Optional
Total number of equivalent planned hours during one period (month). EPDTH includes oEPDTH
OMC Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours - oEFDTH (Column 27) Optional
Total number of OMC equivalent forced hours during one period (month)
OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours - oEMDTH (Column 28) Optional
Total number of OMC equivalent maintenance hours during one period (month)
OMC Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours - oEPDTH (Column 29) Optional
NERC I GADS Wind Data Reporting Instructions | January 2019
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Total number of OMC equivalent planned hours during one period (month).
Equivalent Reserve Shutdown Derated Turbine Hours - ERSDTH (Column 30) Optional
Total number of equivalent hours during one period (month). See definitions for a clear definition.

Delayed Turbine Hours (Optional)
Forced Delay Turbine Hours - FXDTH (Column 31) Optional
Total number of delay hours during one period (month). See Appendix D for definition.
Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours - MXDTH (Column 32) Optional
Total number of delay hours during one period (month). See Appendix D for definition.
Planned Delay Turbine Hour -PXDTH (Column 33) Optional
Total number of delay hours during one period (month). See Appendix D for definition.
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The component outage reporting section is used to identify the general area or reason for WTG loss production as
reported In the performance records at the sub-group level. To be accurate, the sum of the component turbine hours
must equal the turbine hours shown in the performance records.
Reporting of component outage data is optional for all wind plants. If reporting component data, columns 1 -13 are
required and 14 -19 are optional.

Component Record Layout (CSV Format)
Table 5.1: Component Record Layout
Column
If reporting
Column
Field Name
Entry Type
Required/Optional
Header Label
Utility ID
UtilitylD
Alpha-Numeric-10
Required
1
Plant
ID/Name
PiantIDName
Alpha-Numeric-45
Required
2
Group ID/Name
3
Alpha-Numeric-45
Required
GroupIDName
Sub-Group ID
SubGroupID
Required
4
Numeric -10
Report Period (month)
ReptMonth
Required
5
Numeric - 2
6
Required
Report Year
ReptYear
Numeric-4
System - Component Code
SysCompCode
Required
7
Numeric-14
Forced
Turbine
Hours
(FTH)
Numeric
8
2
decimals
Required
8
FTH
Number of Forced Occurrences ForcedCount
Required
9
Numeric -14
Maintenance Turbine Hours
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Required
10
MTH
(MTH)
Number of Maintenance
Required
11
MaintCount
Numeric-14
Occurrences
Planned Turbine Hours (PTH)
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Required
12
PTH
Number of Planned
Required
PlannedCount
13
Numeric -14
Occurrences
Equivalent Forced Derated
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Optional
14
EFDTH
Hours (EFDTH)
Equivalent Maintenance
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Optional
15
EMDTH
Derated Hours (EMDTH)
Equivalent Planned Derated
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Optional
16
EPDTH
Hours (EPDTH)
Forced Delay Turbine Hours
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Optional
17
FXDTH
(FXDTH)
Maintenance Delay Turbine
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Optional
18
MXDTH
Hours (MXDTH)
Planned Delay Turbine Hours
Numeric -8 + 2 decimals
Optional
19
PXDTH
(PXDTH)
Note: Columns 14 -19 are optional. If they are supplied in the IPerformance record the component records must rollup to equal the Performance record.
Utility ID (Column 1)
Enter the NERC Compliance Registry number (NCR #) or voluntary reporting ID (assigned by NERC - See Appendix B)
of the organization that owns the wind plants.
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Plant ID/Name (Column 2)
Enter the Plant ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.
Group ID/Name (Column 3)
Enter the Group ID and/or name used by the utility. This will not be assigned by NERC or the GADS Wind application.
Sub-Group ID (Column 4)
Enter the unique sub-group ID as assigned by NERC. This ID will be used in all sub-group, performance, and
component data reported for the sub-group.
Report Period (Column 5)
Enter the two-digit month (MM) in which the performance data is being entered. See Appendix F Table 10
Report Year (Column 6)
Enter the four-digit year (YYYY) in which the performance data is being entered.
System - Component Code (Column 7)
Enter the system that was responsible for the outage. See Appendix C for a complete list of the system/component
codes.

Component Turbine Hours and Occurrences
Forced Turbine Hours (Column 8)
Enter the total number of forced turbine hours (for the reporting sub-group) that are attributed to the
system/component specified above during the period being reported.
Number of Forced Outage Occurrences (Column 9)
Enter the total number of forced outage events that are attributed to the system/component specified above during
the period being reported.
Maintenance Turbine Hours (Column 10)
Enter the total number of maintenance turbine hours (for the reporting sub-group) that are attributed to the
system/component specified above during the period being reported.
Number of Maintenance Outage Occurrences (Column 11)
Enter the total number of maintenance outage events that are attributed to the system/component specified above
during the period being reported.
Planned Turbine Hours (Column 12)
Enter the total number of planned turbine hours (for the reporting sub-group) that are attributed to the
system/component specified above during the period being reported.
Number of Planned Outage Occurrences (Column 13)
Enter the total number of planned outage events that are attributed to the system/component specified above during
the period being reported.

Component Derates and Delay Turbine Hours (Optional)
NERC I GADS Wind Data Reporting Instructions | January 2019
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Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours (Column 14) Optional
Enter the total number of equivalent forced outage hours that are attributed to the system/component specified
above during the period being reported.
Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours (Column 15) Optional
Enter the total number of equivalent maintenance outage hours that are attributed to the system/component
specified above during the period being reported.
Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours (Column 16) Optional
Enter the total number of equivalent planned outage hours that are attributed to the system/component specified
above during the period being reported.
Forced Delay Turbine Hours (Column 17) Optional
Enter the total number of equivalent forced delay outage hours that are attributed to the system/component
specified above during the period being reported.
Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours (Column 18) Optional
Enter the total number of equivalent maintenance delay hours that are attributed to the system/component specified
above during the period being reported.
Planned Delay Turbine Hours (Column 19) Optional
Enter the total number of equivalent planned delay hours that are attributed to the system/component specified
above during the period being reported.
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Appendix A: GADS WIND REPORTING APPLICATION Data
Release Guidelines
Introduction
NERC Wind Generating Availability Data System (GADS-W) contains information which can be broadly classified into
five categories: plant, group, sub-group, component outage, and performance data.
The plant, group, and sub-group data is unrestricted and available to power generators, manufacturers and
equipment suppliers, architect-engineers and consultants, industry organizations (EEI, EPRI, etc.), federal
governmental organizations, and state and local governmental organizations in aggregate or anonymized form, or as
otherwise permitted under section 1500 of the NERC Rules of Procedure.
To avoid the potential misuse of individual equipment data, the component outage and performance data are
restricted and available only as specified in these guidelines.
Note: Per the guide lines below, and subject to section 1500 of the NERC Rules of Procedure, only data to the level
the participant is willing to provide will be returned on a data request. Example: A participant supports Wind GADS
with performance data only; they will only receive performance data and not component data on a data request and
(unless otherwise permitted under NERC rules) data will only be released if the pool is large enough to prevent
identification of individual O&M groups or plants.

Data Release Guidelines
Unless expressly permitted in the following sections, or section 1500 of the NERC Rules of Procedure data by power
generator, pool. Region, or specific unit will be provided only with the authorization of the appropriate power
generator, pool, or Region. ("Power generators" are any owners or operators of electric generating units
owned/operated by investor-owned, independent power producer (IPP), municipals, cooperative, federal, state, and
all other groups of electric providers.) Special reports or studies which describe or rank power generators, pools, or
Regions by performance or other attributes - and in which specific units, power generators, pools, or Regions are
identifiable either by inclusion or exclusion - will be provided only with the authorization of the appropriate power
generators, pools, or Regions. Obtaining these approvals is the responsibility of the requester.
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Appendix B: Utility and Sub-Group Identification
Utility Identification
Each utility that reports data into the GADS Wind application will be required to use its NERC Compliance Registry
number (NCR #), regardless of whether it is reporting into the GADS Wind Reporting application on a mandatory or
voluntary basis. Entities that wish to voluntarily provide wind data must request a voluntary reporting ID from NERC.

Getting a Utility Registration ID
NERC Compliance Registry - required for all utilities with NERC compliance obligations
The process for requesting a NERC Compliance Registry number is available on NERC's website at:
http://www.nerc.com/pa/comp/Pages/Registration.aspx (Refer to Registration Process Documents)
Utilities without a NERC compliance obligation
Utilities that do not have a NERC Compliance obligation and wish to provide wind data on a voluntary basis must
request a voluntary reporting ID through the automated request ID process at:
https://gadswind.nerc.net/VRReauest.aspx
Note: A utility that has an NCR number may not use a voluntary reporting ID to report into the GADS Wind
application. When a utility that has a voluntary reporting ID registers for a NERC Compliance Registry number, it
must notify the NERC of its NCR number at gadswind@nerc.net and discontinue reporting under the voluntary
reporting ID.

Sub-Group ID
Sub-group IDs are assigned by NERC and requested through the GADS Wind application using the sub-group
configuration import.

utility Reporter Identification
•

The access forms for the NERC wind reporting program can be found at https://eadswind.nerc.net/

•

The NERCComplianceorVoluntary primary contact is responsible for registering individuals requiring access
to the Wind GADS Program
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The following tables list available components for each system and the code to enter for each component. The list is
not meant to be all Inclusive. Select the code that Is closest to the failed Item or use the "General" category If nothing
Is close. If there Is a need for an additional code, please submit your request to https://gadswind.nerc.net/

Table A.l: System Component Codes
System

Component
General

674
1042
1037

Battery Systems
Breakers
CT/PT
Fuses
Main Substation Transformer

Balance of Plant

Brake

Control System

Entry

1041
1044
1038

Metering and Relays
Overhead Lines

655
652

Pad Mount-Multiple WTG
Preventative Maintenance {Not wind turbine)

651
682

SCADA
Site Communication

656
1043

Site Reactive Power Compensation
Substation

654

Switches
Transmission (Gen Tie)

1039
1077

Underground
Wave Trap (HV Communications)
Wind Park Control System

650
1040
657

General
Brake Hydraulic System

673
1045

High Speed Shaft Brake
Mechanical Lock

617
618

General
Cabinet Cooling/Heating
Cold Weather Control

672
648
647

Control Cabinet Filtration
Control Communication Links Top and Bottom

1048
644

Control Slip Rings

1049
1046
638

Hardware
Low Voltage Control Wiring
Power Supply
Processor
Processor Cooling
Reactive Power Control
Sensors
Software

653

1047
645
646
640
642
643
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Table A.l: System Component Codes
System

Drive Train

Electrical

Component
639

Wind Vane and Anemometer
General

649
671

Main Bearings
Main Shaft
Rotor Coupling

613
614
615

Transmission Shaft

616

General

670

Circuit Breakers and Switches
Converter Cooling
Current Transformers

661
1052

Individual Turbine Transformers
Power Compensation-WTG

658

Power T ransformers

1051
659

Execution Delays (OMC) *Special Requirements
External Communication (OMC)

681
1034
1035
1082
1057
1079
675

Security (OMC)
Weather - Ice (OMC)

1081
1036
678

General

Generator/Exciter

1053

Legal, Contractual or Environmental (OMC)
Off-Taker Transmission & Distribution (OMC)

Weather - Lightning (OMC)
Weather-Temperature (OMC)
Weather-Turbulence (OMC)

Gear Box

1050
662
660

Power Converters
Power Supply
Transmission Cables
General (OMC)
Catastrophe (OMC)
Economic (OMC) (Labor Strikes External)

External

Entry

Voltage Regulation

Gear Box
Gear Box Heating/Cooling

676
1076
669
608

Gear Box Oil System
Gearbox Filtration

609
610
611

Torque Arm System
General
Exciter
Generator
Generator Bearings
Generator Cooling Systems
Generator Lube Oil Systems
Generator Shaft
Wiring to Gen Terminals
RCC (Rotor Current Control)

612
668
634
631
632
636
633
635
637
641
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Table A.l: System Component Codes
System

Human Performance

Hydraulic System

Pitch System

Component
High Speed Coupling
Power Slip Rings

1058
1059

General

1071

Contractor
Maintenance

1074
1073

Operator
Procedure Error
General

1072
1075
667

Common Pump and Motor

627
629

Filtering System
Hoses, Reservoirs, Valves

628
1060

General

666

Battery Backup
Electrical

1061
626
624

Mechanical
Pitch Controller

1062

Pitch Gearbox

1064

Pitch Hydraulics
Pitch Motor

625
1063
665

Blade Pitch Bearing
Blades

602
1080
1065
603

Deicing Systems
Hub
Lightning Protection

Structures

630

Hydraulic Accumulator
Hydraulic Slip Ring

General
Aerodynamic Brake - Tip Brakes & Spoilers
Blade Attachments
Blade Coatings
Rotor

Entry

Nose Cone
General
Climb Assist / Elevator
FAA Lighting
Foundations
Hoist
Ladders
Lighting
MASS/Harmonic Damp
Nacelle
Nacelle Heating & Cooling
Paint & Coatings
Tower Filtration
Towers
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600
604
601
605
606
664
1067
598
595
1070
1066
1069
599
593
597
596
1068
594

Appendix C: System Component Codes

Table A.l: System Component Codes
System

Yaw System

Component

.

,

Entry

General
Slew Ring

663
620

Yaw Dampening
Yaw Gear
Yaw Lubrication Systems
Yaw Motors/Hydraulics

622
621
623

619
General
1032
Wind Turbine
Overall
1033
Preventative Maintenance
1031
Note - Execution Delays (OMC) - Code 1082 has special requirements listed below before switching to this code.
1. 60 days of outage have elapsed (FO, MO, PO)
2. The delay is due to external OMC issues such as weather, equipment, supply chain
3. The outage type is always forced
4.

Lack of funds or out of budget is not a reason to use this code
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General
Group
Each plant consists of one or more groups. Groups are differentiated by the phase or year they were commissioned.
(Used in the sub-group, performance and component reports. Also helps define plant structure)
Off-Taker
The entity that receives the power produced by the plant. This is not necessarily the purchaser of the power, but the
entity that takes control of the power when it leaves the plant boundary, such as a transmission operator. The OffTaker could also be called the transmission provider or balancing authority and is usually defined in the Power
Purchase Agreements (PPA) or Interconnect agreements, (plant structure).
Plant
A plant is defined as a collection of wind turbine groups at a single physical location. It is managed by a single plant
manager that has responsibilities for KPIs, safety, OSHA, hiring, terminations, and etc. The plant has a common O&M
building, reported to FERC as a single plant (EIA), common trucks, crews inventory and safety plan. OSHA injury
statistics and hazardous waste are handled as a single entity. Multiple plants will have separate budgets, crews,
equipment, inventories, insurance policies, managers and etc. (Used in the sub-group, performance and component
reports. Also helps define plant structure)
Plant Manager
The plant manager is responsible for the plant key performance indicators, the safety plan, OSHA inspections, hiring,
terminations, discipline and etc. for the site. It is not intended to be used as the lead technician of a sub-group that
does not have overall responsibility for the plant.
Revenue Meter
The revenue meter Is a device used to measure the electricity generated from a plant, group, or sub-group, depending
on the plant configuration. The revenue meter accounts for the electricity sold to the customer and is normally owned
by the off-taker. (Plant structure and net generation point)
Sub-Group
A sub-group is a collection of wind turbine machines with the same manufacturer, designs, model number, and phase
of construction. (Used in the sub-group, performance and component reports. Also helps define plant structure)
Utilitv
The principal organization that owns one or more plants. (Identified with the NERC compliance number)

Capacity and Generation
Turbine System Capacity (TSC)
TSC is the rating of the entire wind turbine system. This is dependent on tower loading, the size of the rotor, the
ratings on the generator and gearbox. This is the rating on the turbine purchase agreement and it is used to define
the interconnection and power purchase agreements. It is not the rating of any of the individual components. TSC
does not change. If improvements are made that increase the turbine capacity update the Maximum Turbine Capacity
rating. (Used in the sub-group report and used to determining Total Installed Capacity).
Maximum Turbine Capacity MW
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Maximum Turbine Capacity MW is the maximum system rating for a single turbine system, such as when turbines are
enhanced above the turbine system's capacity rating (adding vortex generators or software changes would be
examples). If there are no system improvements than Maximum Turbine Capacity equals TSC. (Used in the sub-group
report and helpful for calculating reserve capacity)
Turbine Net Maximum Capacity (TNMC)
TNMC is the average Net Maximum Capacity of each turbine in the sub-group. It is calculated by dividing the NMC of
the sub-group by the number of turbines in the sub-group. This value is used in equations so that turbine hours and
turbine capacity may be used to arrive at a theoretical net max generation.
When multiple sub-groups are being pooled together, this value for the pooled set of turbines Is equal to the sum of
the capacities divided by the sum number of turbines.
Total Installed Capacity (TIC)
TIC is the sum of all the wind TSC of the turbine system as a whole within the sub-group, including reserve turbines
within the sub-group. The TIC of related sub-groups may be summed to determine the TIC of a group or plant. (Used
in the sub-group report).
For example, suppose that you have two sub-groups within the group. The first sub-group Is comprised of 20 Type A
machines rated at 0.66 MW each, and the second sub-group Is comprised of 10 Type B machines rated at 1.5 MW
each. The TIC would be (20 x 0.66 MW) + (10 x 1.5 MW), which would be 13.20 MW + 15.0 MW. This would give you
a TIC of 28.2 MW.
Reserve Capacity
Reserve Capacity Is the Maximum Turbine Capacity times the number of turbines less the contracted capacity. It is
capacity of the turbines within a sub-group that are available but not under contract. These turbines must be available
and connected to a sub-group, not in an inactive state, and their output can be temporarily added to the sub-group
at a moments notice in the event that another turbine becomes unavailable. (Used in the sub-group report)
The purpose of reserve capacity is to allow producers to use WTGs that may have been phased out but are still in
good working condition to improve their availability when turbines In the main generating group are in an unavailable
state due to an outage or to maximize output within contract limits.
For example: Total turbines = 205, Turbine System Capacity = 2MW
Total Installed Capacity = 410 MW (205 * 2MW)
Contracted capacity = 400 MW
Reserve Capacity = 10 MW (410 MW - 400 MW).
Net Maximum Capacity (NMC)
NMC is the actual maximum generating capability at the revenue meter and is equal to the TIC less any electrical
losses. These losses may include, but are not limited to, transformation losses, line losses, and other auxiliary losses
between the turbine and revenue meter. This is the difference between what is produced and what is delivered. The
value will vary from month to month.. (Used in the Performance report)
For example, if the TIC is 100 MW and the loss is two percent then the NMC can be calculated as 100 MW x (1 - 0.02).
The NMC is 98 MW.
Net Dependable Capacity (NDC)
NDC is the actual generating capability at the revenue meter less capacity losses. These losses may include, but are
not limited to, losses from no wind, low wind, high wind, derated winds (less than rated capacity), or losses that occur
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outside the manufacturer's operating specifications (temperature, electrical, etc.)- Another way of looking at NDC is
the Capacity of the turbine at 100 percent availability while running within the manufacture's specification with the
fuel source available (wind). (Could be used in weighted calculations)
For example, if the NMC is 100 MW and the losses from all wind problems is 40 percent then the NDC can be
calculated as 100 MW x (1 - 0.40). Our NDC would be 60 MW.
NDC may also be calculated as follows: [(Actual Generation) + (Turbine specific losses) + (reserve shutdown) + (Site
outages such as off-taker problems + balance of plant, not wind related)] / (PH).
Net Available Capacity (NAC)
NAC is the actual generating capability at the revenue meter during the time of a planned, maintenance, forced,
reserve, or spinning event. (Used in resource planning)
For example, if the NMC is 120 MW and a maintenance event (feeder outage) reduces the capability by 5 MW, then
the NAC is 115 MW.
Gross Actual Generation (GAG)
GAG is the total wind turbine generation produced by the sub-group (MWh). GAG is the sum of all individual turbine
meters before removing station service or auxiliary loads. GAG should be measured as close to the turbine's generator
as possible so that generation is measured before any auxiliary use by the turbine. (Used in the performance report)
Net Actual Generation (NAG)
NAG is the portion of generation delivered by the sub-group to the revenue meter. It is possible to have a negative
NAG value if the group's station service or auxiliary loads are greater than total generation. (Used in the performance
report)
Net Dependable Energy (NDE)
NDE is defined as the potential energy based upon available resource.
Expected Generation (EG)
The calculated energy based on the wind turbine power curve corrected for barometric pressure, humidity and
temperature that the wind turbine should have produced over a specified period of time. The turbine power curve
should at least be corrected for the average site elevation. (Used in weighted and derate calculations)

Sub-Group States
For purposes of GADS Wind reporting, any IEEE 762 references to "group" in this section will be reported for the sub
group.
Active or Commercial State (Active)
Active state Is the time from when the sub-group is first declared commercially active until it moves to the inactive
state shown below. A sub-group is "declared commercial" when (Used in the sub-group report and the Performance
Report):
•

The group is capable of reaching 50 percent of its generator nameplate MW Capacity (wind conditions not
part of requirement) and

•

Dispatch is notified that the group is capable of providing power (wind conditions not part of requirement).

•

PPA or other distribution agreements satisfied.
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Inactive State (lA)
lA is called "Deactivated Shutdown" in IEEE 762 and is defined as 'The state In which a plant or unit Is unavailable for
service for an extended period of time for reasons not related to the equipment." The purpose of these states Is to
remove plants or units from system availability when it Is no longer financially viable to run the plant or unit for an
extended period of time. For GADS, an extended period of time is defined at greater than 60 davs. (Reported on the
Performance Report) Some examples are:
Energy pricing drops below O&M cost
O&M cost rise above income
Fuel cost increase or the fuel becomes unavailable
Environmental or regulatory constraints or cost
Major equipment failure where time is needed to determine the feasibility of making repairs
GADS interprets this to include the following:
Inactive Reserve (IR)
IR is defined by IEEE 762 and GADS as 'The State in which a group is unavailable for service but can be brought back
into service after some maintenance in a relatively short duration of time, typically measured in davs."
In the IR definition above, GADS added "after some maintenance" and defines this statement to mean that some
action may be needed to prepare the plant or unit for service because it had been sitting idle for a period of time and
some equipment parts have deteriorated or need replacing before the group can be operated.
The plant or unit should be operable at the time the IR begins. This does not include plants or units that may be idle
because of a failure and dispatch did not call for operation. A plant or unit that is not operable or is not capable of
operation at a moments notice should be on a forced, maintenance, or planned outage and remain on that outage
until the proper repairs are completed and the plant or group Is able to operate. The plant or unit must be on RS
(Reserve Shutdown) a minimum of 60 davs before it can move to IR status.
Mothballed (MB)
MB is defined by IEEE 762 and GADS as "The State in which a plant or unit or individual WTG is unavailable for service
but can be brought back into service after some repairs with appropriate amount of notification, typically weeks or
months."
In the MB definition above, GADS added "after some repairs" and defines this statement to mean that some action
may be needed to prepare the plant or unit for service because it had been sitting idle for a period of time and some
equipment parts may have deteriorated or need replacing before the group can be operated. The plant or unit may
have also experienced a series of serious mechanical problems for which management may wish to wait for a period
of time to determine if the plant or unit should be repaired or retired.
A plant or unit that is not operable or is not capable of operation at a moments notice must be on a forced,
maintenance, or planned outage and remain on that outage for at least 60 davs before it can be moved to the MB
state.
If repairs are being made on the plant or unit in order to restore the plant or unit to operating status before the 60day period expires, then the outage must remain a forced, maintenance, or planned outage and not changed to MB.
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Ordering equipment, parts or prepping the plant or unit is an indication that the unit is Intended to return to service.
Times to inspect, secure, dismantle and review are not considered repairs.
Anytime the decision to repair the plant or unit is made and the plant or unit is in MB, the plant or unit immediately
reverts back to its original pre 60 day outage status.
Retired Unit(RU)
RU is defined by IEEE 762 and GADS as "the State in which a plant or unit is unavailable for service and not expected
to return to service in the future." A plant or unit may go directly into the RU state. There is no waiting period

Turbine States and Hours Collection
Given the nature of wind generation, it would be a very rare occurrence for every turbine in a group or even a sub
group to be found In the same state. Therefore, due to the hours that turbines spend in various conditions, NERC
GADS collects hours as turbine hours to enable NERC to calculate meaningful statistics. Using turbine-hours allows
the operator to report hours simply by adding up the hours reported by each turbine.
Calendar
Hours
(CafTH)

Inactive
Hours

Active
Hours
fACTHI
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Reserve
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Figure D.l: Time Spent in Various Turbine Unit States
Calendar Hours (CalH)
Calendar Hours are the total number of hours within a given range of dates. These are typically shown as the number
of hours in a month, quarter, or year. (Used for calculating the total sub-group Turbine-Hours)
Inactive Hours
Inactive Hours are the total number of calendar hours that a unit is in an lA.
Active Hours (ACTH)
ACTH account for the number of calendar hours that the equipment is in an active state. Previously known as Period
hours. ACTH is further divided into Available Turbine-Hours and Unavailable Turbine-Hours which must sum to ACTH
or a submission error is generated. (Used in the Performance report and in the denominator of factor equations)
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Turbine-Hours (TH)
THsare equal to the number ofturbines in the group or sub-group times the number of Calendar Hours in the period.
TH for any given condition for a given sub-group is equal to the total number of Calendar Hours that each wind turbine
(WTG) in the sub-group spent in the given condition.
All of the following time/condition classifications are considered to be in turbine-hours. For example, the number of
TH for a group of 12 WTG in January (with 744 hours in January) would be 12 x 744 or 8,928 TH. If one of those
turbines were mothballed, the Active Turbine-Hours (ACTH) would be 11 x 744 or 8,184 ACTH with 744 Inactive
Turbine-Hours.
Calendar Turbine-Hours (CalTH)
CalTH is equal to the sum of Active Turbine Hours (ACTH) and Inactive Turbine-Hours (ITH). In most cases, ACTH and
CalTH will be the same number. Data is collect on the number of CalTH in a reporting period. The sum of ACTH and
ITH must equal CalTH or an error is generated during data submission. The CalTH Is equal to the CalH times the
number of turbines. (Used as a quality check that all hours are accounted for)
If a sub-group is commissioned after the first of the month, the sub-group reporting obligation begins with the first
full calendar month after the sub-group was commissioned.
Inactive Turbine-Hours (ITH)
ITH is the number ofturbine-hours in a period being reported that the sub-group is in the inactive state. (Not reported
and is the sum of IRTH, MBTH and RTH. The value is used in data quality checks)
Contact Turbine-Hours (CTH)
CTH is the number of turbine-hours that turbines within the sub-group are synchronized to the system. It is the
turbine-hours that the contactors are closed and generation is connected to the grid. The term is similar to Service
hours used in conventional generation. (Used in the Performance report and Rate equations)
Reserve Shutdown Turbine-Hours (RSTH)
RSTH is the sum of all turbine-hours that the sub-group is not available to the system for economic reasons. Do not
include RSTH with the same equations with CTH (this would result in double counting total turbine-hours). IEEE 762
and the NERC GADS DRI for Thermal/Hydro generators define RSTH as a turbine shutdown due to economic reasons.
Economic is defined as negative energy pricing or lack of demand. (Used in the Performance report)
To qualify the following must be true:
1. The turbine must be in an active state.
2. The turbine must be available not in an outage state.
3. The turbine must not be in eminent danger of failure.
Note: Disabling a turbine (such as removing a processor card) immediately puts the turbine in an outage state and
makes it no longer available.
Reserve Shutdown (RS)
Economic for purposes, RS is defined as negative energy pricing or lack of demand. It does not apply to financial
decisions required to run the plant or market curtailments. Examples:
•

Power not needed - reduced demand below available output

•

Energy price below O&M cost
Regulatory cost exceed income
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•

O&M cost rise above income

Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH)
RUTH is the number of turbine-hours the sub-group is not producing electricity due to the wind being too low or too
high RUTH includes normal system startup, calibrations, system checks, ramp-up, cable untwisting, battery checks,
etc. RUTH Is classified as Available Turbine-Hours for equipment equations and Unavailable Turbine-Hours for
resource equations. See Figures D-2, D3 or?tfD-4 later in this appendix. (Used in the performance report and in various
equations)
Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH)
FTH is the sum of all turbine-hours that the sub-group turbines are off-line due to forced events. FTH are all forced
events where the WTG must be removed from service for repairs before the next Sunday at 23:59 (just before Sunday
becomes Monday). Examples can be found in Appendix H. (Used in the Performance and Component reports and
various equations)
OMC Forced Turbine-Hours (oFTH)
oFTH is a subset of FTH that equals any forced turbine-hours that were due to causes deemed to be outside of
management control. For more Information on OMC, refer to Appendix G. Examples can be found in Appendix H.
Note that oFTH is a subset of FTH (Used in the Performance Report. Note: Component outage OMC events are
reported as External components)
Maintenance Turbine-Hours (MTH)
MTH is the sum of all turbine-hours that the sub-group turbines are off-line due to a Maintenance Event.
A maintenance event is an event that could be deferred beyond the end of the next weekend (Sunday at 2400), but
requires that a wind turbine be removed from service, another outage state, or Reserve Shutdown state before the
next Planned event. Characteristically, a maintenance event can occur at any time during the year, has a flexible start
date, may or may not have a predetermined duration, and is usually much shorter than a Planned Event. (Used in
Performance and Component reporting)
If an event occurs before Friday at 2400, the above definition applies. If the event occurs after Friday at 2400 and
before Sunday at 2400, the Maintenance event will only apply if the event could be delayed past the next weekend,
not the current one. If the event cannot be deferred, it is a Forced Event. Examples can be found in Appendix H.
OMC Maintenance Turbine-Hours (oMTH)
oMTH is a sub-set of MTH that equals any maintenance Turbine-Hours that were due to causes deemed to be outside
of management control (OMC). For more information on OMC, refer to Appendix G. Examples can be found in
Appendix H. Note that oMTH is a subset of MTH (Used in the Performance Report. Note: Component outage OMC
events are reported as External components)
Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH)
PTH Is the sum of all Turbine-Hours that the sub-group turbines are off-line due to a planned event. A Planned Event
is scheduled well in advance and is of predetermined duration and can occur several times a year. Examples can be
found in Appendix H. (Used in Performance and Component reporting)
OMC Planned Turbine-Hours (oPTH)
oPTH is a sub-set of PTH that equals any planned Turbine-Hours that were due to causes deemed to be outside of
management control. For more information on OMC, refer to Appendix G. Note that oPTH is a subset of PTH (Used
in the Performance Report. Note: Component outage OMC events are reported as External components)
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Site (Resource) Available Turbine-Hours (SATH)
SATH is the Active Turbine-Hours (ACTH) minus the Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH). (Used for data
submittal QC)
Equipment Available Turbine-Hours (EATH)
EATH is the sum of the Contact Turbine-Hours (CTH) and Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH) minus
Equivalent Reserve Shutdown Turbine Hours. (Used for data submittal QC)
Site (Resource) Unavailable Turbine-Hours (SUTH)
SUTH is the sum of Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH), Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH), Maintenance Turbine- Hours (MTH)
and Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH). (Used for data submittal QC)
Equipment Unavailable Turbine-Hours (EUTH)
EUTH is the sum of Planned Turbine-Hours (PTH), Forced Turbine-Hours (FTH), and Maintenance Turbine- Hours
(MTH). (Used for data submittal QC)
Equivalent Hours
Equivalent hours occur when turbine power is reduced from the Maximum Turbine Capacity MW. (Used for
calculating derates) The equivalent hours can be calculated several ways:

1. An individual turbine's power is reduced. Example - a 1.5MW turbine is limited to l.OMW of 10 hrs. This Is a
33.3 percent reduction in power so the equivalent outage hours are 10/3 - 3.33hrs.
2. A group of turbines maybe limited in their output. Example - a lOOM W plant is limited to 50MW. This is a 50
percent restriction so 50 percent of the hours during the period are equivalent outage hours. 10 turbines for
8 hours = 80 hours total times 50 percent equals 40 equivalent outage hours.
Energy loss due to derate divided by expected generation times the Active Hours. Example - A turbine had
a derate loss of 5 MWhs over 6 hrs. Expected energy was 15 MWh. 5 MWh / 15 MWh x 6 hrs = 2 equivalent
hours.
Note: Equivalent hours are only used In the numerator of equations (except ERSDTH) as the hours are already counted
as contactor hours in the denominator. Turbine output is reduced but the unit Is still on line or available.
3.

Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours (EFDTH) (Optional)
EFDTH are the equivalent forced turbine hours when turbine output is reduced for forced Issues. (Used in
Performance and Component reporting)
Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours (EMDTH) (Optional)
EMDTH are the equivalent maintenance turbine hours when the turbine output is reduced for maintenance turbine
hours, EMDTH must meet the requirements for a maintenance outage. The turbine must be capable of running until
the following week unless the outage occurs on the weekend the turbine must be capable of running through the
following week. (Used In Performance and Component reporting)
Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours (EPDTH) (Optional)
EPDTH are the equivalent planned turbine hours when turbine output Is reduced for a planned issue. (Used in
Performance and Component reporting)
OMC Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours (oEFDTH) (Optional)
oEFDTH are OMC equivalent forced turbine hours when turbine output is reduced for OMC forced issues. This is a
subset of EFDTH. (Used in Performance reporting. Note: In OMC Component reporting, OMC Is considered as a
component. Use component codes.)
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OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours (oEMDTH) (Optional)
oEMDTH are OMC equivalent maintenance hours when turbine output is reduced for OMC maintenance issues. This
is a subset of EMDTH. (Used In Performance reporting. Note: In OMC Component reporting, OMC is considered as a
component. Use component codes.)
OMC Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours (oEPDTH) (Optional)
oEPDTH are OMC equivalent planned hours when turbine output is reduced for OMC planned issues. This is a subset
of EPDTH. (Used in Performance reporting. Note: In OMC Component reporting, OMC is considered as a component.
Use component codes.)
Equivalent Reserve Shutdown Derated Turbine Hours (ERSDTH) (Optional)
ERSDTH are the equivalent reserve shutdown hours when turbine output is reduced for economic reasons.
Reduced output for economic reasons is a real issue with wind energy and can have a significant impact on Income.
SCADA systems typically implement economic shutdowns using one of four methods:
1.

Complete shutdown of turbines to meet the RS requirement. This is already accounted for in the RS hours.

2. The second method reduces or limits the output of a plant. Turbine output is not reduced to zero but is
derated as a percent of total capacity. These equivalent hours are usually equal to or greater than RS hours.
3. The most accurate method calculates the percent of Expected Generation (EG) times the number of hours in
the time period.
4. When turbines reach maximum contract output (MW) and output is reduced to stay within contract
specifications (sometimes referred to as clipping).
This metric is optional. When available It should be subtracted from Contactor Hours (CTH). (Used in Performance
reporting)
Delays
Due to the locations and environments wind turbines reside in, repairs and maintenance events are often delayed.
These delays can add significant time to these events, and tracking delays helps NERC understand their impact. The
delay hours are not used in any of the listed equations. Individual delay types are not tracked at this time but can
take many forms:
1.

Environment - Ice on towers, blades and nacelles. High winds, snow and flooding.

2. Access - The inability to get to the turbines and or the site (people / equipment)
3.

Equipment - Availability and or permitting.

4.

Labor - Limited availability of labor or inadequate labor.

5.

Material - High failure rates deplete inventory resulting in long lead times for repairs or parts availability.

Force Delay Turbine Hours (FDXTH) Optional
FDXTH are forced delay hours that extend repairs beyond their expected repair period. (Used In Performance and
Component reporting)
Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours (MDXTH) Optional
MDXTH are maintenance delay hours that extend repairs beyond their expected maintenance period. (Used in
Performance and Component reporting)
Planned Delay Turbine Hours (PDXTH) Optional
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PDXTH are planned delay hours that extend repairs beyond their expected planned period. (Used in Performance and
Component reporting)
Priority of Outage Reporting
In some instances, there may be more than one event starting at the same time. When events start at the same time,
the below list identifies how to select the correct outage type. Once an outage begins, outage types are not changed
until the current outage is finished.
1.

Contact Turbine-Hours

2.

Forced Turbine-Hours

3.

Maintenance

4.

Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours
Turbine Specific & Site Wide Outages - All Types
(FTH + MTH + PTHi
Reserve Shutdown - Outages and Derations

sw
n
a
tD

u
-o
—
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t;

■o

No Wind Condition
(RUTH)

li
c
«
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■s U
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High Wind Condition
(RUTH)
Derated Wind Loss - Generation < Rated Capacity

Actual Generation
Less than Rated Capacity Wind

<------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ >

Time
Figure D.2: Relationships between Types of Hours and Capacity
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Turbine Specific & Site Wide Outages • Aii T^»es
(FTH^fMrH^PTH)
Reserve Shutdown • Outages and Derations
t

Derated Wind Lost
6eneration< Rated CapacHy

Actual Generation
GAG

Time

Figure D.3: Relationships between Types of Hours and Capacity
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Information Available-IA
: A val
[Period Turbine-Hours]
Non-Operative - lANO
(Unavailable)
junavailabiej

Operative - lAO
(Available)
[Available]

Generating-lAOG
(in Service)
[Contact Tiirbfne*Heun
-CTHJ

lECTS 61400-26-1
(IEEE 762)
[NERC]

Non-Generating - lAONG
(Reterve Shutdown)
[Available Non-Generating]

2 T« 8

Partial
PerformancelAOGPP

Out of
Environmental
SpecificationlAONGEN

iMTml

1
Notes : Inoctn/e
Time not
consiOereO.
vl.4

Figure D.4: Cross Reference
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Four different sets of performance equations are listed. A description of these sections Is below.
1.

Resource and Equipment Calculations -These equations calculate the individual resource and equipment
performance by turbine sub-group(s) that have similar turbine capacities. These equations also include
OMC hours.

2.

Pooled Resource and Equipment Calculations - These equations pool the resource and equipment
performance of sub-groups into collections of sub-groups, groups, or plants. These equations also include
OMC hours. These equations are not weighted and should only be used for pooling data with turbines of
the same turbine capacity.

3.

Resource and Equipment Calculations without OMC Hours - These equations calculate the individual
resource and equipment performance by turbine sub-group(s) that have the same, or very similar, turbine
capacities. These equations do not include OMC hours.

4.

Multi-Resource and -Equipment Calculations without OMC Hours - These equations pool the resource
and equipment performance of sub-groups into collections of sub-groups, groups, or plants. These
equations do not include OMC hours. These equations are not weighted and should only be used for
pooling data with turbines of the same turbine capacity.

In most cases, "resource" performance factors and rates take into account all outages and hours. These Include,
but are not limited to, outages from resource (wind) unavailability, equipment failures, off-taker events, weather,
and any other non-equipment outages. Resource equations are primarily used by resource planners integrating
wind energy into the bulk power supply.
Equipment performance factors and rates take into account Calendar Hours, Period Hours, and all outages
pertaining to equipment that fall within and outside of management control for a given study. Equipment
performance equations are used by plant managers to monitor performance behind the plant boundary.

SECTION 1: Resource and Equipment Calculations (for sub-groups)
Note: ACTH was previously known as PDTH
l.A. Resource Performance Factors
These are performance rates and factors that highlight the effect of the resource and are primarily used by
planners or from a system view. In order to do that. Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH) are treated as
forced outage hours. This defines the ability of the technology to deliver power to the bulk power system
l.A.l.

Resource Equivalent Availability Factor (REAF)
% of period that the plant was available.

[ACTH - (FTH + MTH -F PTH -f- EFDTH -F EMDTH -F EPDTH + RUTH)]
REAF = ------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- X 100
ACTH
(100 - REUF)
l.A.2.

Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor (REUF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable.

(FTH -F MTH -F PTH -F EFDTH -F EMDTH -F EPDTH + RUTH)
REUF = ----------------------------------- ——------------------------------------^ X 100
ACTH
ilOO-REAF)
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l.A.3.

Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (REPOF)
% of period that the plant was in planned downtime.

{PTH + EPDTH)

REPOF = -----ACTH
——------ X 100
l.A.4.

Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (REMOF)
% of period that the plant was in maintenance downtime.

{MTH + EMDTH)
REMOF = --------7—------ - X 100
ACTH
l.A.5.

Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (REFOF)
% of period that the plant was forced off line. Including low and high winds.

{FTH + EFDTH + RUTH)
REFOF = ------------ ----------------- - X 100
ACTH
l.A.6.

Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (REUOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For generation
resource planning.

{FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH + RUTH)
REUOF = ------------------------ ------------------------------ - X 100
ACTH
l.A.7.

Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (RESOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.

RESOF =
l.A.8.

{MTH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
—------------------ - X 100
ACTH

Resource Generating Factor (RGF)
% of period that the plant was online and in a generating state.

{CTH - ERSDTH)
RGF = -------- ------------- - X 100
ACTH
l.A.9.

Resource Net Capacity Factor (RNCF)
% of actual plant generation.

RNCF =

NAG
X 100
{ACTH X TNMC)

I.A.IO. Net Output Factor (NOF)
% of actual plant loading when on-line.

NOF =

NAG
X 100
[{CTH - ERSDTH) x TNMC]
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l.A.ll. Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (REPOR)
Probability of planned plant downtime when needed for load.

REPOR =

(PTH + EPDTH)
xlOO
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + PTH]

1.A.12. Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (REMOR)
Probability of maintenance plant downtime when needed for load.

REMOR =

iMTH -f EMDTH)
XlOO
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + MTH]

1.A.13. Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (REFOR)
Probability of forced plant downtime when needed for load.

REFOR =

{FTH + EFDTH + RUTH)
X 100
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + RUTH]

1.A.14. Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (REUOR)
Probability of forced or maintenance plant downtime (Including high and low winds) when needed for
load.

(FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH + RUTH)
REUOR — —_____________________________________ X 100
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + MTH + RUTH]
1.A.15. Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (RESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned plant downtime when needed for load.

(MTH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
^y1nn
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + MTH + PTH]

Dccnp_ ^

l.B. Equipment Performance Factors
These are performance rates and factors that highlight the effect of the equipment and reduce the effect of the
resource availability, plant view. In order to do that, Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH) are considered
available non-generating hours rather than forced outage hours. This gives the maximum number of hours the
equipment could have operated normally.
l.B.l.

Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor (EEAF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was available.

[ACTH - (FTH + MTH + PTH + EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)]
EEAF = ----------- ------------------------- ——------------------------------------- X 100
ACTH
« (100-EEUF)
l.B.2.

Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor (EEUF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailab e.

(FTH + MTH -F PTH -F EFDTH -F EMDTH -F EPDTH)
EEUF = ------------------------------- ------------------------------------- X 100
ACTH
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EEUF « (100 - EEAF)
l.B.3.

Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (EEPOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was in planned downtime.

{PTH + EPDTH)

l.B.4.

Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (EEMOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was In maintenance downtime.

{MTH + EMDTH)
EEMOF = -------——------ - X 100
ACTH
l.B.5.

Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (EEFOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was forced off line. Including low and high winds.

{FTH + EFDTH)
EEFOF = ------- 7—------- X 100
ACTH
l.B.6.

Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (EEUOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For
generation resource planning.

{FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH)
EEUOF = ----------------- 7— ------------------- - X 100
ACTH
l.B.7.

Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (EESOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.

{MTH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
EESOF = ----------------- 7-—------------------ - X 100
ACTH
l.B.8.

Equipment Generating Factor (EGF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was online and in a generating state.

{CTH - EUSDTH)
~ {ACTH - RUTH) ^
l.B.9.

Equipment Net Capacity Factor (ENCF)
% of actual WTG equipment generation while on line.

ENCF =

NAG

[{ACTH - RUTH) x TNMC]

xlOO

I.B.IO. Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (EEPOR)
Probability of planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

EEPOR =

{PTH + EPDTH)
XlOO
[{CTH - ERSDTH) + PTH + RUTH]
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l.B.ll. Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (EEMOR)
Probability of maintenance WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

EEMOR =

(MTH + EMDTH)
X 100
[iCTH - ERSDTH) + MTH + RUTH]

1.B.12. Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EEFOR)
Probability of forced WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

EEFOR =

iFTH + EFDTH)
X 100
[(_CTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + RUTH]

1.B.13. Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (EEUOR)
Probability of forced or maintenance WTG equipment downtime (including high or low winds) when
needed for load.

(FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH)
EEUOR —__ --____ X 100
[{CTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + MTH + RUTH]
1.B.14. Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (EESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

(MTH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
FF^OR =___--____ X 100
[{CTH - ERSDTH) + MTH + PTH + RUTH]

SECTION 2; Pooled Resource and Equipment Calculations
Pooling refers to the method of grouping units together into cumulative indexes. For instance, a cumulative, or
aggregate, index for a plant or fleet may be made by pooling the data from all related sub-groups.
This section provides un-weighted pooling of turbine-hours which gives the same weight to each unit in the group
regardless of size. Sums, 20; in this section refer to the summation for each sub-group.
2. APooled Resource Performance Factors
2.A.I.

Pooled Resource Equivalent Availability Factor (PREAF)
% of period that the plant was available.

PREAF -

■*'

+ EMDTH -h EPDTH + RUTH)] ^
Y.ACTH

« (^100-PREUF)
2.A.2.

Pooled Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor (PREUF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable.

y,(FTH -F MTH -F PTH + EFDTH -F EMDTH + EPDTH -F RUTH)
PREUF =------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------- X 100
2.A.3.

a

Pooled Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (PREPOF)
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% of period that the plant was in planned downtime.
PREPOF=
2.A.4.

YiPTH + EPDTH)
xlOO
'ZACTH

Pooled Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (PREMOF)
% of period that the plant was in maintenance downtime.

^(MTH + EMDTH)
PREMOF = ——^
Y^ACTH------- X 100
2A5.

Pooled Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (PREFOF)
% of period that the plant was forced offline. Including low and high winds.

^{FTH + EFDTH + RUTH)
PREFOF = —-------- - ---------- - X 100
ZACTH
2.A.6.

Pooled Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (PREUOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For generation
resource planning.
nnr.rr/^r’

l(.FTH+MTH+EFDTH+EMDTH+RUTH) _ ^

PREUOF ---------------------------------------X 100
2.A.7.

Pooled Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (PRESOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.

l^iMTH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
PRESOF = —-------------- ^
---------------- - X 100
^ACTH
2.A.8.

Pooled Resource Generating Factor (PRGF)
% of period that the plant was online and in a generating state.

ZiCTH - ERSDTH)
PPGP = ~^
------- X 100
I.ACTH
2.A.9.

Pooled Resource Net Capacity Factor (PRNCF)
% of actual plant generation.

PRNCF =

J,NAG
X 100
Z(ACTH X TNMC)

2.A.10. Pooled Net Output Factor (PNOF)
% of actual plant loading when on-line.

PNOF =

^NAG
X 100
[(CTH - ERSDTH) X TNMC]
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2A11. Pooled Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (PREPOR)
Probability of planned plant downtime when needed for load.

PREPOR =

Z(PTH + EPDTH)
X 100
^[iCTH - ERSDTH) + PTH]

2.A.12. Pooled Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (PREMOR)
Probability of maintenance plant downtime when needed for load.

PREMOR =

ZiMTH + EMDTH)
xlOO
ZKCTH - ERSDTH) + MTH]

2.A.13. Pooled Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (PREFOR)
Probability offorced plant downtime when needed for load.

PREFOR=

SCFr// + EFDTH + RUTH)
X 100
T.KCTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + RUTH]

2.A.14. Pooled Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (PREUOR)
Probability offorced or maintenance plant downtime (including high and low winds) when neededfor load.

PREUOR—

S(Fr// + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH + RUTH)
X 100
[(^CTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + MTH + RUTH]

2.A.15. Pooled Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (PRESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned plant downtime when needed for load.

popcf) n

Y,{MTH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
V
ZKCTH - ERSDTH) + MTH + PTH]

1 nn

2.B Pooled Equipment Performance Factors
2.B.I.

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor (PEEAF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was available.

PEEAF -

-f PTH + EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)] ^
Y.ACTH

« (100-PEEUF)
2.B.2.

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor (PEEUF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable.

PEEUF =

(FTH + MTH + PTH + EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
-------------------------- - X 100
l,ACTH
(100-PFFi4F)
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2.B.3.

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (PEEPOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was in planned downtime.

Y,(.PTH + EPDTH)
YACTH
2.B.4.

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (PEEMOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was In maintenance downtime.

E(Mr// + EMDTH)

2.B.5.

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (PEEFOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was forced offline. Including low and high winds.

Y.{FTH + EFDTH)

2.B.6.

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (PEEUOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For
generation resource planning.

Y,{FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH)^" 'OO
2.B.7.

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (PEESOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.

YiMTH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)

m
2.B.8.

Pooled Equipment Generating Factor (PEGF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was online and in a generating state.

XiCTH - ERSDTH)
~ l,iACTH - RUTH) ^
2.B.9.

Pooled Equipment Net Capacity Factor (PENCF)
% of actual WTG equipment generation.

PENCF=

XNAG
xlOO
Ui^CTH - RUTH) X TNMC]

2.B.10. Pooled Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (PEEPOR)
Probability of planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

PEEPOR =

ZiPTH + EPDTH)
X 100
ZKCTH - ERSDTH) + PTH + RUTH]
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2.B.11. Pooled Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (PEEMOR)
Probability of maintenance WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.
ZiMTH + EMDTH)

PEEMOR =

^[{CTH - ERSDTH) + MTH + RUTH]

X 100

2.B.12. Pooled Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (PEEFOR)
Probability offorced WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

PEEFOR =

-\-EFDTH)
xlOO
ZKCTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + RUTH]

2.B.13. Pooled Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (PEEUOR)
Probability of forced or maintenance WTG equipment downtime (including high or low winds) when
needed for load.

PEEUOR =

Z(.FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH)
X 100
^KCTH - ERSDTH) + FTH + MTH + RUTH]

2.B.14. Pooled Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (PEESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

PEESOR =

KMrH + PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
XlOO
- ERSDTH) + MTH + PTH + RUTH]

SECTION 3: Resource and Equipment Calculations without OMC Hours
3.A Resource Performance Factors (including resources without OMC hours)
These are performance rates and factors that highlight the effect of the resource and are primarily used by
planners, system view. In order to do that. Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH) are treated as forced
outage hours. This defines the ability of the technology to deliver power to the bulk power system. These
equations also remove the effect of OMC on system performance.
3.A.I.

OMC Resource Equivalent Availability Factor (XREAF)
% of period that the plant was available.

OutageHrs = (FTH -F MTH -F PTH)
DeratedHrs = (^EFDTH -F EMDTH -F EPDTH)
OMCHrs = ioFTH -F oMTH -F oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = (oEFDTH -F oEMDTH + oEPDTH)
XREAF -

~

« (100-XREUF)
3.A.2.

+ DeratedHrs -F RUTH) + (OMCHrs -F DeratedOMCHrs)]
ACTH

OMC Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor (XREUF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable.

OutageHrs = (FTH + MTH + PTH)
DeratedHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH -F EPDTH)
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OMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH + oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = {oEFDTH + oEMDTH + oEPOTH)
XREUF
(100-XREAF)
3.A.3.

+ RUTH) — (OMCHrs + DeratedOMCHrs)] ^
ACTH

OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (XREPOF)
% of period that the plant was in planned downtime.

[(PTH + EPDTH) - (oPTH + oEPDTH)]
XREPOF = ----------------- ^--^7------------------- -- X 100
ACTH
3.A.4.

OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (XREMOF)
% of period that the plant was in maintenance downtime.

XREMOF =
3.A.5.

OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (XREFOF)
% of period that the plant was forced offline. Including low and high wind.

XREFOF=
3.A.6.

[(MTH + EMDTH) - (oMTH + oEMDTH)]
------------------------ X 100
ACTH

{(FTH + EFDTH) - (oFTH + oEFDTH)) + RUTH
XlOO
ACTH

OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (XREUOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For generation
resource planning.

UOHrs = (FTH + MTH)
UDerateOHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH)
UOMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH)
UOMCDerateHrs = (oEFDTH + oEMDTH)
[(UOHrs + UDerateOHrs + RUTH) - (UOMCHrs + UOMCDerateHrs)]
XREOUF = ------------------------------------- 7^:—------------------------------------- -- x 100
ACTH
3.A.7.

OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (XRESOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.

SOHrs = (PTH + MTH)
SODerateHrs = (EPDTH + EMDTH)
SOMCHrs = (oPTH + oMTH)
SOMCDerateHrs = (oEPDTH + oEMDTH)
XRESOF —
3.A.8.

[(SOHrs + SODerateHrs) — (SOMCHrs + SOMCDerateHrs)]
'
— ' "
X100
ACTH

OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (XREPOR)
Probability of planned plant downtime when needed for load.
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\(PTH + EPDTH) - (oPTH + oEPDTH)]
[{CTH - ERSDTH:) + (PTH - oPTH)]

YDCD/~iD___ ^li V 1 nn

3.A.9.

OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (XREMOR)
Probability of maintenance plant downtime when needed for load.

XREMOR -

[(MTH + EMDTH) - (oMTH + oEMDTH)]
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + {MTH - oMTH)] ^

3.A.10. OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (XREFOR)
Probability offorced plant downtime when neededfor load.

\(FTH + EFDTH) - (oFTH + oEFDTH) + RUTH]
_____________ _i y 100
XREFOR — —___________
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + (FTH - oFTH) + RUTH]
3.A.11. OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (XREUOR)
Probability offorced or maintenance plant downtime (including high or low winds) when needed for load.

UOHrs = (FTH + MTH)
UDerateOHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH)
UOMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH)
UOMCDeratHrs = (oEFDTH + oEMDTH)
XREUOR=

[(UOHrs + UDerateOHrs + RUTH) - (UOMCHrs + UOMCDerateHrs)]
(CTH - ERSDTH) + ((UOHrs + RUTH) - UOMCHrs)

3.A.12. OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (XRESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned plant downtime when needed for had.

SOHrs = (PTH + MTH)
SODerateHrs = (EPDTH + EMDTH)
SOMCHrs = (oPTH + oMTH)
SOMCDerateHrs = (oEPDTH + oEMDTH)
XRESOR =

[(SOHrs + SODerateHrs) — (SOMCHrs + SOMCDerateHrs)] _
[(Cr// - E^DTH) + SOHrs - SOMCHrs]
^

3.B Equipment Performance Factors (without OMC hours)
These are performance rates and factors that highlight the effect of the equipment and reduce the effect of the
resource availability, plant view. In order to do that, Resource Unavailable Turbine-Hours (RUTH) are considered
available non-generating hours rather than forced outage hours. This gives the maximum number of hours the
equipment could have operated normally. The equations also remove OMC events from the calculations. This
leaves a clean plant view.
3.B.I.

OMC Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor (XEEAF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was available.

OutageHrs = (PTH -F MTH -F PTH)
DeratedHrs = (EFDTH -F EMDTH + EPDTH)
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OMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH + oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = (_oEFDTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)
XEEAF 3.B.2.

[ACTH — {OutageHrs + DeratedHrs) + {OMCHrs + DeratedOMCHrs)]

X100

OMC Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor (XEEUF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable.

OutageHrs = {FTH + MTH + PTH)
DeratedHrs = {EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
OMCHrs = {oFTH + oMTH + oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = {oEFDTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)
XEEUF =
3.B.3.

[(OutageHrs + DeratedHrs) — (OMCHrs + DeratedOMCHrs)]
------ --------------------------- -—------------------------------------- -- X 100
ACTH

OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (XEEPOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was in planned downtime.

[(PTH + EPDTH) - (oPTH + oEPDTH)]
XEEPOF = --------------------- ---------------------------- -- X 100
ACTH
3.B.4.

OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (XEEMOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was in maintenance downtime.

XEEMOF =
3.B.5.

OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (XEEFOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was forced offline. Including low and high winds.

XEEFOF =
3.B.6.

[(MTH + EMDTH) - (oMTH + oEMDTH)]
-------------------------- X 100
ACTH

[(FTH + EFDTH) - (oFTH + oEFDTH)]
---------------------- -- X 100
ACTH

OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (XEEUOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For
generation resource planning.

UOHrs = (FTH + MTH)
UDerateOHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH)
UOMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH)
UOMCDerateHrs = (oEFDTH + oEMDTH)
[(UOHrs + UDerateOHrs) - (UOMCHrs + UOMCDerateHrs)]
XEEUOF = --------------------------------" „------------------------------------- X 100
ACTH
3.B.7.

OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (XEESOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.

SOHrs = (PTH + MTH)
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SODerateHrs = iEPDTH + EMDTH)
SOMCHrs = {oPTH + oMTH)
SOMCDerateHrs = {oEPDTH + oEMDTH)
XEESOF =
3.B.8.

OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (XEEPOR)
Probability of planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

XEEPOR =
3.B.9.

HSOHrs + SODerateHrs) - {SOMCHrs + SOMCDerateHrs)]
„------------------------------- -- X 100
ACTH

[{PTH + EPDTH) - {oPTH + oEPDTH)]
X 100
[{CTH - ERSDTH) + {PTH - oPTH) + RUTH]

OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (XEEMOR)
Probability of maintenance WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

XEEMOR - [(CTH _

+ EMDTH) - {oMTH + oEMDTH)] ___ _
+ ^f^jH - oMTH) + RUTH] ^

3.B.10. OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (XEEFOR)
Probability offorced WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

[{FTH + EFDTH) - {oFTH + oCFDTH)]
XEEPOR —
^^ ^
^ X 100
“ [(CTH - ERSDTH) + {FTH - oFTH) RUTH]
3.B.11. OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (XEEUOR)
Probability of forced or maintenance WTG equipment downtime (including high or low winds) when
needed for load.

XEEUOR=

[{FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH) - {oFTH + oMTH + oEFDTH + oEMDTH)]
(CTH - ERSDTH) + {{FTH + MTH) - {oFTH + oMTH)) + RUTH
X 100

3.B.12. OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (XEESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

XEESOR =

[(MTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH) - {oMTH + oPTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)]
[(CTH - ERSDTH) + (MTH + PTH) - {oMTH + oPTH) + RUTH]
xlOO

SECTION 4: Pooled Resource and Equipment Calculations without OMC
Hours
This section provides un-\A/eighted pooling of turbine-hours which gives the same weight to each unit in the group
regardless of size. Sums, ^(), in this section refer to the summation for each sub-group. Only turbines of equal
capacitys should use this type of pooling.
4.A Pooled Resource Performance Factors (without OMC hours)
4.A.I. Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Availability Factor (PXREAF)
% of period that the plant was available.
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OutageHrs = (FTH + MTH + PTH)
DeratedHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
OMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH + oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = {oEFDTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)
PXREAF 4.A.2.

UACTH - (OutageHrs + DeratedHrs + RUTH) + (OMCHrs + DeratedOMCHrs)]
Y.ACTH
^

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor (PXREUF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable.

OutageHrs = (FTH + MTH + PTH)
DeratedHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
OMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH + oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = (oEFDTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)
'Z[{OutageHrs + DeratedHrs + RUTH) — (OMCHrs + DeratedOMCHrs)]
xlOO
ZACTH
(100 - PXREAF)

PXREUF=

4.A.3.

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (PXREPOF)
% of period that the plant was in planned downtime.

Y.KPTH + EPDTH) - (oPTH + oEPDTH)]
PXREPOF = —---------------- ^
------------------ -- X 100
ZACTH
4.A.4.

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (PXREMOF)
% of period that the plant was in maintenance downtime.

YUMTH + EMDTH) - (oMTH + oEMDTH)]
PXREMOF = —----------------- J
------------------- -- X 100
^ACTH
4.A.5.

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (PXREFOF)
% of period that the plant was forced offline. Including low and high winds.

YKFTH + EFDTH) - "(oFTH -------------------------+ oEFDTH) + RUTH] X 100
PXREFOF = —----------------ZACTH
4.A.6.

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (PXREUOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For generation
resource planning.

UOHrs = (FTH + MTH)
UDerateOHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH)
UOMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH)
UOMCDerateHrs = (oEFDTH + oEMDTH)
YHUOHrs + UDerateOHrs + RUTH) - (UOMCHrs + UOMCDerateHrs)]
PXREUOF = —----------------------------------- ^
--------------------------------------- X 100
ZACTH
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4.A.7.

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (PXRESOF)
% of period that the plant was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.

SOHrs = {PTH + MTH)
SODerateHrs = {EPDTH + EMDTH)
SOMCHrs = {oPTH + oMTH)
SOMCDerateHrs = {oEPDTH + oEMDTH)
^[{SOHrs + SODerateHrs) — {SOMCHrs + SOMCDerateHrs)]
PXRESOF —-------------------------------- =— ___ X 100
Y,ACTH
4.A.8.

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (PXREPOR)
Probability of planned plant downtime when needed for load.

T.KPTH + EPDTH) - {oPTH + oEPDTH)]
= mCTH-ERSOm + iPTH-oPTH)] "
4.A.9.

Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (PXREMOR)
Probability of maintenance plant downtime when needed for load.

PXREMOR =

Y.KMTH + EMDTH) - {oMTH + oEMDTH)]
X 100
^[{CTH - ERSDTH) + {MTH - oMTH)]

4.A.10. Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (PXREFOR)
Probability offorced plant downtime when needed for load.

PXREFOR -

Y.[{FTH + EFDTH) - {oFTH + oEFDTH) + RUTH]
_ ERSDTH) + {FTH - oFTH) + RUTH] ^

4.A.11. Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (PXREUOR)
Probability offorced or maintenance plant downtime (including high and low winds) when needed for load.

UOHrs = {FTH + MTH)
UDerateOHrs = {EFDTH + EMDTH)
UOMCHrs = {oFTH + oMTH)
UOMCDerateHrs = {oEFDTH + oEMDTH)
PXREUOR -

Y,[{UOHrs + UDerateOHrs + RUTH) - {UOMCHrs + UOMCDerateHrs)]
Y.KCTH - ERSDTH) + {UOHrs + RUTH) - UOMCHrs]
^

4.A.12. Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (PXRESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned plant downtime when needed for load.

SOHrs = {PTH + MTH)
SODerateHrs = {EPDTH + EMDTH)
SOMCHrs = {oPTH + oMTH)
SOMCDerateHrs = {oEPDTH + oEMDTH)
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PXRESOR -

ZKSOHrs + SODerateHrs) - {SOMCHrs + SOMCDerateHrs)]
Y.KCTH - ERSDTH) + SOHrs - SOMCHrs]
^

4.B Pooled Equipment Performance Factors (without OMC hours>
4.B.I.

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor (PXEEAF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was available.

OutageHrs = (FTH + MTH + PTH)
DeratedHrs = {EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
OMCHrs = ioFTH + oMTH + oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = {oEFDTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)
PXEEAF

~ (OutageHrs + DeratedHrs) + (OMCHrs + DeratedOMCHrs)]
ZACTH

(100-PXEEUF)
4.B.2.

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor (PXEEUF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable.

OutageHrs = (FTH + MTH + PTH)
DeratedHrs = (EFDTH + EMDTH + EPDTH)
OMCHrs = (oFTH + oMTH + oPTH)
DeratedOMCHrs = (oEFDTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)
_ T,[(OutageHrs + DeratedHrs) — (OMCHrs + DeratedOMCHrs)]
“
ZACTH
^
4.B.3.

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (PXEEPOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was in planned downtime.

2[(P7H + EPDTH) - (oPTH + oCPDrH)]
PXEEPOF = —--------------- J
------------------ -- X 100
YACTH
4.B.4.

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor (PXEEMOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was in maintenance downtime.

Y[(MTH + EMDTH) - (oMTH + oEMDTH)]
PXEEMOF = —----------------- J
------------------- -- X 100

I^icrH

4.B.5.

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor (PXEEFOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was forced offline. Including low and high winds.

Y\(FTH + EFDTH)
+ oEFDTH)] X 100
PXEEFOF = —--------------J - (oFTH
--------------------YACTH
4.B.6.

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (PXEEUOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to forced and maintenance downtime. For
generation resource planning.

UOHrs = (FTH + MTH)
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UDerateOHrs = {EFDTH + EMDTH)
UOMCHrs = ioFTH + oMTH)
UOMCDerateHrs = {oEFDTH + oEMDTH)
PXEEUOF 4.B.7.

liiUOHrs + UDerateOHrs) - (UOMCHrs + UOMCDerateHrs)]
Y.ACTH
^

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor (PXEESOF)
% of period that the WTG equipment was unavailable due to maintenance and planned downtime.
SOHrs = (PTH + MTH)

50DerateHrs = (EPDTH + EMDTH)
50MCHrs = (oPTH + oMTH)
SOMCDerateHrs = (oEPDTH + oEMDTH)
2][(-^0//rs + 50Derate//rs) — (50MCHrs + SOMCDerateHrs)]
PXEESOF —--------------------------------- ^ACTH
_ ____ X 100
4.B.8.

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate (PXEEPOR)
Probability of planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

PXEEPOR 4.B.9.

S[(P7’H + EPDTH) - (oPTH + oEPDTH)]
_ eRSDTH) + (PTH - oPTH) + RUTH] ^

Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate (PXEEMOR)
Probability of maintenance WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.

______ PXEEMOR

I][(M7H
+ EMDTH)
(oMTH
+ oCMDTH)]
_ Ef^sDTH)
+(MTH
- oMTH)
+ RUTH] ^

4.B.10. Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (PXEEFOR)
Probability offorced WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.
l,[(FTH + EFDTH) - (oFTH + oEFDTH)]
PXEEFOR - ^’[(crH - ERSDTH) + (FTH - oFTH) + RUTH] ^
4.B.11. Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (PXEEUOR)
Probability of forced or maintenance WTG equipment downtime (including high and low winds) when
needed for load.
^[(FTH + MTH + EFDTH + EMDTH) - (oFTH + oMTH + oEFDTH + oCMD^H)]

PXEEUOR =

I[(CrH - ERSDTH) + ((FTH + MTH) - (oFTH + oMTH)) + RUTH]

X 100
4.B.12. Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate (PXEESOR)
Probability of maintenance or planned WTG equipment downtime when needed for load.
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+ PTH + EMDTH + EPDTH) - (oMTH + oPTH + oEMDTH + oEPDTH)]
2[(Cr// - ERSDTH) + {MTH + PTH) - (oMTH + oPTH) + RUTH]

PXEESOR =
xlO
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If you would like to add an item to any of the tables, please e-mail your request to GADS at gadswind(anerc.net.
Table 1 - Country

Country
Name
Canada
Mexico
United States
Other

Abbreviation
CA
MX
US
OT

Table 2 - States-US

United States
Name
Alabama
Alaska
American Samoa
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Abb.
AL
AK
AS
AZ
AR
CA
CO
CT
DE
DC
FL
GA
GU
HI
ID
IL
IN
lA
KS

Name
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Abb.
KY
LA
ME
MD
MA
Ml
MN
MS
MO
MT
NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC
ND
OH

Abb.
OK
OR
PA
PR
Rl
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VT
VI
VA
WA
WV
W1
WY

Name
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virgin Islands
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Table 3 - Provinces-Canada

Canada
Name
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland and Labrador

Abb.
AB
BC
MB
NB
NF

Name
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Quebec
Saskatchewan
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Abb.
NS
ON
PE
QC
SK
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Table 4 - States-Mexico

Mexico
Name
Aguascalientes
Baja California
Baia California Sur
Campeche
Chiapas
Chihuahua
Coahuila
Colima
Distrito Federal
Durango
Guanaiuato

Abb.
AG
BJ
BS
CP
CH
Cl
CU
CL
DF
DG
GJ

Abb.
GR
HG
JA
EM
MH
MR
NA
NL
OA
PU
QA

Name
Guerrero
Hidalgo
Jalisco
Mexico
Michoacan
Morelos
Nayarit
Nuevo Leon
Oaxaca
Puebla
Queretaro

Name
Quintana Room
San Luis Potosi
Sinaloa
Sonora
Tabasco
Tamaulipas
TIaxcala
Veracruz
Yucatan
Zacatecas

Table 5 - Wind Regimes

Wind Regime

Entry

Seashore

1

Plain
Plateau

2
3

Hills

4
5
6
7

Mountain
Ridge
Off Shore
Table 6 > SCADA Manufacturers

SCADA Manufacturer

Entry

Acciona

AAER

Enercon
Emerson
Fenway
Gamesa
General Electric Co.

EN
ES
FEN
GAM

Garrard Hassan
Honeywell
Mitsubishi

GH

Mita-Teknik
Nordex
Other
Proprietary
Second Wind
Scadabase
Siemens
Vestas

GE
HON
MHI
MTK
NOR
OT
PRO
SC
SCB
SIE
VES
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Abb.
QR
SL
SI
SO
TA
TM
TL
VZ
YC
ZT
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Table 7 - Turbine Manufacturers
Turbine Manufacturer

Entry

AAER
Acciona

AAER
AC

Alstom

ALST

AOC

AOC

Bonus
CCWE
Clipper
DanWin

BON
CCWE
CL
DW

Denertec S.A.C.
DeWind
Earth Wind and Power LLC

DEW
EWP

Enercon Gmbh

EC

Enertech
Entegrity Wind Systems

ENT
ENTWS

EWT
Fuhrlander

EWT
FHUR

Gamesa
General Electric

GM

DT

GE
GW

Goldwind
Green Energy Technologies

GET
GUP
HYUN
KSYS

Guodlan United Power
Hyundai
Kenersys
Kennetech

KE

Leitwind

LTW
MHI
Ml

MHI
MIcon
Mitsubishi
NedWind

MITS
NEDW
NEGMI

NEG-Micon
Nordex
Nordtank
Northern Power
Other
Prime Wind Power International
R.E. Power Systems Ag
Samsung Heavy Industries
SANY
Senvion
Siemens Corp.
Sinovel
Southwest Windpower
Stock Equipment Co.

NX
MNORD
NPWR
OTHER
PW
REP
SAMS
SANY
SENV
SC
SINO
SWWP
SE
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Turbine Manufacturer

Entry

Suzion

SUZ

Unison
Urban Green Energy

UNI
UGE
VEN
VES

VENSYS
Vestas
Wind Energy Solutions

WES

Winwind

WW

Zond

ZD

Table 8 - Wind Turbulence^
Turbulence

Entry

Intensity
<0.10
>=0.10<0.15

Moderate

1
2
3

Strong
Severe

4
5

>=0.20<0.25
>=0.25

Low
Mild

>=0.15<0.20

Tl is a relative Indicator of turbulence with low levels Indicated by values less than or equal to 0.10, moderate levels
to 0.25, and high levels greater than 0.25. Tl Is defined as o /M.
o = the standard deviation of wind speed
V = the mean wind speed.
Table 9 - Wind Shear

Turbulence

Entry

Intensity

Smooth
Moderately Rough

1
2

<0.10
>=0.10<0.20

Rough

3

>=0.20<0.30

Very Rough

4

>=0.30

Shear exponent (lower blade tip to hub height)
As a first approximation, the wind shear exponent is often assigned a value of 0.143, known as the l/7th power law,
to predict wind profiles in a well-mixed atmosphere over flat, open terrain. However, higher exponent values are
normally observed over vegetated surfaces and when wind speeds are light to moderate (i.e., under 7 m/s or 16
mph).
PerNRELHandbook^

^ Per NREL Handbook - Turbulence Intensity: Wind turbulence is the rapid disturbances or irregularities in the wind speed, direction, and
vertical component. It is an important site characteristic, because high turbulence levels may decrease power output and cause extreme
loading on wind turbine components. The most common indicator ofturbulence for siting purposes is the standard deviation (o) of wind speed.
Normalizing this value with the mean wind speed gives the Turbulence Intensity (Tl). This value allows for an overall assessment of a site's
turbulence.
The Wind Resource Assessment Handbook was developed under National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Subcontract No. TAT-5-15283-01
April 1997
5 The Wind Resource Assessment Handbook was developed under National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Subcontract No. TAT-5-1528301 April 1997
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1. Vertical wind shear exponent: Wind shear is defined as the change in horizontal wind speed with a change in height.
The wind shear exponent (a) should be determined for each site, because its magnitude is influenced by site-specific
characteristics. The l/7th power law (as used in the initial site screening) may not be applied for this purpose, as
actual shear values may vary significantly from this value. Solving the power law equation for a gives
a=LoglO [v2/vl]/LoglO [z2/zl]
Where
v2 = the wind speed at height z2; and
vl = the wind speed at height zl.
Table 10 - Month Reference

Monthly Summaries

03 - March
04-April

07-Julv
08-August
09 - September
10-October

05 - May

11 - November

06 - June

12 - December

Ol-Januarv
02 - February

Table 11 - Sub-Group Status
Status
Active
Inactive Reserve
Mothballed
Retired

Entry

AC
IR
MB
RU

Table 12 - Sub-Group Ownership Status
Sub-Group
Ownership Status
Abbreviation
Active
Deactivated

AV

ID Request
Pending*

ID
PE

Reactivate

RV

Retired

RT

DV

Transfer
TR
♦Pending is a system-assigned status, not a reportable status (See Appendix M)
Table 13 - NERC Regional Abbreviations

NERC Region

Abbreviation

Florida Reliability Coordinating Council
Midwest Reliability Organization
Northeast Power Coordinating Council
ReliabilityFirst
SERC Reliability Corporation
Texas Reliability Entity

FRCC
MRO
NPCC
RF
SERC
Texas RE
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NERC Region
Western Electricity Coordinating Council

Abbreviation
WECC
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Appendix G; Outside Management Control
Outside Management Control (OMC) events occur beyond the wind plant boundaries (Interconnect) or are caused
by abnormal weather. These types of events are currently categorized into Environmental, Legal, Weather, Off-Taker
Planned, and Off-Taker Unplanned downtime categories.
Equations with and without OMC are included for both resource and equipment equations.
OMC events can be Planned, Maintenance, Forced Outage, or Derating Events.
The following excerpt is from the GADS Data Reporting Instructions, Appendix K.
The electric Industry in Europe and other parts of the world has made a change to examine losses of generation
caused by problems with and outside plant management control. After reviewing the work used by others, the
following is provided as guidelines for determining what is and is not outside plant management control:
There are a number of outage causes that may prevent the energy coming from a power generating plant from
reaching the customer. Some causes are due to the plant operation and equipment while others are outside plant
management control.
It may be assumed that all problems within the power station boundary are within plant management control;
however, this is not always the case. Therefore, there is a need for some additional clarification as to what is and
what is not under plant management control.
It is easier to identify actions outside plant management control than to identify the responsibilities of plant
management. Therefore, the following are considered to be outside (external) of plant management control. All
other items are considered within their jurisdiction and are the responsibility of the plant management for
calculating power plant performance and statistics.
Energy losses due to the following causes should not be considered when computing the unit controllable
performance because these losses are not considered to be under the control of plant management;
•

Grid connection or substation failure that is not under management control. This relates to problems with
transmission lines and switchyard equipment outside the boundaries of the plant as specified by the
"boundary of plant responsibility" shown in Figure 3-1.

•

Acts of nature such as ice storms, tornados, winds, lightning, etc. are not under plant management control,
whether inside or outside the plant boundary.

•

Terrorist attacks on the generating/transmission facilities or transmission operating/repair errors are not
under plant management control.

•

Labor strikes. Outages or load reductions caused by labor strikes are not normally under the direct control of
plant management. The strikes are within manufacturer companies and transportation companies. However,
direct plant management grievances that result In a walkout or strike are under plant management control
and are included as penalties against the plant.

In addition to the above, the GADS Wind DRI has added the following OMC categories:
•

Abnormal turbulence caused by storms or high winds.

•

Environmental temperatures beyond the system design limits.

•

Required communication loss with Off-taker (not plant equipment).
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•

Contractual event the cause outages such as avian shut downs, flicker, noise etc.

•

Environmental such as bird and bat Issues.

•

Execution delays (New) with special requirements met before switching to this OMC event: This category was
developed to identify long term events that have extended well beyond their normal repair cycle and are
truly beyond management's control.
■

60 days of outage have elapsed (FO, MO, PO)

■

The delay is due to external OMC issues such as weather, equipment, supply chain, contractor availability

■

The outage type is always forced

■

Lack of funds or out of budget is not a reason to use this code
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General Considerations
1. Segregating maintenance outages (MO) from forced outages (FO) is the single largest area for
misunderstanding and abuse. MOs are defined as outages that could be deferred until the following week or,
if they occur on the weekend, they could be deferred through the next (not current) weekend. When
equipment breaks, it cannot be deferred and is a FO, so the problem comes when equipment is close to
breaking. For example, during an annual maintenance, three teeth were found missing from the gearbox high
speed gear. The turbine was running fine before inspection. If it is turned off for repair, is it an MO or a FO?
This is where good judgment and engineering support helps. What is the risk of failure if the equipment is
allowed to run for another week? If the risk is high, then the event is an FO.
2.

Weather downtime is another area for abuse. The tendency Is to attribute every event that occurs during
Weather OMC to the storm. There should be clear predefined linkage between the event and the storm. For
example, a blade icing event occurs and some of the turbines shut down so the ice clearly has impacts.
Another example would be cable twist faults caused by a frozen wind direction sensor.

3.

Equipment failure or Weather OMC can also be tricky. For example, a turbine shuts down on a wind speed
error caused by Ice on the anemometer. If the anemometer has a heater to prevent ice build-up, then the
equipment failed (EFOR). If the anemometer had no heater the event would be classified at Weather OMC.
Think about other forms of protection such as blade lightning protection.

4.

Recovering from a site wide event like an outage (OMC) or a Plant substation breaker trip can be challenging
to classify. Not all turbines will automatically restart when power is restored. The assumption here Is that a
turbine should be able to handle an unplanned outage without a component failure. Electrical conditions
during an outage are complex and turbines may fault due to out of spec electrical parameters. The OMC ends
when one of the following three conditions occur:
a.

The turbine automatically restarts.

b. The turbine is reset from SCADA and restarts.
c.

The turbine is visited and restarted locally. If the turbine fails to restart after a local reset, a FO event
begins at that point.

5.

Occasionally, events will delay resets or repairs. Heavy snow is an example of this. In the Off-Taker outage
above, snow could have delayed access to the turbine for weeks. The Off-Taker outage would not end until
there is access to the turbine and the turbine reset. The event type does not change; it is only delayed (See
Delays). Other types of delays could be floods, earthquakes, fires, parts availability, equipment availability,
labor etc.

6.

At times events will overlap. The first-in-first-out rule should apply in this case. An example of this would be
a failed gearbox (FO). Several days later, the Off-Taker takes a two week maintenance outage (OMC MO).
The gearbox remains FO until the repair is completed and then becomes part of the OMC MO.

Forced Outage - FO
An unplanned outage that usually results from a mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, control system trip or an operator
initiated trip in response to a unit alarm. The turbine is not capable of running under the MO rules.
1.

Component failures; Most FOs will be component failures that require replacement and or repair. Examples
are towers, generators, controllers, loose wire, etc.
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2. Trips or faults: These remove the turbine from availability until corrected. Examples are overproduction,
vibration, etc. Events that are part of normal operation, like cable untwisting and battery testing, are
considered as available hours (RUTH).
3. Condition Assessment: Sometimes failing components are identified through condition assessment. If the
component fails before the repair or replacement occurs it is FO. For example, a high-speed gearbox bearing
is overheating and is scheduled for replacement. If the bearing fails before the scheduled replacement time,
the outage is FO.
4.

Balance of Plant (BOP): components like underground cabling failure can cause FO. BOP failures often have
parallel and undamaged components that need to be de-energized to complete the repairs safely. BOP
failures usually impact many turbines and their repairs are usually not delayed. Under this condition, the
parallel circuits are part of the FO. If the primary repair will be delayed fora week or two, the parallel circuit
outage could be considered a MO.

5.

No Wind: Turbine repairs often occur during no or low wind periods. Although there are no production losses,
the turbine's FO hours still accumulate. For example, if turbine fails a hydraulic motor, but there is no wind
anywhere in the area, it is still a FO.

6.

Repeating Faults: Occasionally, turbines fault multiple times from the same problem over a short period of
time. For example, imagine that crews are dispatched to repair a turbine, but the turbine is running when
the crew arrives. One might think to call this MO because the turbine is running, but due to the repetitive
nature of the fault, it is FO. Another example would be: A turbine has been repeatedly faulting on pitch
asymmetry. The previous night. It faulted six times. The turbine is later shut down to determine root cause
of the problem and repair it. Therefore the turbine cannot be restarted until repaired, so it is FO. With
repeating faults, there is no expectation that the turbine will meet the MO rules before the fault reoccurs.
The abuse comes when a faulted turbine is reset (FO) and 10 minutes later the repair is started and called an
MO.

7.

Outside Contractors: Sometimes non-related contractors have access to the plant to service non- turbine
equipment. (Oil equipment, gas lines, telephone) When digging or work occurs around high voltage (HV) or
communication lines, it is the responsibility of the plant to be aware of and coordinate these events. Consider
this example; a local phone company is installing a new fiber optic line that crosses the plant, and the
contractor hits an underground HV cable. The site trips off and the cable requires repair. Were the crossings
marked and flagged? Was the digging monitored? The event is FO even if all the proper safe guards are in
place (human error).

8.

Human Error: Human error falls under plant management control. For example, if a technician leaves an oily
rag in a nacelle that spontaneously catches fire and burns it up, the event is a FO.

9. Weather: Weather events are often difficult to categorize. When labeling an outage as FO, determine what
equipment caused the failure. For example, if a turbine has an anemometer with a heater to prevent icing,
but it Ices up anyway, then the heater failed and the outage would be FO-Control System. If lightning were
to strike a blade with lightning protection and cause damage, then the protection system failed, and the
outage would be FO-Rotor. Consideration must be taken into account for circumstances that exceed the
protection system design limit.
10. Safety Shutdown: Safety shutdowns usually occur when neighboring equipment is in danger of harm. As an
example, when a turbine runs away, neighboring turbines may be in danger of damage from flying debris. If
they are shut down, they are part of the event and are FO.

Forced OMC Events
These are events that occur beyond the wind plant boundaries or are caused by abnormal weather. These events are
beyond the plant manager's ability to control. Note: Forced OMC outages are a subset of FO.
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1. Off-Taker OMC: Off-Taker OMC comes in several forms. Code it as External / Off-Taker Transmission and
Distribution (OMC) Forced.

2.

a.

Equipment failure is a forced OMC outage.

b.

Weather outage or brown-out usually due to lightning, line slaps, icing Is a forced outage.

c.

Line congestion is a limitation of the Off-Taker's equipment and Is a forced outage.

d.

Long outages in very cold weather will require heaters to warm the equipment before the turbine can
restart. This warm-up period is part of the Off-Taker outage.

Economic OMC: A Labor strike beyond the plant boundary would go under this category since there is no
problem with the equipment. Code as External / Economic (OMC) Forced. A plant labor strike is not an OMC
event.

3. Catastrophic OMC: Major events like tornados, hurricanes, earthquakes, wild fires are OMC.
4. Weather Ice OMC: When icing forces turbines off-line, it can be classified as OMC in some cases.

5.

a.

Icing downtime due to Ice on equipment like anemometers, windvanes and blades is OMC. If the turbines
have protective equipment and ices over anyway, then the protection failed and the event is not OMC.
However, if the protective equipment's operating specifications are exceeded, then the event is OMC.

b.

Ice on HV equipment causing tracking, line slaps or equipment failures.

c.

Safety shut downs for turbines shedding ice on highways.

Weather Lightning OMC: - If the turbines had lightning protection, but the protection failed, the event is FO.
If the turbines lacked protection, then It is OMC. Code this as External/Weather - Lightning (OMC). Lightning
can strike anywhere on the turbine, but the blades and nacelle usually have lightning protection. When
considering lightning strikes, evaluate whether the protection worked as claimed or if it was overwhelmed.
There are devices and services that can help determine the magnitude of a lightning strike and if the
equipment worked properly. The electrical distribution system is more often struck by lightning then the
blades and nacelle, and just as with the blades and nacelle, only label an outage as OMC if the equipment
lacked protection or the equipment limits were exceeded.

6. Weather Temperature OMC: Wind turbines have high and low ambient temperature limitations. When these
limits are exceeded the turbine will shut down. Code this as External / Temperature (OMC).
7. Communication OMC: Many Off-Takers, ISOs, and other groups require full-time communication with the
wind plant's SCADA systems. When communication is lost with the site, the plant is required to shut down.
When the loss of communication is due to external causes it should be coded as External / Communication
OMC. If the event is caused by plant equipment it is a Balance of Plant | FO.
8.

Weather Turbulence OMC: High winds that are changing direction often and have a shear component can
damage components and cause outages. Blade damage due to shear causing tower strikes is an example.
Code External / Turbulence (OMC).

9.

Security (OMC): This includes physical as well as cyber security. Examples would be copper cable theft in a
turbine or a cyber hack into the SCADA system causing an outage. Code Eternal / Security (OMC). Note - If
the security event is caused by human error (leaving a door open) than the event would be a Human
Performance forced event.

10. Execution Delays (OMC): Wind turbine repairs that take longer than 60 days are usually caused by a delay of
some sort. They could take the form of road restrictions, mud, large crane availability, parts availability or
other issues. Budget restrictions are not a legitimate use of this OMC code. Turbines must be in outage 60
days prior to switching to this code and the event type is always forced.
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Maintenance Events - MO
These are components or systems that are close to failure or in need of modification. The turbine should be capable
of running until the following week. For example, if identified on Tuesday, it should be capable of running until the
following Monday. If identified on the weekend It should be capable of running through the following week. If the
turbine requires maintenance and won't be able to run until the following week, then the outage is FO, not MO.
Repairs can take place anytime as long as the turbine is capable of running as stated above.
1. Condition Assessment: The condition of the turbine Is evaluated using historical trends, inspection, non
destructive testing, etc. When an issue is found, the repair is scheduled.
2.

Inspections: Inspections by their nature are MO. If the turbine is down prior to the inspection, then it is FO.

3.

Safety Shutdowns: Sometimes neighboring turbines or parallel circuits need to be shut down for safety. If
the safety shutdown Is of an immediate nature or less than the MO definition, then It is FO. Examples:
a.

A transformer failed several weeks ago and was bypassed until a replacement could be acquired. (The
original event, including parallel circuits was FO). The original transformer failure remains FO, but when
the rest of the circuit Is de-energized to replace the transformer, the balance of the turbines are MO. All
of the turbines would have the same system classification, which in this case is Electrical / Individual
Turbine Transformer.

b. A turbine gearbox failed several weeks ago (FO). In order to safely remove the rotor and gearbox, two
neighboring turbines were shutdown. The two neighboring turbines are MO. The system classification
for all turbines is Gearbox / Gearbox in this case.
4.

Retrofits and Upgrades: Most of these types of events will fall into the MO category. They could include
anything from upgrading the turbine software to installing a larger rotor. If the items involve long term
planning (specifically In the budget), then consider PO.

5.

Economic Repair: Sometimes it is advantageous to shut down a turbine in order to minimize costly repairs.
In this case, the turbine must clearly meet the MO standards and be able to run for another week. If used
inappropriately, an FO event could be disguised as an MO. For example, if a turbine is continuously faulting
multiple times a day, then the outage is FO, not MO. It is recommended to have an independent engineering
team (not directly associated with the plant) make these decisions. If the engineer says don't run It, it is FO.
If the engineer says run at reduced load or replace in six months it is MO. The following are examples:
a.

A turbine has a trailing edge blade crack and can clearly run, but the crack will propagate over time,
eventually leading to a blade failure. Turning the turbine off now will minimize the repair cost and prevent
further damage. Plant management could decide to keep the turbine in service for another week, so the
outage is MO, not FO Repairs are completed when labor and cranes are available. Code as Rotor / Blades
MO.

b. The main bearing temperature has been rising, and inspection indicates that the bearing should be
replaced. Experience has shown that the turbine will run for several months in this condition, but there
is a chance that the bearing could spin on the main shaft, significantly increasing the cost of repair. The
turbine is shutdown under MO and repairs completed when a bearing and crane are available. Code as
Drive Train / Main Bearings MO.
c.

A gearbox is making noise. During inspection, metal flakes are found, and spalding is occurring on the
intermediate bearings. Engineering indicates that the gearbox could run for several weeks in this
condition but the risk of a catastrophic failure will become significant (loss of core). The turbine is
shutdown under MO, and repairs are completed when a gearbox and crane are available. Code as Gear
Box / Gear Box MO.
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Maintenance OMC Events
Maintenance OMC Events are MO events that occur beyond the plant boundaries. They must also qualify under the
MO rules and are a subset of MO.
1.

Off-Taker: Off-Taker events are the most likely OMC MO event to occur. Some items on their system may
need maintenance or repair, and the plant is notified ahead of time of the outage. Code as External /
Transmission and Distribution (OMC) MO.

2.

Communication: Just like Off-Taker OMC, a required communication system may need work, and the plant
is notified and shuts down at the appropriate time. Code as External / External Communication (OMC) MO.

3.

Economic: Potentially a labor strike could meet the MO rules.

Planned Events - PO
Planned events are events that are scheduled well in advance and are usually specifically listed In the plant budget.
1.

Substation / HV Maintenance: HV maintenance schedules are usually determined well in advance by NERC
regulations. This is coded as Balance of Plant / Substation PO

2. Turbine Preventative Maintenance: Most turbines have a biannual maintenance schedule. This happens
every year and is planned well In advance. This is coded as Wind Turbine / Preventative Maintenance PO.
3.

Retrofit: Some retrofit projects require long term planning. An example could be replacing all the gearboxes
at a plant. That would be coded as Gearbox / Gearbox PO.

Planned OMC Events
1.

Off-Taker: Off-Taker planned event like a system upgrade. This is coded as External / Off Taker (OMC) PO.

Equivalent Hours
Equivalent hours come from events where the turbine output is limited. The causes of equivalent hours are the same
as other outages, except that the hours are accounted for only in the numerator of equations. Since the turbine is
running, the contactor or on-line hours are already captured in the denominator. Also note that the equivalent hours
are based on the reduction in capacity or a reduction in expected generation. Using expected generation gives the
most accurate result. If Individual turbines are turned off to meet the capacity reduction, then they are treated as
regular outages (PO, MO & FO). Below are a few examples:
1.

Equipment Deterioration: A turbine has a deteriorating main bearing. Engineering has determined that they
can extend the life of the bearing by running at reduced load. Turbine output Is reduced from l.OMW to
0.8MW until repairs can take place. This is a 20 percent reduction in maximum capacity, so 20 percent of the
hours would be coded as Drive Train / Main Bearing EFDTH.

2.

Partial Equipment Failure: One of four parallel underwater feeder cables to an island fail, limiting output
from the plant. There are two ways that the Equivalent hours are calculated:

3.

a.

75 percent of the capacity of the lines is available. Therefore 25 percent of the hours would be coded as
Balance of Plant / Underground EFDTH.

b.

Alternatively an engineer could calculate the remaining capacity based on the cable specifications. If the
remaining three cables can handle 85 percent of the capacity, 15 percent of the hours would be coded
as Balance of Plant / Underground EFDTH.

Off-Taker Constraints: An Off-Taker limits plant output due to line congestion. This is coded as External /
Transmission and Distribution (OMC) oEFDTH & EFDTH. The following are examples:
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a.

The Off-Taker limits plant output 50 percent. Therefore 50 percent of the hours are (OMC) oEFDTH and
EFDTH.

b. The Off-Taker limits the plant to 80MW, but the plant capacity is lOOMW. Therefore 20 percent of the
hours are (OMC) oEFDTH and EFDTH.
4.

Equipment Maintenance: Planned work is being done on one of the three parallel transformers in the
substation. During this time, output from the plant is limited to 2/3 of the plant's capacity. In this example,
1/3 of the turbine hours would be counted as EPDTH.

5.

Reserve Shutdown (RS): Reduction in plant output to meet a lack of demand or negative energy pricing could
be executed by controlling individual turbine output thus creating Equivalent Reserve Shutdown hours
(ERSDTH). These hours if available should be subtracted from Contactor Turbine Hours (CTH).
a.

Often RS losses are reimbursed by the off-taker and a capacity calculation is inadequate. Expected
Generation (EG) versus Actual Generation will give an acceptable energy loss and can also be used to
calculate equivalent hours. Example: The EG fora 12 hour RS period was 100 MWh. Actual Generation
was 75 MWh. There were no other outage losses to account for. 25 MWhs were lost due to the RS. Also,
25 percent of the EG or three hours of the 12 hours times the number of turbines are the equivalent
hours for this event.

Delays
Delays are optional fields that help NERC staff understand extended outages and help management run the plant
more efficiently. Delays can take many forms, such as environmental, site access, equipment, labor and materials.
The delay does not change the original outage type, but helps NERC Staff understand the issues that are driving cost.
Here are several examples:
1.

A turbine is down for a FO gearbox event. The crane, gearbox and technicians are available to complete this
task tomorrow. During the night, a storm moves in and covers the area in three feet of snow, delaying work
for three weeks. The original outage does not change, and is coded as Gearbox / Gearbox FO. Three weeks
of the FO hours are explained as Force Delay Turbine Hours (FDTH).The hours for the original FO begin when
the gearbox failed and end when the turbine is returned to service.

2. Cranes cannot be on the roads during the fall freeze and spring thaw in some locations. Equipment failures
during this time can be lengthily due to crane availability. The primary event still starts when the equipment
failed and ends when the equipment is returned to service. The delay helps NERC understand why it took so
long.
3. Weather occasionally prevents access to turbines. Impacting return to service time. Delays due to snow,
flooding, or a tornado scattering debris can delay access to the turbine, increasing downtime.
4.

Delays occur when there is inadequate technician support available. This could be due to vacations, illness,
or other personnel issues.

5. When the stock of replacement parts falls short, repairs are delayed.

Reserve Shutdown - RS
RS is a decision by plant management to shut down available turbines that are in an active state and not in outage or
in danger of failure. IEEE 762 defines the condition as an economic® shutdown. Turbines in this state must remain
available. If they are disabled in any way, like removing the controller, they move into an outage state (PO, MO, or
FO). It can be difficult to discern between OMC and RS at times. The following are examples:

^ Economic shutdown is an outage due to market or demand issues.
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1.

Wind Plant A is actively participating in the energy market. During certain times of the day, pricing goes
negative (Negative energy pricing), so the revenue from the energy cannot cover the cost of operating the
plant. The plant shuts down the turbine during these periods, which is an RS.

2.

During an RS due to negative energy pricing, a technician needs a controller board to repair another turbine.
As soon as the technician removes the board the turbine is no longer RS and is in an outage state (no longer
available).
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Often events overlap and make it confusing to classify them. Sometimes it appears that there is a penalty for
something the Plant Management has no control. The general rule for overlapping events is "first in first out." In
other words, the first issue must be resolved before the second issue can take control. Below are some examples:
1. A turbine is in the process of having its gearbox replaced when a lightning storm moves in and delays the
work for a day. The forced outage continues through the lightning storm. The outage type does not change
but is delayed due to lightning.

Gearbox Failure with a Parallel Lightening Storm
------ >

GearbcIX Failure
Work Started - FO

—---------------- ^^^

-----------------^--------------->

■ Gearbox Failure
Gearbox Failure
V /ork Stops - FO - Delayed
Wc>rk Completed - FO
Ol________ ^________ ____ 1

^ ; Lightning Storm
Shuts Down Work - OMC

Time
2. The plant is planning a three week outage for transmission repairs. The day before the outage the generator
rotor shorts out and a generator replacement is required.

Generator Failure with a Parallel Planned Outage
Gen Failure -^ FO

2__

*

Site -' PO

Gen RTS - E ecomes p art of the PO

Time
The site Is de-energized. The site is on a PO except for the turbine with the bad generator which is FO. During
the first week of the PO the generator gets replaced and aligned. At the point where the generator turbine is
available for service it moves from a FO to PO.
3. The plant will be down for annual substation maintenance. The outage will take three weeks and is a PO
event. During inspection, the main transformer failed the Doble test and will need to be replaced.
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Power Transformer Found Defective During Annual Substation Maintenance
Annual Substation
Maintenance -:PO

'

______ ^^______ L
r

W

Transformer
Failure - FO

Annual Substation Mairitenance Ends
: FO for the transforrner begins
Time

Power Transformer Found Defective During Annual Substation Maintenance

Annual Substation
Maintenance - PO
__________ _____________________
>

Transformer
Failure - FO

'

y

Annual Substation Maintenance Ends
FO for the transformer begins
Time

During a PO, other work can take place. The PO can even be extended if the predefined work is taking longer
than expected. If additional items are found in need of repair, an MO or an FO decision needs to be made. At
the end of the PO, the new outage type becomes primary.
4.

A turbine pad mount transformer fails, de-energizing all the turbines on the circuit. The failed transformer
was removed and bypassed, so the remaining turbines could be re-energized. During the repair period, there
was a snow storm followed by an ice storm, and these problems prevented the crews from getting to the
site.
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A Pad Mount Transformer Fails Taking Out All the Turbines on the Circuit
The Example is Complicated by Equipment Delays and Weather

E
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Failure - FO
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Transformer
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-Snowstorm
Delays Bypass

Weather OMC

Weather OMC

V)
■£■ 'ti'

Replaced - FO

ice on Blades

,, Snow Storm ,, Ice on Blades
Delays Bypass

Transformer

..........Waiting for the

Ice on Blad^

Ice on Blades

Weather OI^C

Weather OMC

I

Replac ed- MO

I

Time
Events can be complicated, but if taken in pieces, they are easier to code. The original turbine with the failed
transformer is an FO until the transformer is replaced and the turbine is available. This turbine also experienced
storms, ice, and equipment delays, but they do not change the outage type.
The balance of the turbines on the circuit (collateral FO) is FO until the bypass Is complete and the turbines are
returned to service (RTS). Once the bypass is complete, the event is coded as External / Weather Ice (OMC). After the
weather event, the turbines are available, and then another icing event occurs. When the failed transformer is
replaced and the bypass removed, the collateral turbines are placed into MO until repairs are completed. See
Appendix D: Priority of Outage Reporting.
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GADS data should be reviewed for the following potential discrepancies before submission. This list is by no means
comprehensive, but data not meeting these minimum requirements will be rejected. Reporting is done on a monthly
basis, submitted no later than 45 days after the end of the quarter. At the time of the writing of this document,
reporting is voluntary.
1.

Calendar Turbine Hours (CalTH) - The total number of turbine hours in a month is equal to the number of
turbines times the number of hours in a month. Example: January has 31 days or 744 hours. If the plant has
100 turbines than there would be 74,400 turbine hours for January.
CalTH = (Hours in Month) X (Number of Turbines)

2. Turbine State - Turbines are either in an Active state (ACTH) or an Inactive state (ITH). The sum of the two
equals the CalTH.
CalTH = ACTH + ITH
3.

Inactive State - The sum of all inactive states should equal ITH.
ITH = (Inactive Reserve [IRTH]) + (Mothball [MBTH]) + (Retired [RTH])

4. Active State - The sum of all active states should equal ACTH. CTH-Contactor Turbine Hours
RSTH - Reserve Shutdown Turbine Hours
FTH - Forced Turbine Hours
MTH - Maintenance Turbine Hours
PTH - Planned Turbine Hours
RUTH - Resource Unavailable Turbine Hours
ACTH = CTH + RSTH + FTH + MTH + PTH + RUTH
5.

RUTH Hours - RUTH is usually calculated by subtracting the known values from ACTH. RUTH - ACTH - (CTH
+ RSTH + FTH + MTH + PTH)

6.

Forced OMC Turbine Hours (oFTH) - ©FTH is a subset of FTH. Be sure the ©FTH are included in the FTH.

7.

Maintenance OMC Turbine Hours (oMTH) - ©MTH is a subset of MTH. Be sure the oMTH are included in the
MTH.

8.

Planned OMC Turbine Hours (oPTH) - oPTH is a subset of PTH. Be sure the oPTH are included in the PTH.

9.

Equivalent Forced Derated OMC Turbine Hours (oEFDTH) - oEFDTH is a subset of EFDTH. Be sure the oEFDTH
are included in the EFDTH.

10. Equivalent Maintenance Derated OMC Turbine Hours (oEMDTH) - oEMDTH is a subset of EMDTH. Be sure
the oEMDTH are included in the EMDTH.
11. Equivalent Planned Derated OMC Turbine Hours (oEPDTH)- oEPDTH is a subset of EPDTH. Be sure the oEPDTH
are included in the EPDTH.
12. Generation - Generation at the turbine (GAG) >= Net Actual Generation (NAG). GAG is the generation
measured at the turbine.
NAG is GAG minus line losses, transformer losses and auxiliary load losses.
13. Capacity-Total Installed Capacity >= Net Maximum Capacity (NMC)
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Total Installed Capacity is the Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) rated capacity tinnes the number of turbines.
NMC is Total Installed Capacity minus line losses, transformer losses and auxiliary load losses.
14. ID Missing-An error will be generated if the Utility ID or Sub-group ID is missing.
15. ID Not Found - The Utility ID or Sub-Group ID has not been registered with the GADS Wind Reporting
application.
16. Performance ID Not Found - The performance record is missing a Utility ID, Sub-Group ID, year or period.
17. Bad Period / Year-This error may occur when importing Hours or Performance files. This happens when the
entered year is earlier than 1980 or greater than the current year, or if the entered period (month) is not
within the range of 1-12.
18. Invalid System -This happens when the System-Component Code does not match any found within the GADS
Wind Reporting application.
19. No Name or Description - This error may occur when importing sub-group configuration, Performance or
Component Outage files. This happens when the name / description field is blank in the incoming file.
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What is the difference between a rate (EFOR) and a factor (FOF)?
The difference between rates and factors is often confusing. Under normal operating conditions, the results of the
two types of calculations will give similar results, but may vary widely during various outage conditions.
A factor is defined as a percent of the whole. Equation 1.B.5, Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor

PDTH
Notice the denominator in the equation is all the hours, the whole pie. See Figure Kl.

Forced Outage Factor (FOF)
Percent of the Whole
■ On-Line (CTH)
■ Lo/HiWind (RUTH)

I

4%
6 0%

FOF

^

■ Forced (FO)
■ Planned (PO)
■ Maintenance (MO)
a OMC
a Reserve Shutdown (RS)

The Whole
Hew owe «On« eFW*

Figure Kl
A rate is defined as a percent of the available hours.
Equation 1.B.12, Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EEFOR).

EEFOR=

{FTH^EFDTH)
xlOO
{CTH ^ FTHruth)

Notice that the numerator is the same for the factor and rate calculations. The denominator is different containing
contactor hours, low / high winds and the hours for the rate we are calculating, in this case forced hours. See figure
K2.
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Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EFOR)
Percent of On-Line Available

■ On-Une (CTH)
■ Lo/Hi Wind (RUTH)
■ Forced (FO)
■ Planned (PO)
a Maintenance (MO)
■ OMC
■ Reserve Shutdown (RS)
The Whole

On-line Available

Figure K2
When the value in the denominator is similar between the two equations, the results will be similar. When large
numbers aren't Included in the denominator, the result can be surprising. An example of this is: Plant A has 100
turbines, and there are 744 hours in the month. Therefore ACTH = 74,400 hrs. The plant will be down the entire
month for a planned substation outage. Going into the outage, there Is one turbine on FO (Gearbox). The gearbox Is
not repaired during the outage.
What are equivalent hours?
At times, turbines or systems are not out of service but their capacity is reduced. During this time, the turbine or
system is still accumulating contactor hours. The reduced capacity is calculated as equivalent hours and added to the
hours in the numerator only. For example, a wind turbine is derated 25 percent for five days. The equivalent hours =
5 days x 24 hrs. /day x 25% = 30 hrs.
What roll-up method should be used for multiple technologies?
Roll-up calculations for metrics that have physical characteristics are straightforward. Simply sum the metric and
divide by the numberof sites. A metric with physical characteristics would be dollars, kilowatts, etc. Hour-type metrics
have something happening during a period of time, and its value or has been the point of contention. Some have said
an hour is an hour everywhere, therefore the roll-up should be the same as the physical characteristic metrics. An
example of this is comparing one hour of run time for a 2,000 MW nuclear plant to a 1 MW wind turbine. Clearly one
hour of EFOR at the nuclear plant has greater consequences then one hour of EFOR at the wind turbine. Another way
of looking at this is a 2,000 MW nuclear plant compared to a wind plant with 2,000 IMW wind turbines.
The pooling equations previously listed work reasonably well when rolling up hourly metrics with turbines of the
same installed capacity, but errors can be introduced when plant net capacity factors (NCF) vary widely. Wind is
different from conventional generation in several aspects, such as large numbers of smaller units, a variable fuel
source, and temperature constraints. The impact to the wind turbine is no different than adjusting a conventional
plant's capacity based upon inlet water temperature cooling capacity. The site dependable capacity varies, depending
upon the current environment, therefore there can be a large difference between the installed capacity and
dependable capacity.
Some of the methods for roll-up data into a portfolio metric are:
1. Averaging: Averaging percentages only works in special situations. Even averaging monthly data for the same
site can have issues, such as different number of days per month and large variations in monthly NCF. For
monthly single site roll-up, one of the pooling equations would be better. Averaging should not be used.
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2.

Pooling: The pooling equations only work when rolling up plants with similar turbine capacities. When
selecting the pool, plants with similar resource characteristics should be selected.

3. Generation: Generation weighting will work when EFOR is low. When EFOR gets above 10 percent, significant
errors occur. At 100 percent EFOR there is no generation therefore no weight (See Figure K3). This method
should be avoided.
4.

Installed Capacity: Installed capacity weighting works but does not take into account the differences in
turbine efficiency and plant capability based on resources.

5.

Net Dependable Energy: Net dependable energy is the maximum amount of energy that could be produced
based on the resource available. This could also be called the entitlement for the project for the specified
period of time. This method works in all cases. (See Figure K3)

6.

Net Dependable Capacity (NDC): This gives the same result as Net dependable energy. NDC is what the plant
was capable of for that month. The Installed capacity may be much higher but over a period of time a wind
plant will never achieve 100 percent of its installed capacity vs. a conventional plant can easily achieve 100
percent of its rated capacity.

EFOR Weighting Comparison Chart
2 SKes - SKe A Varable EFOR, Site B 0.0% EFOR

100% m-m

■Generatbn
Expected

AswrrcMns PtertA PImB
«WTG
= 100
50
Ror9lMW)= 2.0
1.0
Hf&liAo
= 720
720
Cwac^ = 48%
48%
AveiaW^ = Tate
100%

% Weighted EFOR
Figure K2
Figure K3 rolls up two plants. Installed capacity for Plant A is 200MW and Plant B is 50MW with different technologies
and turbine capacity ratings. The above graph keeps plant B at 100 percent availability and varies Plant A's EFOR from
0 -100 percent. The roll-up results are displayed in the above graph (x axis). At the extreme, when Plant A is at 100
percent EFOR, the resulting generation weighted roll-up is zero percent EFOR. No generation no weight. This error
starts to become significant when EFOR is greater than 10 percent.
The Expected (Net Dependable Energy) method yields the yellow straight line. When Plant A is at 100 percent EFOR
the weighted roll-up is 80 percent. This is what we would intuitively expect. Total roll-up capacity is 250MW with
Plant A, 200IVIW, in 100 percent EFOR.
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How are Repowers and Refurbishments Handled within Wind GADS Reporting?
Refurbishments bring the wind turbine (WTG) back to original specification and operating conditions. Usually, the
gearbox is rebuilt, blade surfaces repaired and generator bearing are replaced. The WTG system capacity does not
change. This process does not require a retirement/new sub-group and would be classified as planned outage work.
Repower, usually requires an 80 percent replacement of an existing WTG. This process usually results in the
replacement of the gearbox, blades, generator and sometimes the controller. The WTG is significantly changed in
System capacity or Net Capacity Factor (larger Rotor). This process usually requires a retirement of the old sub-group
and a creation of a new sub-group. The easiest way to do this in the Wind GADS system is to:
1.

As WTGs are repowered or major components fail, retire the WTG. This moves the WTG hours into an inactive
state, removing the turbine from performance indicators.

2. Track and report the retired hours on a monthly basis until the project Is complete.
3.

4.

When ail the repower turbines are retired:
a.

If all the turbines in the sub-group are repowered, complete reporting until the end of the month and
then retire the sub-group.

b.

If only part of the sub-group Is repowered, complete reporting until the end of the month and then adjust
the sub-group to the new turbine count and system capacity.

Create a new sub-group for the repowered turbines and start reporting the first full month after the project
is complete.

Option (not recommended) - The sub-groups can be adjusted on a month by month basis. This method is more
challenging and subject to error. In this process:
1. As WTGs are retired their retired hours are tracked until the end of the month. After reporting the month
the old sub-group turbine count is adjusted for the next month.
2. A sub-group is created for the repower turbines and each repowered turbine starts reporting the first of the
new month. Before reporting the sub-group turbine count is updated.
3.

When the project is complete, the old sub-group is retired ending its reporting requirements.

4. This method is technically challenging as the sub-groups turbine counts are always change. Remember the
system checks total turbine hours against turbine count times the period hours. Lot of moving pieces.
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Metric
Sub-Group Status
Gross Actual Generation (MWh)
Net Actual Generation (MWh)
Total Installed Capacity (MW)
Net Maximum Capacity (MW)
Period Turbine Hrs.
Contactor Turbine Hrs.
Reserve Shutdown Turbine Hrs.
Forced Turbine Hrs.
Maintenance Turbine Hrs.
Planned Turbine Hrs.
OMC Forced Turbine Hrs.
OMC Maintenance Turbine Hrs.
OMC Planned Turbine Hrs.
Resource Unavailable Turbine Hrs.
Inactive Reserve Turbine Hrs.
Mothball Turbine Hrs.
Retired Turbine Hrs.
Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hrs.
Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hrs.
Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hrs.
OMC Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hrs.
OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hrs.
OMC Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hrs.

Performance

System

Component

El
Ef
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El

El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El

El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El

Component Force Outage Hrs.
Component Force Outage Occurrences
Component Maintenance Outage Hrs.
Component Maintenance Occurrences
Component Planned Outage Hrs.
Component Planned Occurrences Sub-Component
Component Force Outage Hrs. Sub-Component
Force Outage Occurrences Sub-Component
Maintenance Outage Hrs. Sub-Component
Maintenance Occurrences Sub-Component
Planned Outage Hrs. Sub-Component
Sub-Component Planned Occurrences
Notes:
1. There are 15 System categories
2. There are 117 Component categories
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El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El
El

Appendix M: Sub-Group Ownership Status
Sub-group ownership status allows the utility to manage the state of each sub-group through the GADS Wind
Reporting application. Sub-group ownership status Is part of the sub-group configuration data record, which is
separate from the reporting of the operational sub-eroup status In the performance record.
Users will have the ability to view and export a report from the GADS Wind Reporting application that Includes the
ownership and monthly reporting status of each sub-group.
The GADS Wind Reporting application will require an effective date for each status change except ID Request.
There are seven states of sub-group ownership that may be assigned to a sub-roup:
Abbreviation

Assigned by

Active

AV

User or System

Deactivated

DV

User

ID Request
Pending*

ID
PE

User
System

Reactivate

RV

User

Retired

RT

User

Status

Transfer
TR
User
^Pending is a system-assigned status, not a reportable status
Active (AV)
Identifies that the sub-group is an active ownership state, even when the performance status defines an inactive
state of operation.
A user enters AV on the sub-group record any time configuration data for the sub-group Is updated, including to
reactivate a sub-group or to associate the purchasing utility with the sub-group after a transfer.
The system assigns the Active sub-group ownership status when:
•

A sub-group ID is assigned as the result of an ID Request status from the user, or

•

When a sub-group ID in a pending state has been updated with sub-group configuration data.

Performance records are expected for each month that a sub-group has an Active sub-group ownership status
for any portion of the month.
Deactivated (DV)
Identifies that a sub-group is being put into a dormant state.
A users enters DV when all wind turbines in the sub-group have been in an Inactive state for more than 60 days.
The effective date of the deactivation may not be in the future.
Performance records indicating the operational reason for the inactive state are expected for each month for
which a sub-group has a Deactivated sub-group ownership status.
ID Request (iD)
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Identifies request for a new sub-group ID.
A user enters ID when a new sub-group ID is required. This is the only sub-group ownership status where the sub
group ID is left blank.
An ID Request should n^ be used for a utility to begin reporting a sub-group that it purchased from another
reporting utility.
Upon successful validation of the sub-group configuration record, the GADS Wind Reporting application will
assign the sub-group ID and set the sub-group ownership status to Active.
Pending* (PE)
Identifies that a sub-group ownership transfer is awaiting configuration data from the purchasing utility. Pending is a
system-assigned status, not a user-reportable status.
Reactivate (RV)
Identifies a request to reactivate a sub-group in a Deactivated state of ownership.
A user enters RV when a sub-group becomes operational after a Deactivated state. Updated sub-group
configuration data is required. The effective date of the reactivation may be in the future.
The GADS Wind Reporting application updates the sub-group configuration data and sets the sub-group
ownership status to Active.
Retired (RT)
Identifies the effective date for which a sub-group is no longer operational due to permanent retirement.
A user enters RT when a sub-group has been permanently retired. The effective date of retirement may not be
In the future.
Performance data records covering the period of operation through the last day of the month for which the sub
group operated are expected.
Transfer (TR)
Identifies a request to transfer ownership of a sub-group.
The selling utility enters TR when it sells a sub-group to another utility. The selling utility Is required to enter the
date of sale and utility ID of the purchasing utility in the sub-group record.
Performance data covering the period of operation through the last day of the month for which the sub-group
was owned by the selling utility are expected to be reported by the selling utility.
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Below Is a list of the commonly used abbreviations in this document. They are sorted by common use, reporting and
equations. There are additional abbreviations used in the sub-group report listed in Appendix F - Reference Tables.

General Use Abbreviations
Abbreviation
AAWS
BPS
C
CSV
CT
DRI
EFOR
EG
FO
GADS
GADS-W
6ADSWG
GSU
HV
lA
ID
IPP
IR
ISO
KPI
m
m/s
MB
MO
MW
MWh
NCR#
O&M
OMC
PO
PPA
PT
QC
RCC
RE
RS
RTS
RU
SCADA
WTG

Definition
Annual Average Wind Speed
Bulk Power System
Celsius
Comma Separated Value
Current Transformer
Data Reporting Instructions
Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
Expected Generation
Forced Outage
Generator Availability Data System
GADS Wind
GADS Working Group
Generator Step Up transformer
High Voltage
Inactive State
Identification
Independent Power Producer
Inactive Reserve
Independent System Operator
Key Performance Indicators
Meter
Meters per Second
Mothball
Maintenance Outage
Megawatt
Megawatt Hours
NERC Compliance Registry Number
Operations and Maintenance
Outside Management Control
Planned Outage
Power Purchase Agreement
Potential Transformer
Quality Control
Rotor Current Control
Regional Entity
Reserve Shutdown
Returned to Service
Retired Unit
Supervisorial Control and Data Acquisition
Wind Turbine Generator (System)

Category
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
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Abbreviations Used for Reporting, Equation Attributes and QA Checks
Abbreviation
ACTH
CalH
CalTH
CTH
EATH
EFDTH
EMDTH
EPDTH
ERSDTH
EUTH
FTH
FXDTH
GAG
IRTH
MBTH
MTH
MXDTH
NAC
NAG
NDC
NDE
NMC
oEFDTH
oEMDTH
oEPDTH
oFTH
oMTH
oPTH
PDTH
PTH
PXDTH
RSTH
RTH
RUTH
SATH
SUTH
TH
Tl
TIC
TNMC
TSC

Definition
Active Turbine Hours
Calendar Hours
Calendar Turbine Hours
Contact Turbine Hours
Equipment Available Turbine Hours
Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours
Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours
Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours
Equivalent Reserve Shutdown Derated Turbine Hours
Equipment Unavailable Turbine Hours
Forced Turbine Hours
Forced Delay Turbine Hours
Gross Actual Generation
Inactive Reserve Turbine Hours
Mothballed Turbine Hours
Maintenance Turbine Hours
Maintenance Delay Turbine Hours
Net Available Capacity
Net Actual Generation
Net Dependable Capacity
Net Dependable Energy
Net Maximum Capacity
OMC Equivalent Forced Derated Turbine Hours
OMC Equivalent Maintenance Derated Turbine Hours
OMC Equivalent Planned Derated Turbine Hours
OMC Forced Turbine Hours
OMC Maintenance Turbine Hours
OMC Planned Turbine Hours
Period Turbine Hours (aka - ACTH)
Planned Turbine Hours
Planned Delay Turbine Hours
Reserve Shutdown Turbine Hours
Retired Turbine Hours
Resource Unavailable Turbine Hours
Site (Resource) Available Turbine Hours
Site (Resource) Unavailable Turbine Hours
Turbine Hours
Turbulence Intensity
Total Installed Capacity
Turbine Net Maximum Capacity
Turbine System Capacity

Category
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and Equation Attributes
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
Reporting and
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Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes
Equation Attributes

j
i

i
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Equation Abbreviations
In equation number order

Abbreviation
REAP
REUF
REPOF
REMOF
REFOF
REUOF
RESOF
RGF
RNCF
NOF
REPOR
REMOR
REFOR
REUOR
RESOR
EEAF
EEUF
EEPOF
EEMOF
EEFOF
EEUOF
EESOF
EGF
ENCF
EEPOR
EEMOR
EEFOR
EEUOR
EESOR
PREAF
PREUF
PREPOF
PREMOF
PREFOF
PREUOF
PRESOF
PRGF
PRNCF
PNOF
PREPOR
PREMOR
PREFOR
PREUOR
PRESOR
PEEAF

Definition
Resource Equivalent Availability Factor
Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor
Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
Resource Generating Factor
Resource Net Capacity Factor
Net Output Factor
Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate
Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate
Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor
Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor
Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
Equipment Generating Factor
Equipment Net Capacity Factor
Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate
Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate
Pooled Resource Equivalent Availability Factor
Pooled Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor
Pooled Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
Pooled Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
Pooled Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
Pooled Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
Pooled Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
Pooled Resource Generating Factor
Pooled Resource Net Capacity Factor
Pooled Net Output Factor
Pooled Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
Pooled Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
Pooled Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
Pooled Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate
Pooled Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor
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Category
Equation - l.A.l
Equation - 1.A.2
Equation - 1.A.3
Equation - 1.A.4
Equation - 1.A.5
Equation - 1.A.6
Equation - 1.A.7
Equation ~ 1.A.8
Equation - 1.A.9
Equation - I.A.IO
Equation - l.A.ll
Equation - 1.A.12
Equation - 1.A.13
Equation - 1.A.14
Equation - 1.A.15
Equation - l.B.l
Equation - 1.B.2
Equation - 1.B.3
Equation - 1.B.4
Equation - 1.B.5
Equation - 1.B.6
Equation - 1.B.7
Equation - 1.B.8
Equation - 1.B.9
Equation - I.B.IO
Equation - l.B.ll
Equation - 1.B.12
Equation - 1.B.13
Equation - 1.B.14
Equation • 2.A.1
Equation - 2.A.2
Equation - 2.A.3
Equation - 2.A.4
Equation - 2.A.5
Equation - 2.A.6
Equation - 2.A.7
Equation - 2.A.8
Equation - 2.A.9
Equation - 2.A.10
Equation - 2.A.11
Equation - 2.A.12
Equation -2.A.13
Equation - 2.A.14
Equation -2.A.15
Equation - 2.B.1
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Abbreviation

Definition

Category

PEEUF
PEEPOF
PEEMOF
PEEFOF
PEEUOF
PEESOF
PEGF
PENCF
PEEPOR
PEEMOR
PEEFOR
PEEUOR
PEESOR
XREAF
XREUF
XREPOF
XREMOF
XREFOF
XREUOF
XRESOF
XREPOR
XREMOR
XREFOR
XREUOR
XRESOR
XEEAF
XEEUF
XEEPOF
XEEMOF
XEEFOF
XEEUOF
XEESOF
XEEPOR
XEEMOR
XEEFOR
XEEUOR
XEESOR
PXREAF
PXREUF
PXREPOF
PXREMOF
PXREFOF
PXREUOF
PXRESOF
PXREPOR
PXREMOR
PXREFOR
PXREUOR

Pooled Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
Pooled Equipment Generating Factor
Pooled Equipment Net Capacity Factor
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate
Pooled Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate
OMC Resource Equivalent Availability Factor
OMC Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor
OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate
OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate
OMC Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor
OMC Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor
OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate
OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Availability Factor
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Unavailability Factor
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate

Equation - 2.B.2
Equation - 2.B.3
Equation - 2.B.4
Equation-2.B.5
Equation - 2.B.6
Equation - 2.B.7
Equation - 2.B.8
Equation - 2.B.9
Equation - 2.B.10
Equation - 2.B.11
Equation - 2.B.12
Equation - 2.B.13
Equation - 2.B.14
Equation - 3.A.1
Equation -3.A.2
Equation - 3.A.3
Equation - 3.A.4
Equation - 3.A.5
Equation - 3.A.6
Equation - 3.A.7
Equation - 3.A.8
Equation - 3.A.9
Equation - 3.A.10
Equation - 3.A.11
Equation - 3.A.12
Equation - 3.B.1
Equation - 3.B.2
Equation -3.B.3
Equation - 3.B.4
Equation-3.B.5
Equation - 3.B.6
Equation - 3.B.7
Equation - 3.B.8
Equation - 3.B.9
Equation - 3.B.10
Equation - 3.B.11
Equation - 3.B.12
Equation-4.A.1
Equation -4.A.2
Equation -4.A.3
Equation-4.A.4
Equation -4.A.5
Equation -4.A.6
Equation - 4.A.7
Equation - 4.A.8
Equation -4.A.9
Equation - 4.A.10
Equation-4.A.11
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Abbreviation
PXRESOR
PXEEAF
PXEEUF
PXEEPOF
PXEEMOF
PXEEFOF
PXEEUOF
PXEESOF
PXEEPOR
PXEEMOR
PXEEFOR
PXEEUOR
PXEESOR

Definition
Pooled OMC Resource Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Availability Factor
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Unavailability Factor
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Factor
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Planned Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Maintenance Outage Rate
i Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Forced Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate
Pooled OMC Equipment Equivalent Scheduled Outage Rate

Category
Equation-4.A.12
Equation - 3.B.1
Equation - 3.B.2
Equation - 3.B.3
Equation - 3.B.4
Equation - 3.B.5
Equation ■ 3.B.6
Equation - 3.B.7
Equation • 3.B.8
Equation -3.B.9
Equation - 3.B.10
Equation - 3.B.11
Equation - 3.B.12

Organizational Abbreviations
Abbreviation
EIA
EPA
ERO
FAA
FERC
FRCC
lEC
IEEE
MRO
NERC
NPCC
NREL
OSHA
RF
SERC
Texas RE
WECC

Definition
Energy Information Administrator
Environmental Pollution Agency
Electric Reliability Organization
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Florida Reliability Coordinating Council
International Electrotechnical Commission
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Midwest Reliability Organization
North American Electric Reliability Corporation
Northeast Power Coordinating Council
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Occupation Safety and Health Administration
ReliabilityFirst
SERC Reliability Corporation
Texas Reliability Entity
Western Electricity Coordinating Council
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Category
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization
Organization

